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NAB Pressures FCC
On EBS Technology
by Randy Su'cow
WASHINGTON the FCC has agreed to
a National Association of Broadcasters
(NAB) request to delay implementation of
a newly tedesigned Emergency Broadcast
System ( EBS).
For several months, the new EBS rules
were expected to get final approval during
the commission's February or March regular meeting. But the commission agreed
to adelay of the proceeding following several meetings with NAB officials who
voiced con;:erns about broadcaster implementation costs and the efficiency of the
revised system.
The commission may still decide to take
the issue up during its April meeting.
The commission's EBS Office, adivision
of the Field Operations Bureau ( FOB), has
been developing the system redesign for the
past two years, seeking to increase efficiency using new digital technologies.
The final order had been written and
was ready for approval when NAB
staffers met with Mass Media Bureau
Chief Roy Stewart. Stewart apparently
intervened to delay the proceedings.
At deadline, NAB was planning to
meet with FOB Chief Richard Smith to

discuss possible alternatives or revisions to the new EBS rules.
One alternative may be early approval of a
tentative report and order with time set
aside to study whether further changes
should be made to the new system. "If ( the
FCC) came out with afinal order in April. I
think you would hear ahue and cry from
broadcasters across the country," said Jeff
Baumann. NAB executive vice president
and chief counsel.
Some NAB radio board members are also
asking for funds from the FCC or the
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) to defray implementation costs for
broadcasters. "Cost is afactor," Baumann

Norway with the help of guest
commentators such as figure
skater Paul Wylie ( r) above.

continued on page 26

Joyner Flies by Satellite
by Bruce Ingram
CHICAGO He's bad; he's nationwide.
Fly Jock Tom Joyner, famous for jetcommuting for years between his toprated morning show on KKDA-FM
Dallas and his top-rated afternoon drive
show on WGCI-FM Chicago, still cannot
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or Washington as if they were in the stu-

dio with him.
It also means musical guest; can play
with " Butch" Stewart's band despite the
fact they are separated by thousands of
be satisfied with one show in one city.
miles.
These days he is heard in 32 markets
Joyner remembered that one of his first
simultaneously on "The Tom Joyner
guests,
ex-Kool J and the Gang singer
Morning Show," an ABC Radio
J.T. Taylor felt strange about the concept
Networks project that blends high techuntil he hooked up with Uncle Butchie
nology with aprogramming approach that
via studio monitors.
is so old it seems
"Butch said. ' Hi,
radically new.
LT.' and J.T. said,
"I don't know any'Hi, Butch' and
body who's done
they just counted
this kind of show
off and started to
before on the radio,'"
play. It was great."
said Joyner. "Since
Joyner is proud of
the ' 40s anyway."
the fact that his
"The Tom Joyner
show emphasizes
Morning Show" is
personality over
trumpeted by ABC
music, a direction
as the nation's first
he has been advonationally syndicatcating for years.
ed urban contempoJoyner still spins
rary morning pro-.
the hits, but he
gram. The show
devotes more time
does target Africanto original comedy,
American listeners,
including a daily
but its approach is
soap opera spoof,
quite different from
celebrity interviews
standard, musicand performances,
dependent urban
sports and news.
programming.
Former "Fly Jock" Tom Joyner
Joyner jokes that
Like most shows
from radio's golden age, Joyner's has a his show brings all the excitement of latenight TV talk shows to radio, and the
live band accompanying guests and providing music in and out of commercial
breaks. The new wrinkle is that Joyner is
based in Dallas and Uncle Butchie's Live
House plays out of Chicago.
Joyner, in his new, $500,000 Dallas studio, is linked to Chicago and other ABC
studios nation-wide by fiber-optic ground
lines with no time delay. This means he
can carry on casual conversations with
celebrities in New York or Los Angeles

comparison is apt.
"The Tom Joyner Morning Show" is alot
like "The Tonight Show," " The
Letterman Show," and "Arsenio" without
the cameras.
"It is abig, big show," said Joyner, who
was wmding up the last yea
eightyear contract at Chicago's WGCI-FM and
preparing for retirement when he got the
continued on page 1B
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NEWSWATCH
NAB Concerned
About Freeze
WASHINGTON The National
Association of Broadcasters (NAB)
is seeking aclarification from the
FCC on its decision last month to
"freeze" comparative licensing
considerations and comparative
license renewal proceedings.
The NAB "is seeking FCC clarification on the freeze and its
potential impact." Previous
freezes have affected new business for contract engineers and
consultants.

The FCC enacted the freeze as a
result of arecent U.S. Court of
Appeals action that said the
FCC's criteria used in evaluating
comparative applications for new
stations was "unlawful."
During the freeze, which will
last until the comparative policies
are revised, the FCC's Mass
Media Bureau will not issue cutoff lists or adopt FM filing windows for new filing opportunities.
Also, major facility changes
required to be placed on an FCC
cut-off list will be frozen. This
includes changes of frequency

and community of licensing, and
AM changes, such as operating
hours, most power increases and
directional antenna modifications.
The NAB said that "changes
not subject to comparative proceedings, and FM upgrades
under the one-step process apparently will not be affected" by the
freeze.
AEC) to Provide
Codecs for World Cup
TEMPE, Ariz. The European
Broadcasting Union (EBU) has

April 6, 1994

contracted with AEQ to provide
520 ACD-3.000 audio codecs for
this summer's retransmission of
the FIFA World Cup soccer
matches.
The digital audio encoding/
decoding equipment was recently
tested and approved by AT&T
for use with the long distance
carrier's circuits, according to
AEQ. The AEQ ACD-3.000
codec receives analog audio,
converting it to digital, compressing it for 56 Kb or 64 Kb
transmission; the decoder converts the audio back to normal.
The compression layer options
include the G.722 standard of
CCITT or in conformity with
ISO/MPEG Layer II. The data

channels are compatible with
Switched 56 or with the international ISDN network.
NRSC-2 Waiver
To End June 30
WASHINGTON The FCC has
issued areminder to AM stations
that the temporary "presumptive
compliance policy," which
allowed stations employing the
NRSC-1 preemphasis curve to
be assumed that they met the
NRSC-2 standard, will lapse on
June 30.
By June 30, AM stations that
have not been making emitted
spectra measurements, must
resume an annual schedule of
measurements.
Phone Number
For Sony SRF-42

Purchases

In the March 9RW article,
"Sony Introduces AMAX
Portable," the phone number
listed was for consumer
inquiries. Radio stations
who wish to purchase SRF42 AM stereo portables for
samples and promotions,
should call 800-833-6302.
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Earthquake Forced 'Tent' Broadcasting
by Mike Worrall
Chief Engineer
KCSN-FM
NORTHRIDGE, Calif . "Earthquake!" This, according to my wife
Teresa, was the insightful bit of wisdom
Iblurted out just after 4:30 a.m. on the
morning of January 17. Having been
awakened on a holiday morning by
what felt like a tank division roaring
through the house, my lack of eloquence
can perhaps be forgiven.
Isuspect that all in the broadcast engineering profession have been rudely awakened in the early morning hours by an
unexpected phone call; we know of the
brief moment of confusion as we search for

the receiver not quite sure which side of
consciousness the ring is coming from. Yet
this "mental" fog is short lived because we
have heard this noise before; we quickly
realize that it is atelephone and, reluctantly
perhaps—answer it.
When the noise is completely unrecognized, accompanied by violent shaking in
total darkness that seems to last for minutes. one's response is abit less practiced.
Mine was to search for a flashlight and
inspect the house then check with neighbors to see if help was needed.
Only then did Iturn on the radio to see if
we were on the air. We were not.
Station KCSN is athe non-commercial
FM station licensed to California State
University, Northridge. It was not until

Chong Nominated to FCC
WASHINGTON President Bill Clinton announced on March 2his intention
to nominate attorney Rachelle B. Chong as the fourth FCC commissioner.
Chong specializes exclusively in telecommunications law at the international
law firm of Graham and James in San Francisco, where she has been apartner
since 1992.
Focusing her practice on regulatory issues related to the wireless communications industry, she serves as principal regulatory counsel to four cellular telephone carriers in the greater San Francisco Bay Area. She is head of the firm's
Regulatory Department, and is an active member of its International
Telecommunications Practice Group, consisting of telecommunications lawyers
in the United States. She also serves on its Management Center Committee, a
policy-making committee of the firm.
Before joining Graham and James in 1987, Chong practiced communications
law for three years as an associate attorney at the now-defunct Washington,
D.C. law firm of Kadison, Pfaelzer, Woodard, Quinn and Rossi. Her specialties
were broadcast law, radio common carrier regulation and intellectual property
matters.
Chong, 34, was born and raised in Stockton, California. She graduated in
1981 with dual degrees in political science and journalism from the University
of California at Berkeley. In 1984, she graduated from Hastings College of the
Law. She is amember of the California and District of Columbia bars.
The president's nomination is subject to approval by the Senate Commerce
Committee and the full Senate. If approved, Chong, aRepublican, would fill the
spot left vacant when Sherrie Marshall left in the fall of 1993 to go into private
practice. Chong would join Democratic Chairman Reed E. Hundt (nominated
by Clinton), and commissioners James H. Quello (Democrat) and Andrew C.
Barrett (Republican) as amember of the Commission. Hundt's term expires in
1998, Quello's in 1996, and Barrett's in 1995. If Chong is approved her term
will expire in 1997.
Another commissioner's seat (for a Democrat) became vacant when Ervin
Duggan left earlier this year to become president of PBS. At presstime, Clinton
was expected to nominate Susan Ness for the seat.
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well after dawn that the epicenter of the
quake had been pinpointed at Northridge,
and by this time Iwas confident that our
personal situation had
stabilized, so Iheaded
for the station.
Off the air
The 12 mile drive was
a surreal " Blade Runner" journey past flaming broken gas mains,
rivers of water from ruptured pipes and a maze
of traffic. accidents
caused by panicked drivers running through
intersections without
stop lights. A fire had
broken out on campus,
and glass was falling
from fourth floor windows on adjoining buildings.
The radio station is on the second floor of
awindowless building—constructed in the
early 60s as afallout shelter. With my now
fading flashlight, Iclimbed the steps to the
second floor, pausing once for asignificant aftershock, and unlocked the studio
door. My first glance revealed that getting
back on the air would require aHerculean
effort.
Thankfully, the station runs an unattended overnight programming service, so
there were no concerns for the safety of
any station employees who may have

KCSN announcers were
forced to broadcast
a-tentrafter_tfte
Arr'ete*

been trapped. The path to the control
room is through the music library with its
floor-to-ceiling album and CD cabinets.
This furniture was completely disintegrated with 4,000 CDs and thousands of
LPs littering the floor.
Initial inspection
Iclimbed through the rubble to inspect
the control room which was not too badly
damaged. The CD players were on the
floor, the reel-to-reel machines had rolled
across the room and slammed into the
connnued on page 29
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EARWAVES ®

Stir in Radio with Coming of Spring
WASHINGTON Spring is newly
arrived and the air is alive with the
sound of telecommunications policy
being rewritten and spectrum being
divvied up and dreamers counting the
money they will be making soon, they
hope.
The Clinton Administration finally got
its act together on nominating candidates to the vacant FCC slots—communications attorneys Rachelle Chong ( see
story page 3) and Susan Ness ( at press
time— look for our story in the next
RW).
* * *
Although the Clinton Administration
may not have been thinking about the
FCC and its related industries until
recently, Congress has been weaving
and unweaving the fabric of telecommunications policy.

First the good news. Jim May, executive vice president, government relations, National Association of Broadcasters, claimed a "huge victory" with
the Senate passage of the Radio
Advertising Disclosure bill last month.
President Clinton is expected to eventually sign the bill, which will alter current
laws requiring long disclaimers at the
end of car-leasing radio ads, which has
forced most car dealerships to limit leasing advertising to TV and newspapers
exclusively. The new law would allow
broadcasters to give consumers a tollfree number to hear the leasing rights
disclaimer.
Just two months after being introduced last September, the Radio Ad

Disclosure provisions passed as arider
to a larger House banking bill. The
Senate version is also part of a larger
bill, now set to go to a House- Senate
conference. The Ad Disclosure section
is not considered controversial and

two countries. As many of you know,
Canada embraced the Eureka- 147
System from the beginning and is now
in the real- world test stage of an L-band
DAB system.
Canada's Minister of Canadian

"The passage of this bill marks
one of the most significant radioonly legislative accomplishments we
have seen in years."
Eddie Fritts
should easily gain approval in the final
conference report.
"This is the most important radiorelated legislation in years," May said.
NAB estimates the bill will boost annual
revenues to the radio industry by at least
$20 million to $50 million.
NAB President and CEO Eddie Fritts
echoed May's sentiments: "The passage of this bill marks one of the
most significant radio- only legislative
accomplishments we have seen in
several years.
"Our goal is to have this bill signed
into law and the necessary FTC and
Federal Reserve rulemakings completed
in time for broadcasters to take advantage of the new law for the upcoming
fall model year."
* * *
Our neighbors to the north just concluded the Second International Symposium
on DAB, "The Sound of 2000," and,
according to RWI Managing Editor
Charles Taylor, who attended the gathering, offered an "optimistic but upfront
analysis on the challenges of tomorrow's
radio technology around the world."
The U.S. drew harsh criticism from
international attendees, reports Chuck.
The U.S. failure to commit to L- band
for digital radio transmission troubles
many, particularly Canada, which
would rather see amass proliferation of
common DAB receivers between the

Heritage, the Honorable Michael Dupuy
remarked, "We have taken astrong lead
and are convinced we are offering
Canada the best. Ihope that America, in
due course, will decide to join the rest of
the world."
We will of course have a complete
wrap-up for you in the
next issue of RW, but
you can pretty much
draw your own conclusions about the sentiments abroad. Ithink it
is worth repeating
what we have said
before: We are still in
the early chapters of a
long story. Interested
U.S. parties should not
read too much into
news that Japanese
electronics manufacturers are going ahead
Minneapolis Twin Cities-based Radio AAHS
was honored in a national awards ceremony
with plans to manufacture L- band digital
that recognizes excellence in programming for
receivers.
youth in film, music, television, radio and sports
Yes, Canada is ahead
and in performances by young people.
of the game, but
Radio AAHS was honored for outstanding disreceivers will not be
semination of news for kids through radio at
available for a few
the annual "Youth in Film" awards ceremony in
years. In-band receivers
Los Angeles earlier this year. Radio AAHS is the
could be out simultanenation's only 24-hour radio network aimed at
ously. The question will
kids, featuring children's music, entertainment,
be answered when and if
news and educational programming.
in-band proves workable
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(or not) and when there are enough digital
audio radio receivers on the market to
indicate consumer preference for one or
more digital radio approaches.
U.S. companies should continue to
run their tests ( ongoing in Cleveland
throughout 1994 and beyond) at their
own pace and decide which system or
systems are best without feeling undue
pressure. U.S. broadcasters, however,
would do well to keep an open mind
concerning L- band. We have said it
before: In- band is not proven and
Eureka is. L- band spectrum that was
unattainable could become attainable
with all the spectrum manipulation and
allocation being considered.
Political times are fast-paced. Read this
issue's editorial for yet another look at
some of the regulatory changes that
could have tremendous impact on your
industry. Make your voices heard.
* * *
On afinal note. RW's computer whiz
and regular columnist, Richard Mertz,
recently joined the consulting firm of
Suffa & Cavell Inc. as apartner and will
be based in Washington. Congratulations,
Richard, and good luck!
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If you have comments for Radio World, call us at 800-336-3045 or send ‘
1letter to Readers

Forum ( Radio World, Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 or MCI Mailbox # 302-7776). All letters
received become the property of Radio World, to be used at our discretion and as space permits.

Share the load

Wojciechowski should keep
in mind that he was the one thing all of
his unappreciative employers had in
common.
Frank McCoy, Owner/Manager
Skywave Chicago
painful. Mr.

Dear RW,
Jim Wojciechowski begins his guest
commentary. " Radio
Engineers:
Leading aThankless Life" ( RW, March
9), telling us he has left the broadcast
technical field and is happier for it. He
ends with a forecast of the industry's
"technical and marketplace obsolescence."
Perhaps Mr. Wojciechowski would
have had a more rewarding career had
he understood the balance required of
broadcast engineers. While the ability to
restore station equipment is anecessary
and vital skill, the ability to teach and
motivate is at least as important. If the
latter had been applied to some of the
remotes he complains about, more station personnel might have had an opportunity to contribute and lighten Mr.
Wojciechowski ' sload.
That is how it works at all the stations
my firm serves. The on- air staffers produce and deploy the remotes. Their
equipment has been organized and packaged to accomplish that capability.
My company is responsible for 100
percent of the technical requirements of
two dozen stations spread over almost
200 miles of the upper Midwest. We are
on- call 24 hours aday. Isubmit that my
investment in test and diagnostic equipment. standards and calibrations, tools
and even gas and oil is far greater than
Mr. Wojciechowski.
Through the past few years. I've accumulated athick file of thank- you letters
and testimonials from the broadcasters
I've served. These owners and managers, deeply concerned with the quality
of their air products and committed to
long-term broadcast service, certainly
put the lie to the " migrant labor" comparison Mr. Wojciechowski makes.
None of my clients feel that way about
my firm, or about engineering talent in
general.
For all of us, introspection and self-critique are difficult and sometimes

Editor's note: A few lines in Jim
Wojciechowski 'sdefense seem in order.
The basic expenses for a contract engineering firm with 24 paying clients cannot he validly compared to the expenses
of a station's staff engineer using his
own truck and paying for his own gas
and equipment.
Also, Mr. McCoy seems to assume a
greater willingness to learn on the part
of station management and on-air staff
than is reflected in Mr. Wojciechowski 's
commentary. The fact that Mr. McCoy's
clients have been responsible and
appreciative broadcasters does not "put
the lie to" Mr. Wojciechowski's observations of his own situation.
VSP update
Dear RW.
Thank you for Rich Rarey's excellent
review of the Digital Domain VSP ( RW.
Feb. 23). The first 10 production units
were well within the AES frequency tolerance of +1-0.2 percent. ( Actually. they
were within 0.2. or 10 hertz.)
After the first VSPs were delivered, we
discovered that the Sony 7000 series
DAT machines require atolerance of +/1hertz. The Sony balked due to the
VSP's slightly higher frequency. As a
result of this discovery, all VSPs are
now manufactured with an internal trim
capacitor that easily meets the stricter
tolerance.
The first 10 units have since been
retrofitted with the new capacitor at no
charge. The 7000 series DAT machines
now lock right up to the VSP with or
without sample rate conversion.
Bob Katz, President
Digital Domain. New York
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by William R. ( Bill) Bish
Master control operator and
Operating engineer, KVOS-TV
BELLINGHAM, Wash. It•s murder.
and although you are not aware of it. you
are a witness and maybe an unwitting
accomplice.
Stop murdering the language and stop
letting your employees do it. You can
hear it every day. not just on any one
particular station. but on any or all of
them.
For instance, the word "comfortable"
has four syllables: com-fort-a-ble. But
most of the time you hear three syllables,
"comp-ter-ble." Go look for that one in
your Funk & Wagnalls.
Another great one is "nuclear." There is
no such word as " nucular," which you
hear all the time. Ihave even heard people who work for the Atomic Energy
Commission say " nucular" instead of
nuclear.
"Vesh-ta-ble" is the word often used to
describe something to eat, usually green
and good for you. Many people in this
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Brisk Congic ,,ional acti‘ ity this year has been
devoted to reu riting the communications- related
antitrust code and to establishing the National
Information Infrastructure ( NH).
House Telecommunications Subcommittee
Chairman Edward Markey ( D-Mass.) is quite correct
to label the proposed bills as "the most significant
overhaul of telecommunications policy in 60 years."
Many communications media will profit from business created by new communications technologies.
The public could potentially be given the knowledge of the world at their fingertips, if the bills work as designed.
The danger is that radio could be left out of this revolution.
Legislators poring over the details of the Nil incorporate long-distance and
regional telephone companies, personal communications service ( PCS) and
cellular telephone companies, and cable, satellite and broadcast TV companies into their plans. The radio industry is anon-entity.
The currently hot debate over "spectrum flexibility" is aperfect case in
point.
Telecommunications Subcommittee Member Billy Tauzin (D-La.) proposed
an amendment to the House NH bill (H.R. 3636) "to permit broadcasters to
make use of the broadcast spectrum...for services that are ancillary or supplementary to the programming services which they are authorized to provide."
The Tauzin amendment (vigorously supported by the NAB) was tabled by
the subcommittee because some members thought it was too vague. A more
specific version of the amendment passed by the full House Energy and
Commerce Committee last month. Among the clarifications was replacement
of the word "broadcasters" with the term "television broadcast stations."
In ayear or two, TV broadcasters are scheduled to receive asecond 6MHz
allocation to transmit digital HDTV. The debate rages over how much of that
channel should be dedicated to HDTV and how much should be made available for multiple NTSC programming and other digital services.
Radio stations, according to the current Washington mind-set, do not have
the same flexibility option. After all, did radio broadcasters not voluntarily
bow out of the fight for additional digital audio broadcasting spectrum afew
years ago?
There is time to change this attitude. Even if the NH bill and the Tauzin
Amendment do not pass this year, the FCC already has authority to define the
limits of "spectrum flexibility" and determine which media will benefit from
it. The debate could go on for years.
In the meantime, radio station operators should explore creative ways to
obtain more spectrum for digital services. They might start by becoming
active bidders for PCS spectrum. Provisions in the FCC's PCS auction rules
should make it possible for even small radio entrepreneurs to participate in
the auctions.
Duopoly is another possible avenue. The proposed Senate Nil bill ( S. 1822)
directs the FCC to consider expanding the radio ownership limits beyond the
1992 rewrite, which allows asingle licensee to control up to four stations in a
market.
In the future, some licensees may be authorized to operate six or eight stations in amarket. Might the FCC consider granting them the right to air digital services over some of those duopoly channels?
A single FM channel can transmit about 800,000 bits of digital information
asecond, about 30 times less capacity than aTV channel. ( An AM channel
has about 10 times less capacity than an FM channel.)
Radio stations are bound by the laws of physics to have less channel capacity than TV stations, but there is no reason for the laws of the land to give
radio stations less flexibility to use that capacity.

Radio'

Wake-Up
Call

country are too lazy to pronounce all
four syllables in the word "vegetable."
Confusion reigns supreme when sportscasters take to the air. When was the last
time you heard a sportscaster say something like. " The team is in first place
with a record of seven and oh"?
Somehow the letter "0" has supplanted
the number zero.
Perhaps this zero/oh switch originates
with the telephone, where everyone has
been taught to dial " 0" for operator.
However, if you take alook at your dial.
"0 - actually translates to "6. - You have
to dial zero to get the operator.
(A friend once tried to explain that "0"
is acontraction of zero, but that does not
wash. The logical contraction of zero
should start with a "Z.")
Speaking of numbers. "eleven" follows
ten, not "aleven" or " leven."
Think about it for a few minutes and
you can probably compile your own long
list of common mispronunciations:
•Pres-i-dent, not prezdent
•Ac-cess-or-y, not ass-ess-ry
•Feb-ru-ar-y. not Feb- u- wary
•Wed-nes-day. not Wins-dee
That cold place up north is the Arc-tic,

not the ar-deck. The cold place to the
south is not the ant-ar-deck. If you could
purchase real estate at either place, you
would go to a realty to find an agent.
There is no such word as real-i-ty.
After completing your business with the
agent. you can go home every night to
your family, although many on the radio
talk about going home to the lam- l'.
There is no "1" in " teamwork. - but " family - does have one.
The friendly broadcaster is always willing to give you the time of day. but
sometimes finds it hard to articulate. Just
the other day. Iheard a TV announcer
promoting a movie for "tonight at two
thirty. - There is no two- thirty at night.
The movie aired at two- thirty in the
morning.
The solution is simple. We in the
broadcast media must pay attention to
the details. We have atremendous influence on the public. When people hear us
continually mispronounce words, the
incorrect usage begins to sound right to
them.
We must be caretakers of the English
language. We owe it to our audience to
amend our ways.

Let Us
Answer Your
Telephone Needs.
Radio stations, television stations, networks, and production
studio facilities require high
quality telephone audio. With
over adecade of experience in
telephone hybrid design and
manufacturing, Gentner is
utilizing digital signal processing
technology to produce higher
quality and less expensive
telephone interface systems.
We, at Harris Allied, are proud to
bring you the complete line.
SPH-3A. The industry's
most popular analog hybrid
provides high quality, economical duplex audio. Ideal for
newsroom modules, dedicated
guest lines, interviews and other
professional and industrial
applications.
SPH-5. This analog hybrid is
ideal for talk- intensive programs.
In addition to superb telephone
audio quality, the SPH-5 offers
Gentner's exclusive REC ( Record)
and CUE (alternate send audio)
features. REC automatically starts
your tape machine for recording
calls. CUE permits your air talent to
easily talk with callers off-air.
Digital Hybrid la. If you have
trouble with inconsistent telephone lines, you need this high
quality hybrid. Using DSP technology, it "auto nulls" every time it's
activated to provide amatch to
that particular telephone line's
characteristics. Then, during the
course of the call, it monitors the
telephone line and automatically
adapts to any changes that could
create problems.

•

II

single-cable conferencing with
another G2500 allow you to take
it anywhere. An acoustic echo
suppressor further reduces the
chance of feedback.
G3200. Made for lege talk
studios or talk shows with alive
audience, the G3200 combines
both digital hybrid technology
and digital acoustic echo
cancellation to provide clean
telephone audio. When caller
audio is sent over stud ospeakers, some returns to the mics,
creating potential feedback.
The G3200's acoustic echo
canceller automatically removes
this audio from its send path.
Where echo cancellation is not
required, the canceller can be
used as an auto mix- minus
generator. The same automatic
features as the G2500, plus a
built-in auto mic mixer ( up to 3
mics) and power amplifier, make
the G3200 ideal for use in any
talk show location.
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Digital Hybrid Ill. The next
generation of Gentner's most
popular hybrid. The Digital
Hybrid Ill provides the most
consistent performance of
adigital hybrid with the audio
quality and extra features of the
SPH-5. Its AGC, automatic nulling
and automatic re- null on new
line selection provide the best
possible hybrid performance
from line to line. REC and CUE
features make it simple to use
both on- and off-air.

I

e _

G2500. A telephone hybrid
revolution, the G2500 can be
used with any audio board or
console. Unlike other hybrids,
the G2500's Auto Mix Minus
allows you to feed program
output down the telephone line,
even when the output contains
caller audio. The G2500 automatically removes the caller
audio from its feed path.
Automatic answer/disconnect,
nulling, re-null on new line
selection, RS-232 control and

HAFIRIS
L.1-1 E
© 1994 Harris Corp.
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Gerstner
The complete line of telephone
hybrids from Gentner are in stock at
Harris Allied and ready for immediate
shipment. Call us toll- free.

8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623
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Big Apple Hosts Grammy Broadcasts
by Charles Taylor
NEW YORK
It's four hours before the
Grammy Awards begin live from Radio
City Music Hall, and gathered here amile
away at the Hard Rock Cafe in New York
are ahost of names that run the gamut in
popular music: The Smithereens, Pat
Metheny, Matthew Sweet, even Tony
Bennett.
While these celebrities will have
their chance for mega exposure over the

program's worldwide telecast shortly,
for now, they are doing their thing for
radio.
The event is organized annually by programming syndicator MJI Broadcasting,
which for nine years has been the official
radio network of the Grammy Awards. It
was sponsored this year by Chevrolet.
For three days, the Hard Rock is host to a
satellite remote involving live broadcasts to
two dozen major and mid- market rock
radio stations nationwide. The restaurant

closes its doors to the public during the
event, pushes tables aside and sets up two
dozen temporary mini remote studios for
the stations' afternoon teams, using most
every usable space within the structure's
two levels. Station logo banners herald
some of the larger set-ups, while some are
little more than atable, aplacard identifying the station and three draped blue walls.
Waiting on stars
Hard Rock employees buzz about, keeping coffee cups and soda glasses full, while
other staffers escort the music stars, clipboards in hand with each destination
marked. Each outlet is given afive-minute
one-on-one interview with guests, who
include not only music stars, but comedians, cartoon voice talent and MTV VJs.
For the celebrities, such aremote equates
a mini- promotional tour-24 markets
within 6,500 square feet in less than three
hours. For radio, it localizes the music
industry's most prestigious annual event,
bringing both the flavor and the immediacy
of the Grammy Awards by way of personalities with which listeners have an established bond.
"Essentially, we're bringing New York to
Indianapolis," says Le Ann Summers, midday air personality at WRZX in
Indianapolis. "We're actually bringing the
stars to them, where these guys have sat
down with us and talked. We give the listeners afeel for what's going on here at the
Granunys and what's going on in the city
of New York."
Most of the stations devote the entire afternoon drive show live from the Hard Rock,
carefully orchestrating the link between
commentary from New York and music
played from home base.
Some follow aprinted log that outlines
songs, commercial and weather/traffic
blocks, along with the segments designated
for interviews and chatter from the remote.
Organization is key.
Even so, the general atmosphere is
boisterous and frenetic. At this hour, the

Evergreen Case Spawns
New Indecency Precepts
by Alan Haber

WASHINGTON As aresult of asettlement reached by the FCC with Evergreen
Media Corporation of Irving, Texas, the
commission will offer, within nine months,
guidance to broadcasters relating to existing case laws on broadcast indecency.
The Evergreen settlement, involving
two broadcasts on Evergreen- owned
WLUP ( AM) Chicago by Steve Dahl and
Gary Meier in 1987 and 1989, and an
additional broadcast on Evergreen's
WLUP-FM by Kevin Matthews in 1992,
was expected to be filed in Federal
District Court in Illinois the week of
March 7, according to Jane E. Mago,
FCC assistant general counsel.
The Dahl and Meier broadcasts resulted
in a$6,000 forfeiture being levied by the
FCC; the Matthews broadcast brought a
$33,750 forfeiture.
A third party in the case, the American
Civil Liberties Union ( ACLU), filed a
counterclaim against the government. The
counterclaim stipulated that the ACLU, as
listeners of WLUP, would be affected by
any action taken by the FCC against the
station as far as its rights were concerned.
Although the ACLU is not current! a

party to the agreement, the group is expected to sign on shortly.
Evergreen and the ACLU were allowed
by the court to challenge the constitutionality of the FCC's action as it applied to this
particular case, according to Mago.
Evergreen subsequently entered into discussions of apossible settlement with the
government. At the heart of the discussions
was the idea of reaching asettlement that
"was the best for everybody all around,"
according to Mago.
Heightened awareness

"What the government got out of the settlement agreement is a promise by
Evergreen that they would inform their onair personnel that there was aneed to be
aware of the statute (covering broadcast
indecency), to follow the statute, and also
to set up an educational program to update
the on-air personnel regarding the FCC's
enforcement actions," Mago said. "And
what Evergreen gets out of it is an agreement on our part to issue guidance related
to our case law on broadcast indecency.
We're going to clarify what's already out
there."
According to the terms of the settlement
continued on page 22
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Networks Offer Variety, Flexibili
by Lucia Cobo
and Whitney Pinion

(RNA), the industry is recovering nicely
from the lingering recession of the early
1990s.
CBS Radio Networks Vice President and
General Manager Robert Kipperman, who
is currently the president of RNA, monitors the sales figures closely. "Network

WASHINGTON Radio network companies are embracing new technology and
ideas at apace that is far outdistancing the
radio stations they serve. Partly due to

RADAR 48 ( Fall 1993). Persons 12+, All Network,
All Broadcasts Except Overnight—Average Persons
CI Prime (ABC)—(7.5)
•

VVMBS (WW1)—( 10.4)
Platinum (ABC)—(5.6)

C:1 CNN+

1:1

Spectrum (CBS)—( 11.3)

▪

Genesis (
ABC)—(21.2)

▪

WNBC (
WW1)—( 13.5)

% Change

1:3 Super ( US)—(8.4)
CI CBS (CBS)—(5.6)
•

Power (US)—(8.1)

Em

Source (
WW1)—( 15.8)

C3
CM

example of the growth possible through a
blend of aggressive programming and
innovative uses of technology.
Company President Steve Lehman
expects the company to grow by "50 percent" in 1994. Part of its success is attributable to programs like "Gerry House and
the House Foundation," a program that
uses digital delivery and storage of live
programming to create a completely
"local" and live morning show for each of
its affiliates.

Galaxy (
ABC)— 5.3
Excel (ABC)—( 13.2)

Continued growth
Says Lehman: "Gerry House has really
set a benchmark for the industry for
satellite- delivered morning shows."
Premiere moved to completely refurbished studios two years ago, and,
according to Lehman, is already scouting
new facilities. "We have almost outgrown our new facility."
But established companies are also on
the move. Kipperman revealed that CBS

had outperformed the marketplace in both
1993 and 1994—without including the
network's performance in the Olympics
(see story page 15).
Says Kipperman: "Our basic niche is
news and sports programming. Our advertisers can count on in-program commercial clearance with CBS. We have been
extremely successful with Osgood and we
just renewed our baseball rights for six
years."
In addition, CBS will continue to expand
into the talk show arena, an area it recently delved into with the "Gil Gross Show,"
aprogram that has cleated more than 150
stations since its launch in August of
1992.
On the rebound
In an effort to better serve its affiliates,
United Press International has expanded
and modernized its operation.
On the radio network end of things,
expansion has meant doing aone-minute
news update at the bottom of the hour, in
addition to running its hourly news 24
hours aday, seven days a week. UPI's
continued on page II
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SOURCE: RADAR 48, Fall 1993
aggressive new players and partly due to
earlier cost-cutting, radio networks find
themselves delivering product to radio
stations in innovative and flexible packages that are made possible by the digital
technology available.
According to revenue figures compiled
by the Radio Network Association

NEW )

radio came off avery strong ' 93 versus
'92," he said. "Overall growth was just
under 10 percent in 1993 and we see similar growth in the first quarter of 1994—
the upfront has been fairly strong."
Premiere Radio Networks, acomparatively new network company that came
on the scene in the late 1980s is agood
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Network Product Menus Are Varied
0> continued from page 9
sports coverage has increased as
well, although each broadcast is
limited to one minute every
hour. Business-casts, presented
live from London during the
morning drive, are offered 24
hours aday during the business
week but are also kept to aoneminute spot.
"If we can't do it in aminute,
we don't do it," explains
Howard Dicus, General Manager
of the Radio Network. "We keep
everything down to a minute,
except for our hourlies." UPI's
audio service is still available for
news stations, but the livecasts

industry. "The use of radio news
has changed, and obviously the
nature of AP's business is changing with that trend in the radio
industry," says Evelyn Cassidy,
director of station services.
AP has recently put additional
resources into the entertainment
areas of programming, arming
themselves with afive-member
entertainment department that
has been growing lately.
"We're putting increased
emphasis on some of the areas,
not other than hard news, but in
addition to hard news," says
Wally Hinds, Director of
Programming.
Focusing
Network Audience Share:
attention
on
Persons 12+
programming
that is not hard
news does not
mean that AP
plans to discontinue delivering
the late- breaking stories. "The
listener demand
for
information
has not
Elj ABC 43.5
changed," says
LI WW 1 224
Vice President
D CBS 14.1
UNISTAR
20.0
Jim Williams.
"It's how radio
stations decide
are geared toward those musicto present that information to listeners that's changing."
intensive stations that want to
give listeners enough informaSpanish too
tion to keep them from splitting
Cadena Radio Centro, a
their time with local all- news
Spanish-language network, also
stations.
plans to take advantage of
Dicus says that there is agrowimproved technology. Currently
ing market for features, especially those that are brief. "Stations
running on an analog system,
CRC will go digital within the
that are doing less and less news
next few months.
are still doing lots of features,"
Largely overlooked because of
he says. UPI now produces feaits non-English programming,
tures for classical, country and
CRC has called attention to itself
rock formats, as well as conrecently by winning the 1994
sumer and lifestyle features.
Golden Mike Award for the best
The Associated Press Radio
radio network news service.
Network, like UPI, is endeavoring
to be more sensitive and responLike its English-language counterparts, CRC's primary concern
sive to the needs of its member
stations and to fluctuations in the
is customizing programming for
..
0000000000C:,OCILIFICOMCCO,

its affiliates, which are spread
throughout the U.S., Guatemala,
El Salvador and Puerto Rico.
The network recently bought the
rights to this year's World Cup.
"We paid $ 1,200,000 for the
rights to this, which is the highest figure that's ever been paid
for the rights for any sporting
event on radio in the Spanish
language," says Barrett L. Alley,
President of CRC.
CRC also entered into acon-

tract with the Wall Street
Journal to carry the Journal's
news in Spanish. In cooperation
with Home Box Office, CRC
will broadcast live the prizefights in the heavyweight division, as this division, as this
division consists largely of
Hispanic boxers.
Standard News, a relatively
new player in the network field,
intends to serve its affiliates by
staying on the cutting edge of

Radio Replays '70s Music Styles
by Charles Taylor
WASHINGTON Back in 1979, seldom did a
night pass that Idid not tupe into WLVA(AM), the
most popular top 40 station in town. With school
work scattered about, I'd chant along with the
likes of Donna Summer, Chic and the Bee Gees.
Some 15 years later, it's deadlines Itoil over, and
WLVA is now a 24- hour news/religious outlet.
But for two hours every Saturday night, thanks to
Mix 107.3 here in Washington, it's "Bad Girls"
and "Good Times" all over again with the station's
"Retro Saturday Night" disco show.
Down the dial a ways, CBS Radio outlet
WLTT recently initiated its new Arrow format,
featuring mainstream rock artists of the 1970s
like The Doobie Brothers, The Eagles and
Fleetwood Mac. It's one of four Arrow stations
so far, along with outlets in Los Angeles, Dallas
and Houston.
Across the U.S., the 1970s decade is back in a
big way. Television shows like "The Partridge
Family" and "The Brady Bunch" are trendy, bell
bottoms are ahigh point among clothing designers, and clubs are packing in crowds on weekly
disco nights—and Iam talking 21- to 25-year olds,
not old-timers like me reliving the good old days.
So what's the deal here?
"Really, it's acontinuation of something that's
been going on for some time," suggests Tommy
Edwards, programming director at KCBS in Los
Angeles, the founding Arrow station. " Every
decade opens up the music from two decades previous. In 1973, we were playing music from the
'50s. In 1983, the music of the 1960s burst in.
Now it's the ' 70s."
"I don't know why, but it really is atrend," adds
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03-WITHOUT YOU - MARIAH CAREY -(325)-318/F16 - AP
04-THE LADY IS A TRAMP
FRANK SINATRA W/ LUTHER VANDROSS -(322)-320/C17
10-1M IN THE MOOD (East 87th Mix) - CECE PENISTON -(400)-353/F/1 - A
11-A DEEPER LOVE (C&C Hot Mix) ARETHA FRANKLIN -(441)-439/00 - A
12-ROCK & ROLL DREAMS COME TRUE (Radio) - MEATLOAF-(359)352/F/4
13-(LAY YOUR HEAD ON MY) PILLOW - TONY TONI TONE -(435)-428/F/73-A

FORMAT -

CUTS

AC:

02 - 04

CHR:

10 - 17

14- MR JONES - COUNTING CROWS -(429)-427/C/5 -B
15- DESIRE (EP VERSION) - EN VOGUE -(351)-344/F/2 - N

TOP HITS U.S.A.

COUNTRY:20 - 25

ULTRASONIC- Q

Includes recurrents
VIA First Class Mail

Danny Bonaduce, astar of "The Partridge Family
and now aDJ at Chicago's WLUP. "There's certainly nothing that bothered me about the 70s. I'm
pleased as hell about it."
The cultural effects of such amovement are twofold. First, it arouses fond memories of simpler
times and youthful days to those in their 30s and
40s—the music that accompanied high school or
college, dating, summer, perhaps a first job in a
new city. It's nostalgia.
For radio, ' 70's nostalgia hits on ademographic
not currently served by a single radio station in
most markets.
"Radio is finally getting around to realizing a
large generation of people are not being served by
their favorite music. These people have been living off the scan button of their radios, with no loyalty to one station," Edwards says.
Adds Jack Taddeo, aradio consultant based outside of Chicago, "In the adult contemporary (AC)
world, most stations have gone from playing
music of the ' 60s, ' 70s and ' 80s to predominately
1980's and 1990's music. There's alot of attrition.
As stations have come away from the ' 70's product, it's opened up abig hole."
A typical Arrow listener, Edwards says, is in his
30s to mid-40s and grew up on acombination of
AOR and top 40 radio. "Classic rock plays alot of
AOR, but no one plays the CHR side, except the
occasional AC or hot AC," Edwards says.
A given hour on Arrow might include 1970's hits
from Pink Floyd, Billy Joel, Steely Dan, James
Taylor, The Beatles, Rolling Stones, The Police,
Carly Simon, Fleetwood Mac and Elton John—all
mainstream artists with roots on rock radio. Even
so, these artists were among the predominate pop
continued on page 18
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16- RAINBOW MAN - GIOVANNI SALAN -( 410)-403/F/40-B
17- DIRTY DAWG - NKOTB F/ NICE AND SMOOTH -( 412)-405/F/7 - B
20-WHERE WAS I - RICKY VAN SHELTON -( 306)-259/F/14-N

per month

50 STATES & CANADA:

800-521-2537

technology and putting control
into the hands of the stations.
"Being young, we can start
fresh," says Director of
Technical Development Charles
Wagner. "We are not encumbered by analog...we started
fully digital." Standard has
embraced adaX, adigital technology developed by California
Digital ( in use at Premiere's
Gerry House program) which
enables the network to provide
radio stations with asystem that
is multimedia. The system is
already in operation and running
flawlessly so far.
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21-TRYIN' TO GET OVER YOU - VINCE GILL -( 343)-341/C/17-B
22- LIFE #9 - MARTINA MC BRIDE -( 359)-352JF/15-B
23-(Who Says) YOU CANT -(
IAVE IT ALL - ALAN JACKSON -(324)-321/C/8 -A
24 IDA RED - ASLEEP AT THE WHEEL
With/Jody Nix- Huey Lewts-VVillie Nelson- Ran Benson
(302)-300/CJ17-A
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25- ALREADY GONE - TANYA TUCKER -( 415)-408/F/14-A

STATION SERVICES
News and Services for Business, Programming and Sales
Unistar Announces
Acoustic Country

NASHVILLE

Unistar Radio Networks
launched "Acoustic Country," aseries of
90- minute, in-concert acoustic performances by music's leading country acts.
Recorded live at the Stage Door
Lounge in Nashville's Opryland Hotel,
"Acoustic Country" features country
music stars performing their biggest hits
without amplification. The artists will
take abreak in the middle of the performance to talk about their music and
share their insights.
The program is available on a
swap/exchange basis to stations in the
top 170 Arbitron-rated metro markets.
For information, contact Ed Salamon at
800-225-3270: or circle Reader Senice 83.

Sci-Fi Music Library
For Radio

NEWBURGH, N.Y. Richie Suraci's
Fine Art Productions and Jim Verderame
have created a new Sci-Fi music library
for radio and TV production usages.
For information, contact Richie Suraci
at 914-561-5865; or circle Reader
Service 114.
American Urban Radio
Introduces
"USA Music Magazine"

NEW YORK American Urban Radio
Networks debuted " USA Music
Magazine." atwo-hour show that relies
on news- making celebrities rather than
week- to- week charts for the bulk of its

STATION SERVICES
BUY -OUT MUSIC

Dump the file cards!

•Industrial * Technical * Logos
•Dramatic • Romantic • Variety
•Contemporary • Sports • Travel

music scheduling software

I] Great Volumes! Low Buyout Pricing!
Multi- Unit Discounts! CDs And Cassettes!
Free Catalog!

ENERGETIC MUSIC

P.O. Box 84583 • Seattle, WA 98124

1-800-323-2972

HOT MIX

Get better and fresher rotations
Buy-out price only ; 495.00
Programming Services Available

Music Logs/Programming
Format Restructuring
Call us today!

LA PALMA BROADCASTING

programming content.
The program is co- hosted by Vinny
Brown ( of WRKS-FM New York fame)
and Wendy Williams, one of radio's toprated on air personalities. American
Urban Radio Networks President of
Programming, Jerry Lopes designed the
program to be fast-paced, informationpacked and fresh.
For information, contact Jerry Lopes at
412-456-4039; or circle Reader Service
104.
Motor Sports Radio
Premieres Weekend Updates
Johnson City, N.Y. Sportcom
Associates' Motor Sports Radio program
service will premiere " Weekend
Updates" this month. for all Motor
Sports Radio affiliates. The updates will
be three 90- second segments—two on
Saturday and one on Sunday.
Motor Sports Radio now also is carried
by the Armed Forces Radio and
Television Service for transmission to
overseas service members.
Motor Sports Radio is available on
Galaxy 6, single- line Comrex and dialup phones to commercial radio stations
in the U.S. and Canada on abarter basis,
with feeds on Satcom C5 and digital telephony ( Switched 56/ISDN) scheduled to
he added as business expands.
For information, contact Paul Kaminski
at 607-770-9165; or circle Reader
Service 97.

(714) 778-6382

Audio Pro
Sound Effects Available

READER SERVICE 112

BOCA RATON,

Station Services are
agreat, economical way
to get your company's
message to Radio
Station and Recording
Studio owners/managers
and engineers. Call
Simone now and your ad
could be in the next issue
of Radio World.
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OR CALL DIRECT ( 206) 839-9414
GMI MEDIA GROUP

Fla. PROMUSIC
introduced a new sound effects library,
Audio Pro Sound Effects. Entirely digital,
this collection contains 18 CDs jammed
with SFXs such as nature, animals,
crowds, Sci-FI, entertainment, transportation, cartoons, footsteps and many more.

ARE
dRCHECKS
HERE!
Broadcast Historian Ed Brouder otters
customized airchecks of Top 40
legends • Over 2,700 airchecks
available • Use our catalogue to build
your own collection • Perfect for Oldies
Programmers, Collectors, Jocks.
We have them all'
Send $ 10 for our catalogue. $5for cassette.

MAN FROM MARS PRODUCTIONS
159 Orange Street
Manchester, New Hampshire 03104
READER SERVICE 135

427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5-CD set with a30-day
money-back guarantee.

Tom Leykis on
Westwood One

LOS ANGELES Westwood One
Companies expanded its programming
roster with the addition of "The Tom
Leykis Show." Debuting this spring, the
talk show will air during afternoon drive.
"The Tom Leykis Show" will originate
from Westwood's Los Angeles studio,
providing it with all the advantages of
access to Hollywood. Tom Leykis will
cover a variety of topics, ranging from
politics to pop culture, and is geared to
the 25-54 age demograghic.
For information, contact Laurie Peters
at 310-840-4383; or circle Reader
Service 201.
Trendata Ready for
The Big Time

PHOENIX After ayear of testing in
the Phoemix marketplace, Trendata
Corp. is ready to roll out its radio measuring service in Los Angeles.
The service electronically scans passing
cars to determine the FM stations passengers are listening to in specific areas.
Mesa, Ariz.- based Trendata has been
providing its information to subscribing
stations to help them assess strength of
listenership in communities throughout
the Valley of the Sun.
The technology records stations listened
to in moving vehicles as they pass automated electronic measuring units strategically located throughout ametro area.
For information, contact Sandy Painter
at 602-967-8714; or circle Reader
Service 34.

Walter C ro nkite ' s
Twentieth Century
America's Great Journalist Looks Back
at Significant Events on This Date in History
Delivered Seven Days a Week

READER SERVICE 52

CUSTOMIZED

The library sells for $990, and is presented in ahandy package with alogical
and practical catalog.
For information, contact Shana
Bukovey at 407-995-0331; or circle
Reader Service 150.
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With ART FLEMING

The man who drained
Lake Michigan and filled it
with chocolate

CZIg

Take an extra $1
0off if you mention this ad!

Send $ 79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit card orders call

(612) 522-6256
READER SERVICE 56

The Best in Old-Time
Radio! 5hour-long show
per week

Stan Freberg Here
Satirical Commentary for the
'90s five times per week

ALL BARTER

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!

Contact DAVID WEST at

Promote your services to Radio World's 22,000+ readers. Reach
Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message. For information on affordable
advertising call Simone at 1-80 0-336-3045.

[201) 3E35-6566
More Fine Radio Programming From
DBA reserves the right of final selectihn of affiliates for any of its prograns
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Learn to Market Radio's Strengths
by Bob Harris
DALLAS If Iunderstand the national
advertising figures correctly, radio only
garners 6.8 percent of all advertising dollars spent in this country. And you know
what? Ithink radio gets what it deserves!
Radio is not proud of itself, and tries to
sell radio with bells, whistles, smoke
and mirrors, but not results. Many radio
stations are unprofessional and unprepared to do business in a way to get
more business.
Cases in point
Iam going to list afew examples. Just
today, as Iwrote this column, Ireceived
acall from the general sales manager of
a radio station here in Dallas that had
received a small, two-day buy from our
agency last week. The schedule was to
start today (Tuesday). The GSM called
to ask for more credit references.
We had filled out acredit application
and provided the required number of
media references. Our agency had placed
a $ 12,000 buy with this very station last
summer, and was given credit at the
time. The GSM said they could not find
arecord of that buy at the station. This
station is owned by one of the biggest
broadcast companies in the U.S. Iwonder when, and if, my buy—which is to
support a full page of newspaper
coupons for Frozen Food month in
Wednesday's paper—will actually air.
Another tactic more and more radio station salespeople seem to be using is disguising or hiding the fact they work for a
radio station when calling for appointments. This is very much in vogue with
sales executives seeking vendor or grocery-related business.
The sales people are very much aware
that most vendor contacts, regional sales
managers and the like, will not take calls
from radio sales people. So they try to
hide the fact that they are calling for a
radio station in an effort to get their foot
in the door.
Why not try to solve the problems that
radio has created with this category of
business instead?
Dubious achievement
At one session at the recent Radio
Advertising Bureau Managing Sales
Conference, amajor station sales executive in amajor market ( owned by the same
company as the one in my Dallas example
above) bragged about the success of new
business development enjoyed by the station. The station, said this executive (and
handed out business cards to prove it),
operates under the name of " XYZ"
Merchandising Group (Ihave changed the
name to protect the guilty).
Isubmit to you that if the first thing you
tell aprospect is alie, how do you expect
the relationship and radio to prosper?
There are two other radio station groups
here in Dallas that do the very same
thing in their quest for vendor and grocery business. All of this to hide the fact
that they are radio station sales people
trying to get in to see key decision makers in non-traditional fields.
Again, if radio cannot convince people
to use the medium based on its strengths
and results, Ibelieve there is no hope for
radio to prosper and grow beyond its current share.
Ihave another story to share with you

from the "XYZ" marketing station. Just
last week Ireceived a form letter on
"XYZ" letterhead, from a person Ihad
never heard of (Ialready have aregular
account executive ( AE) who calls on me
from the station). The letter was
addressed to Bill Harris at Professional
Spots. Ijust happen to be Bob Harris and
the name of our firm is Professional
Sports Marketing.
Ifaxed the letter along with a note to
the Local Sales Manager at the station
suggesting a " little homework goes a
long way," and wondering if my regular
salesperson was no longer on the case.
This week in the mail, Ireceived aletter

from the original letter writer blaming
the incorrect name on the station's computer and database, and along with the
letter an engraved (correctly) desktop
pen stand.
A new attitude
For radio to prosper and grow its share
of the total advertising pie, it has to be
proud of itself. It has to sell the strengths
of radio, and there are many. It has to
stop selling against other radio stations
and start selling against the big boys of
newspaper, direct mail, and television.
It has to be creative in bringing valueadded programs to manufacturers who

do not want to buy radio. But you cannot
hide the fact that you are aradio station
and expect to prosper.
Ilove radio, Iam proud of radio, I
know radio works. Ijust wish more radio
stations felt the same way.
Ihope to be proven wrong about the
level of professionalism in radio. If you
have concrete and successful steps that
you have taken to make your station
more professional in its sales approach,
pass them along.
DOD

Bob Harris is a sales and marketing
consultant to the food manufacturer,
food broker and broadcasting industries
based in Dallas. He can be reached at
PSM, 900 East Park Blvd., Suite 130,
Plano, TX 75074; phone: 214-424-9660;
fax: 214-578-7084.
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816R

816R-C

816R- B

816R- A

New Continental 816R- C Series FM Transmitters
21.5kW

25kW

27.5kW

30kW

35kW

They may look alike . . . but each generation 816R is a landmark design
enhancement. We keep those qualities that make this the World's most
reliable, high performance transmitter. We make changes only where new
technology improves the performance and dependability of the 816R.
W U/IT'S TM? SAIli'
•Self Neutralized 1/4 Wave Cavity
•Exclusive Solid- State SoftstartTM

•New Digital Synthesized 802B Exciter
•Solid State IPA In Roll Out Drawer

•Self- Contained* in Single Cabinet

•All PC Cards Now in Front Panel

•Built-in Filament Voltage Regulator

•Complete Power Supply Access

•No External Harmonic Filter

•Improved Metering Positions

•Positive Air Pressure Cabinet

•Designed for Ease of Maintenance

•Continental's Two Year Warranty

•New Continental Colors

'Separate HV Power Supply in 35kW

Cantiluiztal CLE.r_tÉrrnicei_ Ce2peleitex
P. 0. BOX 270879

DALLAS, TEXAS 75227-0879

214-381-7161
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UPLINK

This could be aperson that was live on the
station before it went satellite, or it could
be one of any number of voice over services. Utilize your network air personalities for things like promos, commercials,
intros to news, remote banter tracks, etc.
there for control, and there are many.
Work with your provider to develop a
Does your program provider have arecproduction package that will meet your
ommendation? A word about automation
needs.
systems. You now can buy afull-blown,
Before you settle on that live morning
multi-carousel, cart-based automation
show, remember that your satellite format
system and controller for one-tenth or
provider is providing alive presentation.
less of what they used to go for. But if
you are looking for a "cheap way" in, I As Imentioned before, you must localize,
but do not confuse local with live. If you
suggest acouple of good multideck cart
put on alocal morning show, and it does
machines.
not mesh well with your programming in
The people quotient
content or presentation, you could be hurting your chances for success.
Once you have your new satellite format
The smart thing to do is utilize the winlined up and the computer is on the way
dows available with your format to localize
and your liners are being cut (more on linprogramming: short-form stuff like enterers in amoment)... do not start swinging
tainment news, ahealth program, lifestyle
the axe. You have good people working at
news, the weather, traffic, sports, all hosted
your radio station. They are not just items
by local personalities and perhaps introin your ledger.
Analyze each person and plug in the best
duced (on tape) by the format's personality
in that time slot or your station voice.
ones for the new effort. You will need air
This reduces both the time and the labor
personalities for local production and
commitment and creates superior local
events. You will need asales staff and an
programming that will mesh beautifully
office staff. Successful satellite operations
with that of your network. If you are going
maximize the use of each employee, but
into alocal daypart, consult with your forthey are not run by one or two people.
mat provider. It can help guide you and
Discuss operations and personnel with the
prepare the station for the change.
programming company PD. Send him or
her air checks and ask for feedback. If
Regular touch
changes are merited, he may be able to
Stay in regular contact with your prohelp you fill any empty slots.
gramming partner. Not just the salesperIf it is determined that aperson is to be
let go, do it thoughtfully and in such a son, but the operations manager of the format. Let them know what you like, conway to allow him or her the opportunity to
cerns, questions, what you are doing with
look elsewhere for work. The best way to
the format, what works, what does not. Do
do this is to pay severance immediately
not wait to call until there is aproblem.
prior to initiating the new effort.
By keeping the lines of communication
Otherwise you run the risk of letting the
open, you can get greater lead time to sell
cat out of the bag before you get your new
provider-initiated promotions in your marformat up and running.
ket. Create amutually beneficial working
Liners are an element that is still being
relationship and that partnership that is so
overlooked, misused and abused by many
important.
satellite stations. Sure you get so many linIf for some reason you are not getting a
ers per quarter from the format provider,
feeling of partnership from your format
some even tempo code their liners for you.
provider, it may be time to drop back ten
It is very effective to establish astation
and punt. There are many programming
voice or voices that does all the liners and
options out there. Before you make a
is not aregular personality on the network.
change, however, make sure that you are
on firm grounds to sever the relationship
and make sure that you have "B" waiting
in the wings.
You need to work well with your
provider, not just accept what is given you
in the way of format support and leave it at
that. No one knows your market or situation better than you. Educate them so that
they may do abetter job for you.
There is never abad time to send your
programmer, sales person aletter and tape
of your station and let them judge for
themselves how well you are utilizing the
service.
Ask for an opinion, encourage them to
offer suggestions. There is never a bad
time to say "Ineed your help improving
the performance of 'our' product". Ihave
never talked to aprogramming provider
that did not willingly help an affiliate
above and beyond the call. In many cases,
it is up to the affiliate to ask.
Take the initiative and you will create a
better working relationship and perhaps a
more successful station.

Format Providers Offer Support Services
by Karl Baehr
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. When was
the last time you heard from your format
provider? For many of you, it was the last
time your monthly programming bill
showed up. If this is the type of relationship you have with your provider, Iinvite
you to think seriously for a moment.
Whose fault is it? Yours or theirs? Maybe
abit of both.
Many stations view their programming
provider as autility. They use the service
every month, and the bill comes. What
you need to do is refocus and look at the
provider as apartner, just like atelevision
station does. The resources available from
or through your programming service may
add greatly to your local success, but it
takes some work.
Out of sight...
Do not just throw your station up on a
bird and forget it. Yes it is true that satellite can reduce costs, get you better air personalities in many cases, etc. But programming feeds alone are not enough to really
make an impact in your market. You must
localize.
Ido not mean localize dayparts necessarily, if you localize an entire daypart without really planning for it, you could hurt
yourself instead. Local news, entertainment, lifestyle features, remotes, all are
good localization platforms and we will
discuss them each later. Ask your format
provider for input and format options
applicable to your situation and what some
of its other affiliates are doing.
Remember to look before you leap.
Changing to asimilar format may save
you some bucks, but if you are going to
change you may want to examine your
market situation to determine if aformat
change is merited as well. If you are live
AC with a2-share and your competition is
live AC with a5-share, asatellite format
may or may not help.

Your market may be screaming for
another format that would fill avoid and
increase your share of the pie and by
nature of satellite affiliation, reduce your
costs. Consider what other formats might
apply to your market? What additional
services might the programming provider
offer with them?
Shop for aformat provider the way you
would acar. Would you buy the first car
you see when you walk onto alot? After
you determine what format(s) are applicable to your station, find everybody who
has signed on, and listen to them all.
Examine each one closely, ask questions,
call listen lines and hear how the format is
executed in areal world environment.
Do not take ademo at face value. Ihave
heard some pretty slick demo tapes for
some pretty sorry formats. Compare
prices, talk to affiliates. Thu are making a
major buying decision here. Give yourself
time to make a wise, qualified buying
decision as opposed to purely emotional,
"I've got to cut costs now," decision.
Obtain detailed information regarding any
option for programming.
Keep detailed notes regarding your contact
with the format provider. How were you
treated on the phone? By whom? Did he or
she answer your questions satisfactorily or
did you feel like he dodged the issue?
Ask the affiliates how they are treated. Is
the company responsive to their needs,
requests, problem solving? This last point
is important. Though Ido not expect you
to visualize asmiling used car salesman,
keep in mind that job one to the person on
the other end of the phone is to sell you
something, if you do not qualify for yourself the "service after the sale," you have
done yourself an injustice.
Explore equipment options for control
and interfacing. We just did two new satellite stations and they were on opposite
ends of the spectrum. One with acomputer, the other with cart machines and a
magic box. Explore all the options out

DOD

Karl Baehr is president of KBE
"Broadcasting By Design," a radio consulting firm providing support services for
satellite radio stations and produces the
Actual Radio Measurement (ARM) electronic survey system. He can be reached at
505-828-0488; orfax: 505-821-4226.
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CBS Coverage Takes the Gold
by Carmel King
LILLEHAMMER,

Norway

CBS Radio Sports had a gold
medal performance of its own in
Lillehammer, drawing 18 million listeners to its live Olympic
coverage of the ladies' figure
skating competition.
That's more than six times the
audience that was projected for
the network's overall Olympic
package, according to CBS.
"Our coverage of the games
was outstanding and Iam so
proud of our team," said Frank
Murphy, vice president, programming and executive producer of CBS Radio Sports' Olympic coverage. "We captured the
spirit, the atmosphere and the
triple toe loops of the 16 days of
competition and brought it to you
live," he said.
Despite the heavy demands of
an Olympic broadcast schedule
that included not only the highprofile figure skating competition, but also live coverage of all
U.S. hockey games and the gold
medal hockey game, plus more
than 300 special reports, the CBS
Radio Sports staff operated calmly and confidently.
"Everything has gone relatively
smoothly," said Maintenance
Technician Rodney Olsen, who
together with Andy Vallon, manager of technical operations, built
and maintained the network's
Lillehammer facility. " We're
moving a lot of audio through
here," he said.
The system employed for the
broadcast was basically the same
one used for the 1992 Winter
Games in Albertville, with afew
improvements. "If it ain't broke,
don't fix it," Olsen said.
The operation included five
fully functioning studios, a
McCurdy 9500 intercom system
for communications to all the
venues and throughout the plant
and a48- square Grass Valley
audio router.
"We're feeding back on four
dedicated Switched 56 circuits,
part of the E-1 that CBS has back
to the States," Olsen said. "We
have a fifth circuit that we're
using for data for all our computers—the NewStar computer system— and an ISDN back-up system. If the E-1 should fail, we
can go out of here by ISDN."
For the Lillehammer Games,
CBS also used two Corporate
Computer Systems' PACE digital audio editors and several 360
Systems' DigiCarts, which it
didn't have in Albertville. "That
cut down on the cartridges and
tape we had to use," Olsen said.
"We put all our commercials
and promos on DigiCart, but we
used regular audio carts for cuts
and feeds and things like that.
We had five studios and only two
digital editors so without afile
server, we couldn't share all the
material," he added.
Olsen said that compared to the

Albertville broadcast, working on
the Olympics this time was easier.
"Things just worked smoother.
It's been very calm," he said.
He attributed that partly to the
fact that in Lillehammer—unlike
Albertville— CBS did not face
any power-related problems.
"We lost alot of equipment in
France because of power," Olsen
said. "But here, the Norwegians
have been right on the button with
power—absolutely no problems,.
CBS Radio Sports shared the
ground floor of the International
Broadcast Center with other

members of the CBS Network,
including CBS Sports ( television), CBS News and the network's affiliate operation,
Newsnet.
The groups helped each other
out. We got alot of audio feeds,
pool feeds, through television.
We had eight television router
outputs, and we could select any
one of the feeds. So alot of natural sound we captured with
TV," Olsen said.
"They've been very helpful, and
we in turn have helped them," he
added.

The family of Olympic figure skater Nancy Kerrigan
listened to the live CBS Radio broadcast of her first meeting
on the ice with Tonya Harding, televised later that evening.

THE NAME OF THIS GAME
IS MAKING MONEY.

Lots of money. Because The Team Sports Radio is a format specifically designed to generate
revenue. How? Three ways. First, it's unique. It's ¡our chance to grab the sports/talk niche in
your market and run with it. Second,The Team Sports Radio has a proven ability to create a
core audience of loyal, passionate listeners.And third,The Team Sports Radio is more than just
another radio buy. It gives you the chance to offer lucrative sports event marketing... as well as
merchandising and promotional opportunities tr at your competitors can only dream about.
The Team Sports Radio... it's made to make money. Call Mike Tyler today at 1-800-876-3303 for
full information and a free demo.You're the winner.., when you join The Team!

1-800-8763303
For national advertising sales, calf Media America at 212-302-1100
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Big Apple Hosts Grammy Broadcast
continued from page 7

boisterous and frenetic. At this hour, the
talk surrounds the presence of Bennett,
who is making his rounds. He is friendly,
at ease and accommodating. Within the
hour, Pat DiNizio, front man of The
Smithereens, will stir things up with live
acoustic vocals at several of the station
stops.
Tight schedules
Because of tight schedules on both sides
of the table, many of the celebrities are
escorted to stations when the outlet is airing songs or spots. To make the best use of
time, often interviews must be taped and
broadcast later in the day.
"Today we'll do them live when available. It's just a little bit difficult when
you're in the middle of commercials and
(the celebrities) only have three minutes to
be with you," says Arthur Penhallow,
afternoon DJ at WRIF in Detroit. On hand
at the station's remote stand are cassette
and DAT recorders to tackle the dilemma.
Overall, equipment at each booth is kept
to aminimum. Most stations are outfitted
with microphones for the talent and
guests; headphones, allowing them to hear
both themselves on-air and the board operator back home; tape recorders; a small
mixing board; and atelephone.
From the Hard Rock, signals are trans-

Halloween events in Los Angeles with
lots of movie stars or TV stars. The
Grammys are the music industry's biggest
awards show, so it's neat for the audience
to know that the people they hear on the
radio every day are involved with that. It
brings it alittle closer to home for them."
"People will remember that we were a
part of the Grammys and our competitors
were not there. They weren't apart of it at
all," says DJ Jeff Blazy from KOME in
San Francisco. Blazy and afternoon partner Bob have taken anumber of trips for
the purpose of high-profile remotes.
"We were one of the first radio teams to
go to Tokyo. It's adifferent perspective on
the show because you get achance to learn

about how the people are in another country," Blazy says.
For now, though, the station is concentrating on an interview with Dweezil
Zappa and his be-wigged musician brother, Amet, sons of the late Frank Zappa.
Down the aisle, WRZX's Summers is
geared up to talk with 1970's icon David
Cassidy, reeled in by the presence of former co-Partridge Family member Danny
Bonaduce, an afternoon drive personality
at Chicago's WLUP-AM-FM.
Room will be clear
Within another hour, the room will be
clearing and the stars will have moved
On to Radio City Music Hall for the actu-

At aLower Cost Than Ever Before!
Share programming among your
station group or with other
stations by sharing day parts.
entire formats or by delivering
your top- rated talent to other
markets coast to coast. You can
spread overhead costs. increase
the quality of programming at the
local station and build your
audience by creating asatellite
radio network. And now new
digital satellite technology makes
radio networking more affordable
than ever before. Let us offer you
acomplete solution for your radio
networking needs.

NPR SATELLITE SERVICES ,R)
Has moved to:
635 Massachusetts Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20001-3753
(202) 414-2626
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al awards show. Two of the celebrities
participating in MJI's remote—Tony
Bennett and Pat Metheny—will go on to
win Grammys in front of an television
audience of more than 15 million in the
U.S. alone.
While that exposure may be grander
than the five minutes Bennett spent at the
Hard Rock Cafe with Tom Wood, program manager at Magic 105 in Little
Rock, there is nothing that could equal
the intimacy of aone-on-one, linking the
singer with listeners some 1,000 miles
away.
"This puts us into the scene that up until
now has been television's domain,"
Wood says. "Radio is personal every single moment of every single day. When
you're here live three days in arow, four
hours aday, it makes us own it. It's just
terrific."

YOU CAN SHARE PROGRAMMING
AMONG YOUR RADIO STATIONS ...

Radio booths at the Hard Rock Cafe
mitted via telephone lines to asatellite
hook-up provided by National Public
Radio. Twenty-four lines were furnished
on transponders leased through IDB
Communications and ABC, according to
Will Byrd, engineer for Mil Broadcasting.
The cost for the remote is free to stations.
They, in turn, barter with Chevrolet to air
advertising and promote the event beforehand.
"This is my fourth Grammys broadcast,"
says Slats at Rock 100 WDIZ in Orlando.
"We run amusic promo saying to join us
live, we'd love to have you listen. It's an
exclusive that we can beat 20 other stations in our market with."
Such acompetitive edge takes the value
of such an event far beyond three days of
live programming from New York.
Remote broadcasts have always served
radio stations well in terms of community
involvement and, depending on the prominence of the event, giving an unabashed
edge over the competition that is not
involved.
"We do alot of remotes," says Kaedy
Kiely with 96 Rock in Atlanta. "We cover
every concert at home, we've done
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ABC Radio's Tom Joyner
continued from page I

call from ABC.
"'They offered to let me build the kind of
show I've always fantasized about doing,"
he said. The network also reportedly offered
him a $ 15 million contract; not bad for
someone described by Howard Cosell as "a
bum and awashed up deejay" during a
brief stint working public relations for
Muhammad Ah.
It is likely that Joyner, who long ago
cracked the million-dollar salary barrier as
urban contemporary's most lauded (he has
won Billboard magazine's Best Urban Air
Personality of the Year award five times)
and well-known performer, is not doing this

for the money alone.
In addition to affording him the chance to
prove his long-held view that radio can be
much more than aplay it/say it adjunct of
the recording industry, he sees this as a
chance to link black communities across
the country.
"That is an important step forward for me
and for black radio," he said.
Joyner's show, which was launched Jan. 7,
already has had some national impact.
During the recent allegations of sexual misconduct surrounding Michael Jackson,
Joyner was an outspoken supporter of the
beleaguered superstar. When Jackson finally
made an out-of-court settlement with his

teenage accuser, reporters from all over the
country—not just Dallas and Chicago—
turned to Joyner for comment.
ABC publicity materials point out that
Joyner's show started out in more markets
than Howard Stern's syndicated morning
show has amassed in several years.
That fact evidently didn't go unnoticed by
Stem, the fiercest of fierce competitors, who
loves to attack his rivals on the air. Soon
after his show hit the air, Stem made "some
kind of nasty remark" about Joyner, who
declined to repeat it.
"He only got to do it once, though," said
Joyner. "Isent him amessage. Isaid, 'If you
ever come after me again I'll fly up to New
York and snatch Cher's wig off your head. I
know she is looking for it."
"I don't play that stuff," Joyner snorted. "I
work too hard."

SEND YOUR AUDIO
ACROSS THE STREET OR
AROUND THE W ORLDTM
When you think digital audio, think California
Digital. We provide satellite/digital technology
to make all these options available at low cost
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IOff-site announcer feeds
ICreate events with remotes

IDigital Satellite Networks - Cor Ku

ICD-quality live coverage of news,

IRegional, National, International Nets

sports, and concerts

IRemote Broadcasts
IRugged Fly-away Systems
ICustom Ku Power Control Software
ISystem Design & Engineering
IFCC Licensing; Installation and Training
IEquipment sales, leasing and financing
ISwitch 56 & ISDN program distribution
TOP TALENT IS LOCALIZING NATIONAL
SHOWS WM-I OUR LOW COST TECHNOLOGY
ASK US HOW YOU CAN DO fr TOO!
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- ALIFORNIA
DIGITAL AUDIO
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Fax ( 612) 631-5010
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Replaying
The 1970s
continued from page 1

icons of the day.
Since launching in September 1993,
KCBS has catapulted in Los Angeles
Arbitron ratings from 17th to 5th place
among adults 25-54. Says Edwards,
"We've definitely hit anerve."
While the era and the reminiscent
impact of Saturday night disco shows
might parallel Arrow, the genres are
actually as disparate as the rap and
modem rock music of the 1990s.
"Arrow oldies seems to be landing
an audience primarily consisting of
men. The disco Saturday night really
targets women," Taddeo says.
According to Linda Silver. music
director at Mix 107.3 (WRQX-FM)
in Washington, the two-hour
Saturday night show aims simply to
offer alight-hearted block of familiar, fun music.
"It's areturn of the music that we
kept in the closet for a while—
though we probably needed to keep
it there until now." she says.
"Adults in their late 20s and mid 30s
are bored with music out there.
There's not atrue CHR in this market,
and they're not into rap and heavy
dance music. Though the listeners
don't want to hear the disco every day,
we put into aspecial context where
they can look forward to it."
The show includes dance music
from the late 1970s through the early
1980s. Along with disco standards
from the Bee Gees, K.C. & the
Sunshine Band, Gloria Gaynor and
the Village People, the show includes
The Gap Band, Shalamar, ELO and
The Knack, for "texture," Silver says.
Since starting " Retro Saturday
Night" last September, response has
been non-stop. "We have people
calling all week long. It takes them
back to high school and college.
Everybody has astory to accompany
the music," Silver says.
For Mix 107.3, the show has added
muscle to the station's overall weekend ratings. Taddeo points out that
such special programming offers traditional and hot AC stations like Mix
107.3 a programming hook other
than the fatigued love songs standard. Across America, it seems to be
working. According to Silver. stations are having the same good fortune in markets ranging from Atlanta
to New York lo Houston.
"Sure, it won't last forever, because
it's asmall block of music, but we're
going to relax and have fun with it
until we can't go with it anymore,"
she acknowledges. "Certainly right
now, it's still growing."
Five years from now, as that audience approaches the next stage in
life, the Arrow may find itself splintering.
"In the 1960s, amarket usually had
arock'n'roll station, top 40, beautiful music and maybe aclassical station," says radio consultant Dennis
Constantine. "Today, musical styles
are being sliced up thinner and thinner. There's a station for every
niche."
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Keep Staff Informed and Involved
by Mark Lapidus
WASHINGTON Your receptionist
hates you. When people call the station
and ask about your events she never
knows any of the details. The jocks and
salespeople share her sentiments. They
rarely get information about promotions
until the last minute. You are so busy
taking care of details that you have forgotten what this business is all
about.. communication.
There is a way for you to become the
hero of this scenario: promote yourself to
editor- in- chief of your own station
newsletter.
A newsletter produced strictly for inhouse use has many benefits: it insure
good communication as your staff is literally working on the same page; it
improves morale; and it forces the promotion department to be organized.
Give it a name
Start by giving your newsletter aname.
Select amoniker that the staff can easily
remember. If you have a PC, devise a
masthead that you can customize with
headlines each issue. The best way to
organize this publication is by giving
each column a name. A few of these
columns could even be written by other
people on staff.
Your first column might have the headline REWIND. In this section, recount
what has happened since your last issue.
Talk about attendance at events, contest
winners, press you have received and
anything that had a major impact on the
station. Brag without stretching the truth.
You next column titled FAST FORWARD should be broken into small
paragraphs, each starting with a date.
This is the most important part of your
publication because this is what will
keep your staff informed about upcoming station sponsored events and con-

tests. Do not go any further than up to
your next issue date. Include directions,
phone numbers and addresses whenever
possible.
Here are afew examples:
•3/15 Thursday: From 5 to 8 p.m., join
WWWW's afternoon personality, John J.
Radio for another great WWWW "AfterWork Party." We'll have free t-shirts for
the first two hundred people. Directions:
Take Hick Road to Upscale Pike. Take
your first right into Far Out Plaza to
9999 9th Street. Phone: 202-669-6969.

There are many creative people
working in radio. Many are never
asked for a contribution. The more
people you involve, the better.
Anyone attending trom the station
should wear one of our t-shirts. Herb
Tarlick, the AE on the account, has
promised to take out any tab we run up,
so we hope to see you there. John J.
Radio will be there at 3:45 p.m.. Our
promotion assistants Buzz and Rita start
set up at 2:30 p.m.
• 3/16 Friday: It is the kick-off of
WWWW's big spring contest. Every
morning at 7:30 a.m. on the Funny In the
Morning Show we are giving away
$5,000 in cash. To promote the contest,
we are airing atelevision campaign with
500 target points running each week.
Direct mail goes out today to 250,000
homes in the metro.
Details, details
Your FAST FORWARD section should
be packed with details. Feel free to put in
arrival times for set-ups, jock schedules,
instructions on what to wear and who to
talk to at the location. You will be
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amazed at how many memos this section
will help you eliminate.
The next column is MARKET NEWS.
Direct your attention to the other stations
in the market. List staff changes, major
contests, appearances, press and rumors.
Gather the information simply by asking
the AEs what they have heard on the
street lately. Because any sharp AE is
listening to other stations for potential
business, he or she will always have at
least one tidbit for you.
SALES SALUTES is next. Obtain the

celebrates its 4th year on 100 stations

Circle ( 102) On Reader Service Card

intormation from your general sales
manager. Congratulate the salespeople
for specific accomplishments: Congrats
to Simon Cash for closing asingle market buy from Coke. Simon added
$20,000 to the bottom line. Thank sales
assistants for their hard work. Always be
specific when giving praise.
BENEFITS can be written by your
Human Resources person or the Office
Manager. Ask him or her to cover a
different piece of your health or retirement plan each time. There is an
incredible amount of detail to deliver
in this area. Do not include too much at
one time.
MR. WIZARD is the domain of your
engineer. Have him give the latest scoop
on repair, equipment purchase and
remotes. This can also serve as a platform for your Wizard to pass along the
latest rulings from the FCC.
OTHER NEWS is your catch-all section. Mention future events and contests.
Deliver good personal news about people
at the station. This is a great place for
birthdays, engagement announcements,
birth details, new homes bought and just
plain old harmless gossip. As always in
written communication, exercise caution.
Making fun of people or writing some-

1994

thing slanderous is not going to grab you
that next big promotion.
At the end of all your written material,
include at least three months of promotion calendars. Both Mac and IBM users
will find calendar programs available.
Be sure to put "current as of 0/00/94"
on each page. Jam as many details on
these calendars as possible. You may
wish to issue new calendars even on the
weeks that you don not publish the
entire issue.
Humor works
Also at the back, attach any print coverage the station has received. Funny station pictures might also be included. For
fun, run a picture and have people submit humorous captions, but remember
always to edit carefully. To give your
staffers the attention they deserve, bold
their names wherever they appear in
your rag.
Ask your staff what columns they
would like to see you add. There are
many creative people working in radio.
Many are never asked for acontribution.
The more people you involve, the better
your newsletter will be. Before publication, find the best proofreader on your
staff and have him or her go through
each issue carefully.
Try publishing every two weeks on
Friday. This way, folks have all weekend
(or first thing Monday morning) to read
your publication. Mail out copies to your
home office and other promotion directors in your group of stations. Encourage
your general sales manager to ask questions about items in your publication at
each sales meeting. Award prizes ( from
that overflowing prize closet) to those
with the correct answers.
When your receptionist smiles at you
again and the jocks feel secure in knowing what is going on, you know you are
on your way to being a good communicator. The ultimate is when someone
stops you in the hall and says, "What's
the deal? Are you mad at me? Iseem to
be the only one who didn't get the
newsletter this week."
DD El
Mark Lapidus is the Director of
Marketing for Liberty Broadcasting.
Liberty
owns
WXTR(FM)
and
WHFS(FM) in Washington, WBAB(FM)
Long Island, N.Y., and WMXB(FM)
Richmond, Va. Reach Mark care of RW
or at 301-899-3014.
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25-54
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disposable income that your advertisers want.
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• Delivery on 7" reel tape ( no costly
changes to your station)
•Music plays 7 days, 24 hours
a day without repeats
• Largest library available at lowest cost

Fardella

Software price $ 1,500
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Engineering
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Enterprises
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Professional Audio Products
Item Code

Brand

Description

Price

ACD5B
R-20DM
R-60DT
R-90DAT
R-I20DT

DENON
DENON
DENON
DEMON
DENON

CD can shells ( 25 units)
20 min. demo .master DAT
60 min. master DAT
90 min. master DAT
120 min. master DAT

87.50
5.69
5.99
6.99
7.99

case
each
each
each
each

4.99
6.15
6.29
6.89
8.29
9.39

each
each
each
each
each
each

MQ-1.5
MQ-30
MQ-48
MQ-62
MQ-92
MQ-122

DIC
DIC
DIC
DIC
DIC
DIC

Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital
Digital

Master Quality 15 min DAT
Master Quality 30 min DAT
Master Quality 48 min DAT
Master Quality 62 min DAT
Master Quality 92 min DAT
Master Quality 122 min DAT

CDR-63
CDR 74

DIC Digital
DIC Digital

Blank 63 min recordable CD
Blank 74 nun recordable CD

15.99 each
16.99 each

DA R16
DA R60
DA R90
DA R120

TDK
TDK
TDK
TDK

16 min demo .master DAT
60 nun master DAT
90 nun master DAT
120 min master DAT

4.99 each
6.95)
. each
7.99 each
8.99 each

CD-W12EL
CD-W12
CD-W.08EL
CD- W08

TDK
TDK
TDK
TDK

74 min recordable CD
(r0 min recordable CD
21 min 13.15 -)recordable CD
18 min I3.15 -irecordable CD

16.99
15.99
12.99
11.99

MD-XG60
MD-XG7-1

TDK
TDK

60 min recordable Mundt,: t
MD1
74 min recordable Nlitudi, ilVIDI

10.49 each
13.49 each

call 1-800-HALLAND today!
—Also ask about our other CD libraries—
Halland Broadcast Service
1289 East Alosta Avenue, Glendora, CA 91740
Phone: 818-963-6300 Fax: (
818)963-2070
Reader Service No. 109
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Daytona Beach, FL 32114
Reader Service No. 173
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each
each
each
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FCC, Evergreen Settle Indecency Case
continued from page 7
agreement, Evergreen will make a $ 10,000
payment to the government, without admitting liability. "It's avoluntary contribution to
the government as part of this deal," Mago
says. Regarding the two forfeitures against
Evergreen, she said: "We have dropped the
first one. We would only use the second
notice of apparent liability pending for purposes of calculating any future forfeiture
amounts for six months from the date of
approval of the agreement by the court."
Towing the line
Evergreen must not incur another notice
of apparent liability within the six month

period, according to Mago.
Evergreen's aim during this precedentsetting exercise in first amendment rights
protection has been for the FCC to establish what Scott Ginsburg, the broadcasting
group's chairman and CEO, calls "abright
blue line so that any broadcaster could
immediately know what is indecent."
The heavy veil hanging over the air at
WLUP-FM and WLUP-AM ( now
WMVP-AM), during the five-year, economically-draining ordeal, has been lifted,
and station officials are relieved that the
tussle with the government is over.
"I guess, in the end, we're delighted that
it's behind us," said Larry Wert, WLUP's

vice president and general manager.
"We've invested agreat deal into what we
call ` personality radio.' That turf often
comes with what some circles consider
controversial programming, and in the field
of live, spontaneous talk, we've known for
some time that very vague guidelines on
what the talent can and cannot say is a
cumbersome liability."
An example
Other broadcasters are also eager to shine
alight on the cans and cannots of the
FCC's broadcast indecency case law. For
example, Chris Wheat, president and general manager of WFBQ-FM, WRZX-FM,
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and WNDE-AM in Indianapolis, Indiana,
said he is happy to see that the commission
"has decided to make it alittle clearer to
the broadcasters about what can and can't
be said on the air. It's been avery difficult
line for general managers to draw."
Wheat has shouldered his share of fines
relating to the FCC's broadcast indecency
case law, having been fined in the late1980's for on-air double entendres broadcast on WFBQ. "Of the five (complaints),
four were upheld by the FCC as indecent,"
Wheat said. The other complaint was not
upheld. "It was hard to tell the difference,"
he added, "hard to tell what was and was
not indecent in the eyes of the FCC."
According to Bruce "Cousin Brucie"
Morrow, legendary New York City disc
jockey and chairman and co-CEO of Multi
Market Radio, Inc., abigger question may
be the FCC's ability to effectively deal
with broadcast indecency infractions.
"Judging from what the FCC has been up
to over the past several years, they've been
liberalizing and becoming reasonably ineffective as apolicing force," Morrow said.
"(The FCC) obviously doesn't have the
power they had at one time. Iwonder how
seriously broadcasters are going to take
them anymore."
Shock radio
When broadcast indecency is the subject
of the conversation, Morrow immediately
thinks of what has become known as
"shock radio." "I'd like to see this kind of
broadcasting stopped on the public airwaves," Morrow says. "Maybe it's time
we reassessed our ethics and moral attitudes so they can reflect properly on our
broadcasts. Maybe indecency is part of our
culture, but Ihope not."
And, when people think of so-called
"shock radio," they almost always think
first of Howard Stern, whose broadcasts
have been the subject of $ 1.6 million in
fines levied against Infinity Broadcasting
by the FCC. Stern has been using his daily
morning show as an on-air soapbox on
which he continually rages against the
commission.
On the air, Stern recently commented
indirectly on the Evergreen situation by
saying that the FCC had taken some
Chicago broadcasters to court and then
dropped the case. He then asked why the
FCC took them to court in the first place
and why they were taking him to court and
wasting millions of dollars in acase they
were going to lose.
Neither Infinity's lawyers, or Ken
Stevens, general manager of WJFK-FM in
Fairfax, Virginia (Washington, D.C. market), and WYSP-FM in Philadelphia,
which carry Stern's morning program,
would comment on the Infinity's indecency fines. Tom Chiusano, vice president and
general manager of WXRK-FM, Stern's
home station, could not be reached for
comment. Infinity's troubles have included
not only fines, but also indications that the
controversial broadcasts could affect
Infinity's station acquisitions.
How any new broadcast indecency cases
are assessed after the FCC issues guidance
relating to its existing case laws on broadcast indecency is anyone's guess, but Bob
Ratcliffe, assistant chief for law at the commission's Mass Media Bureau, hopes that
stations will think alittle more carefully
about what their personalities say on the air.
The FCC "intends to enforce (the laws
covering broadcast indecency), because it
believes it has to," he added. "And, you
know, we're hopeful that people will, as
time goes on, get better and better at figuring this out."

Our experienced broadcast professionals are
working when you are—Monday through
Friday, 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. Eastern. When
you know what you need, you'll get the right
price. When you don't, you'll get experienced
advice.

Serving broadcasters on six continents aid in
nore than 100 countries, we have become
the world's leading distributor of studio,
prodution, and satellite equipment, offering
the widest range of radio products from a
single source.
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We delver when you need it. Over
90% oz our orders are shipped
within 24 hours. Computer
technclogies and experience in
transportation management,
packaging and rate negotiations
has resulted in the most efficient
shipping and receiving department
unsurpassed by our competition.

With today's growing shortage of broadcast
engineers, many broadcasters lack the
technical staff to evaluate, maintain anc
service their equipment. We provide
unparalleled customer support with
experienced, certified service technicia is.

Customer satisfaction is number one.
Customer service representatives are ready
to check your orders and answer any
questions you might have. You can always
count on fast, friendly service.
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!Liu HARRIS
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Satellite products we distribute include
reception equipment for digital or analog
SC PC, audio or video subcarrier data, uplink
and downlink antennas and support
products. We are your primary source for
the most innovative and effective technology.
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from Moscow to NY & from Paris to Tokyo...

MORE STATIONS
BUY ARRAKIS!!!
DIGILINK...
THE # 1DIGITAL SYSTEM
starting at under $8,000
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10 hours of stereo digital audio storage for $7,995 complete
Satellite, CD, Tape and Hard Disk Automation
Simultaneous Play, Record, & Network transfer
Digital Editor with VVavefcrm Editing for tigh: product on
Crossfade CD's, sources, and hard disk audio
Music Scheduling system built in for basic CD automation
Digital Networking for transfer of audio and schedules

Digilink is the # 1selling digital audio hard disk system ir radio
today. You can replace your cart machines for live On Air and
have an automation system for walk away at the same time! Link
over 15 workstations & scheculing computers on our digital network and transfer audio and schedules between your stuiios.
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THE 8TRACK DIGITAL EDITOR
starting at under $5,500
Adigital audio editor designed for Radio production
•• Learn to use in minutes, much faster than tape
Cut, splice, move, and fade up to 4stereo tracks
Use Scrubbing to edit with your ears
Use visual waveform editing to edit with your eyes
— An UNDO button enables you to go back and fix mistakes
Digital Networking to transfer audio to your On Air machine
Add Trak*Star-8 software to aDigilink for $2,000
Trak*Star-8 is the first cost effective multitrack digital audio editor designed for the radio broadcast professional. Fast and easy
to use, produce your commercials on Trak*Star and then transfer them in digital straight to the Digilink in your On Air studio.
Dramatically reduce production time and save money!!!

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525

Voice (303) 224-2248

12,000

Series Consoles

▪ Totally Modular Console- Input-output- monitor
imm Three Mainframe Sizes - 8, 18, 28 input channels
'1 High Quality Construction- P&G Faders, etc.
Polycarbonate overlay-for scratch resistance
VCA Controlled Faders-for ultra reliability
Universal Mainframe-any module in any position
Inputs-2 per channel
▪ Outputs-3stereo, Pgm, Aud, Utl
▪ CR Monitoring-stereo Monitor, Earphone, & Cue
in Studio Monitoring-two studios supported
Talkback-two studios w/monitor dim
Telephone interface-2 internal mix minus buses
Timer-60 minute digital up timer standard
OptionsDA module, Remote selector module,
Dual Machine Control Module

Standard Tabletop Mainframe displayed above

Deluxe thru-table mainframe displayed below

Typical List Price

$4,000 - $7,000
From France...to Moscow...to
Japan and Taiwan, and
around the world...the 12,000
console is On the Air.
The 12,000 is the # 1selling
Arrakis console line from the
#1 console manufacturer.
With three stereo output
buses and two mix-minus
buses for telephone interface,
the 12,000 can fill any
application. The 12,000 also
supports acontrol room and
two studios standard. Panning
or Mode select are available
on the four models of input
modules, VCA control of
audio delivers reliability and
performance.
Quality, performance, and
durability make Arrakis
consoles the leader around
the world.

Arrakis Systems is aworld leader in radio studio technology. In Japan, Digilink is abrand
name for hard disk audio for radio. For use around the world, the United States Air Force
chose the 10,000 series console from among all competitors as its console of choice. When
the United Nations needed 6entire studios with consoles and furniture for arush shipment to
Cambodia early this year, they chose Arrakis 10,000 consoles and Modulux furniture. In
Jamaica, Tahiti, and elsewhere, entire factory assembled and tested Arrakis studios are on
the air. Around the world and of course in the United States...more stations buy Arrakis for
their digital audio, console, and furniture needs!!!!!
FAX (303) 493-1076

by

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS inc.
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EBS Decision Postponed Twice So Far
continued from page 1

said, but many on the board also question
the need for any national alerting system.
Helena Mitchell, chief of the EBS office,
was puzzled and disappointed by NAB's
eleventh-hour protest. Broadcasters were
generally supportive of the new rules in
comments filed with the commission in
1993.
Mitchell disappointed
Mitchell said the FCC recently received
letters from the heads of the state broadcast
associations of South Carolina, Connecticut
and New Jersey, endorsing the new rules
and opposing NAB efforts to delay them.

"I think the biggest problem with this is
that [the FCC] only met with the broadcasters who came to their regional meetings,"
Baumann said. The commission did not
pay close enough attention to groups that
represent a larger cross-section of the
broadcast industry, such as the NAB radio
board, he said.
Sage Alerting President Gerald Lebow,
who has been promoting RDS technology
for EBS since 1990, said the NAB's
effort to delay and alter the pending EBS
rules makes no sense because the association's involvement has been minimal in
the proceeding.
"They took no part at all in the prior three

and ahalf years of the proceeding," Lebow
said. "At the eleventh hour, for political and
financial reasons, the NAB seeks to delay a
complete and comprehensive record, which
spells out new technology that can repair
the ailing EBS system."
When asked what financial or political
reasons the NAB might have to seek an
EBS rulemaking delay or alter it, Lebow
said "the NAB is always looking for dragons to slay to show their members that
membership in NAB saves them (the stations) money."
Baumann called EBS "amajor issue" that
has been of growing importance to the
radio board during the past year. All of the

The First Digital Audio that Jocks Like!

Awesome High Quality - Amazing Low Cost
Make your move to stunning sound with CompuCarts cart machine replacement. It's an
easy-to-use PC system with Scott Studios' software for digital hard disk audio. You see six "cart
players" on screen in your air studios and a "cart recorder" in production. Account name, lengths,
start and end dates, categories, outcues, initials and countdown timing displays clearly on screen.
Or, at atouch you can see your program log, live copy, or pick from any spots, jingles or music.
Touch any of six start buttons (or our optional touch screen) and your commercials, jingles
and liners are instantly on-the-air from hard disk. There's no
ono
clutter or confusion in your air studio: no computer keyboard, no
ulna
mouse, no trackball, no stacks of floppy disks and no racks of cart
tapes. CompuCart automatically receives each day's log from your
traffic PC, and updates can be made by " 10-key".
When new production is done, all commercials are instantly playable in every CompuCarts
air studio. Nobody has to redub spots or retype labels for additional stations. Your people will
also save time because nobody has to walk anything down the hall from production to air studios.
CompuCarts cost less than analog gear, and no expensive " file servers" are needed for
Multi-Studio Digital. CompuCarts can also control CD juke boxes, automate certain shifts, or run
asatellite format. Call, FAX, or write for details.

Scat Seediad

(214) 620-2211

FAX: ( 214) 620-2707

(800) 330-3004

13375 Stemmons, Suite 200
Dallas, TX 75234-5774
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association' sconcerns were aired in past
comments and letters to FCC, he said.
However, NAB did maintain alow profile
during the past year of field tests of proposed EBS systems and meetings to plan
the tests. One NAB staffer observed the
second round of tests held last September in
the Baltimore area.
NAB was not represented at the first
round held in the Denver area in June 1993.
Baumann said he did not have available
funds in his travel budget to send arepresentative there.
Ironically, it was a 1991 petition from
NAB that led the FCC to begin its EBS
redesign project. NAB asked for new rules
to discontinue the currently required weekly EBS tests and eliminate the 20-second
EBS test tone, to which it claimed the public had been desensitized.
The proposed new rules are expected to
carry both of those reforms. The FCC is
also expected to delete the requirement that
stations have an operator on duty at all
times to respond to EBS alerts, another
change broadcasters have long desired.
Initial proposal
The EBS office had planned to offer
broadcasters the option to buy arange of
EBS alerting technologies that could all be
activated by the same standard digital communications protocol.
The three major systems tested in Denver
and Baltimore were: asatellite-linked system based on very-small aperture terminal
(VSAT) technology, developed by
Information Systems Laboratories (ISL),
Vienna, Va.; asystem that uses the Radio
Broadcast Data Service (RBDS) standard,
developed by Sage Alerting Systems,
Stamford, Conn., and asystem that directly
upgrades the current EBS technology,
developed by TFT Inc., Santa Clara, Calif.
Terminals for each of the proposed systems would be able to communicate with
each other and each system would break
the current "daisy- chain" method for
relaying EBS alerts between stations,
which is widely criticized as unreliable
and obsolete.
The least expensive option for most stations would be the TFT system. A TFT
receiver, which may be retrofit to current
EBS equipment, is expected to list for about
$700. The total cost of upgrade is likely to
be about $ 1,000.
Cost concerns
Sage implementation costs were estimated
last year at $2,200 for AM stations and
$3,000 for FM. Its RBDS features would
allow for additional features, such as automatic activation of RBDS home receivers
whenever an EBS alert is broadcast.
The price of even the most inexpensive
system "is still alot of money," said NAB
radio board member Raymond A. Saadi,
managing partner of KTIB(AM)KHOM(FM) Houma, La. EBS expenses
taken together with $500 license fees and
other FCC-mandated expenditures likely to
be imposed on radio stations in the near
future represents "alot of blows for these
guys," Saadi said.
Saadi said he is not adamantly opposed to
new EBS rules and welcomed the idea of a
tentative FCC decision in April that would
give broadcasters more time to study the
effects of the transition.
At the same time, Saadi discussed the
option of doing away with national alerting
altogether. "We have alot of hurricanes
down here and the EBS has never played a
part in it," he said. Regular news and
weather reporting have adequately warned
continued on page 29
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EVEN THE BEST CAN
BE MADE BETTER

S.C.M.S.,

Charlotte, N.C.

Introducing the new

MINI-MIX 12A
THE COMPACT MIXER WITH A
COMPACT PRICE FROM THE
QUALITY LEADER

Low Prices — Experienced Staff
New and Re-built R.F. and Audio

e

This Month's Special
DAVIS WEATHER MONITOR II

• °°°°°°°
12 Channels

$3499

25 Stereo Inputs

A complete system with temp.,
wind speed/dir., bar. press.,
humidity, highs, lows, wind chill,

Service & Affordable Quality for Over 23 Years

MIT.GRAM

clock, date and rainfall
LIST PRICE- $ 470

SALE PRICE - $ 376
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Toll-Free 800-438-6040

1500 Capital Avenue
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Price US$2400.00

Gain Box' • ( Model « MA) was designed and built as an
audio boost amplifier for many applications around the broadcast station. Potential LIM> include:

•
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Price US$1780.00

• Cassette audio deck to console input.

•

2Towers

for AM directionals with studio located al transmitter site.

• Boosting telephone audio to console input.
• Boosting output of consumer phono preamp to console input.
• Converting unbalanced sources to active balanced.
• Converting balance sources to unbalanced.
• Distribution amplifier.
• line amplifier.
• Boost low level audition console output to line level
balanced output.
• DC meter amplifier
The gain box has two independent channels of gain which
means it can he used for stereo or as two separate monaural
amplifiers. The two channels can be wired in series for up to
60 DB gain. Internal options give an additional 8 DB or more
gain per channel.

ZERCOM

These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase) and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of these monitors
is afactor of 10 more stable than instruments that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts are rock solid. Phase
sign is automatic, no extra operation. In addition to the analog DC
outputs for remote control the Model CMR has amultiplexed BCD
digital output which can be used to drive the Remote Indicator
Model CMR-1. RF inputs have dual protection. Gas discharge
tubes across the sample line terminations plus relay protection.

WIRELESS IFB SYSTEM
Used by hundreds of TV stations for
van-to-field cueing in ENG & SNG
applications. Transmitter provides
mix of program and instructions to
rugged, pocket receivers.
•100% duty cycle
•Wideband audio
•Excellent operating range

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257

W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

Phone 614-593-3150 •

Box 84. Merrifield. NIN 56465 • 218-765-3151
READER SERVICE NO. 209

Digital Dream
System
$9,995.00!

2Towers

Will operate with any remote control equipment.

• Digital compact disc audio deck to console input.

Laboratories, Inc.
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A Division of Howell
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In-Stock-Available for
Immediate Delivery
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Shivelv Labs

FAX ( 214) 423-6334
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Coverage. Saturation. DBk
contours. In FM broadcasting, the
'bottom line" is always based on
your pattern.
More than any other
manufacturer, Shively has the
experience and reputation for
providing crucial pattern solutions
for critical propogation problems.
On any tower. At any power level.
Remember, it pays to be heard
A good pattern. The shape
you need. Talk to your consultant.
And contact us.

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009
207-647-3327 FAX 207-647-8273

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS
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( 214) 424-8585

Plano Texas 75074-8118

FAX 704-889-4540
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Shape Up!

FAX 614-592-3898
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Comex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton MA 01720
Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fax: 508 635-0401
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Introducing (ta-da)
The Jr. Audio Director Plus'!
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It's an E3 input to 2output ON LINE or monitoring device.

Just $9,995.00 Ior this dual digital audio Satellite control
with Production system. You get two powerful 486SX-25
computers, VGA color monitors and 535 meg hard disk ( 9 •
hours mono storage). LAN and DMX-4 audio switcher.
Includes interface and control hardware. Nothing else is
required! This pricing is good for alimited time..

0 Great Sound: Premium

aptXTM

audio card standard

0 Simultaneous record/play for time shift l'BR recording

0 Separate Production room system with LAN net connect
to Control for complete backup 8e safety.

0 Satellite system handles all standard formats
0CD system option from $ 1,500 uses Pioneer single or
triple 6packs or 300 disc jukeboxes
0 Live assist included, ready for Traffic & Music interfaces
0Many options: External button boxes, more audio & I/O

The Management
1-800-334-7823 1817 625 9761 FAX 817-634-9741
l'.0. Box 1-36457 Ft. Worth. TN. 76136
1600+ Stations - Our 13th rear
•Flora charge for combined Satellite & CD systems. No bolds or splits, larger hard
drives available at extra cost.
READER SERVICE NO. 134

The new Benchmark Jr. Audio Director Plus - brings more to the party! It b'fir1135 more control and
selection features, and a stereo headphone amplifier, along with the performance and value that are
traditionally a benchmark for the industry.
In a half wide, 1RU high chassis, the Jr. Plus has two input switch banks which allow left and right
outputs to select between eight sources. Additional switches provide aMono Mix, with adjustable gain
reduction of 3to 6 dB, and aRight Channel Polarity reversal. LEDs indicate switch action. Inputs may
be passively mixed ahead of the input amp by depressing two or more buttons.
Installation is "
instant" with aNo- Mod" Rack Mount adapter and plugable EuroStyle barrier strips.
Available now.
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BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
Phone 800-2624675, or 315-437-6300, FAX 315-437-8119
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portability and flexibility for remotes.
Complete with

a 4- channel mixer, frequency

extender, cellular transceiver and landline
capabilitites, 600 ohm line out, and Vu
meter. It is powered by 10 Ni Cad rechargeable batteries, 12v adaptor, and AC power
supply. 24 hour product support standard.

Call Bridget
Taylor today
for our

Matches any consumer compact
disc player or cassette deck
to broadcast console input.
Only $ 99.00 FOB factory or
from any broadcast dealer.

Phone 209-298-6838

FAX 209-298-8270

FAX: 918-272-8452
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Priority Leasing Corporation
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2342 S. Division Avenue
200 Fareway Drive. Suite 2
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49507 Smithfield. North Carolina 27577

PO Box 1638
Palmdale. California 93550

Phone: 800-999-9281
Fax: 616-452-1652

Phone: 800-858-9008
Fax: 800-273-3321

Phone: 800-369-7623
Fax: 919-934-8120
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GROUP
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SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!
CART MACHINE SERVICES:
free
CART WIWI: REBUILT to quiet flutterperfection- shafts resurfaced
Single $ 120.00

MANE TO DRIVE TO
THE TRA,NSMITTER?
...M4À1t4 ?C./
Why drive when you can call? Using Monroe's
6000 Series Remote Controls and your telephone,
two-way radio, microwave link or other audio path
you can have complete control over a remote site.
For over 15 years Monroe Electronics has supplied
the broadcast industry with reliable and affordable
DTMF remote control systems.

Triple $ 140.00

Perform like new

THE BEST SOUNDING AROUND!

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:

PRISTINE CD DIGITAL AUTOMATION SYSTEM
G.

f-Tr-,71-77-T-777and precise digital/optical
r'

interface • digital editing package • 8 Pioneer
TM-3 CD Players • CD audio mixer & amp •

performed for maximum
response 8 head life

installation & training • leasing available

MINSTAR IREEL MOTORS REBUILT
OTARI and more

For peak performance from your recording equipment call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals.

IC IS

800 821 6001
716 765 2254
FAX 716 765 9330

''1•-•,
fhe $ 18,995
YSTEMSn

NCeero•Ars

Let us help reduce your driving time, call Monroe
Electronics today.
Distributor and Representative inquines invited.

including: 2 heavy duty 486/33/DX computers •
8+ hours of Dolby AC-2 stereo hard disk audio
• music scheduling system • traffic system

ASSEMBLY AMMENTS

for MCI

PRISTINE MUSIC PLUS
DEMANDING PLAYLIST REQUIREMENTS
MAKING YOUR STATION

Same day turnaround
Replacement heads and motors available

ji

A PROGRAM
DIRECTOR'S FANTASY
ACCURATELY SCHEDULES YOUR

CART HEADS RELAPPEO guaranteed to

READER SERVICE NO. 100

For over 32 years

SOUTHEASTERN SALES OFFICE WESTERN SALES OFFICE

READER SERVICE NO. 117

LYNDONVILLE, NY 14098

FAX: ( 914) 736-6916

For additional information on how we can serve you, please call today

new & used equipment needs.

MONROE

Peekskill, NY 10566

A new beginning for an
Industry standard!
Now with 3 sales offices to
more efficiently provide all your
broadcast equipment needs.

-

NE, ELECTRONICS

5 Crestview Avenue

AUDIO BROADCAST
GROUP INC.

Assisting you with all your

LC
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Broadcast Devices, Inc.

WE REPRESENT THE FINEST MANUFACTURERS OF
BROADCAST AND RECORDING STUDIO EQUIPMENT

If you see it in the
pages of Radio World,
we can finance it for you!

Fe

•Power Fait Memory with Bypass Mode
•Inputs Selectable for Balanced or Unbalanced Operation

Clovis, CA 93611
Turntable Parts/Felts
Russco, Collins TT- 200, Sparta

li•••

FEATURES

342 N. Sunnyside

Phone: 918-272-8504

.Main/Alternate Processing Switching
•Feed Up to 3 Transmitters with Identical Audio
•SCA or SAP Generator Switching
•Non- Intrusive Composite Testing/Mcnitoring

•2 Input Switcher
•3 Isolated Outputs
•Individual Level Control for Each Output
•Front Panel and Remote Control with Full Status

Russ Friend (
Sc Associates

$195.00
2 week trial at

•

CD100 • X

APPLICATIONS
• .. • , ietween Composite STL's

Compact Disc
Adapter- Amplifier

Distributed Nationally by
PreFESSIONAL MANAGEMENT SERVICES, INC.

224 Datura Street. Suite 614. West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call I800-826-0601 for " Same Day Service" in Florida ( 407)659-4805

803/370-2400 • FAX 803/370-2314

Authorized Parts Dealers for MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM

INTERNATIONAL 310/670-7500 • FAX 310/670 0133

READER SERVICE NO. 48

READER SERVICE NO. 88
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KCSN Broadcasts from Tent Studio
continued from page 3
console, and carts were everywhere, but
nothing looked irreparable. But without
power or light, in ashaking and burning
environment, Iguessed that "later" would
be the best guess as to when we would get
back on the air.
Ireturned on Tuesday, January 18,
expecting to begin the clean-up effort.
Power had been restored to some of the
adjoining neighborhood. Ihad arranged
for aportable generator from an amateur
radio club, and, at the time, the building
had seemingly not suffered any apparent
structural damage.
That, however, was not the case.
University administrators closed the
campus to everyone because anumber of
buildings suffered significant damage,
and inspections for unseen hazards
would likely take weeks, if not months,
to complete.
The administrators acknowledged the
need for the station to be on-the-air to
serve as the University's voice to its community, but they were unable to offer help
with equipment or facilities.
If Ican offer any advice to others in the
profession who may one day be in similar
circumstances, it is this: Get to know
other engineers in your market or area.
They will likely go out of their way to
offer help and assistance.
In our case, we needed acomplete radio
station—and with a few frantic phone
calls to other station engineers—we got
one in 12 hours.

Iknew by this time that our off campus
transmitter was okay. We use adial- up
remote control that enabled me to turn it
on when the phone circuits cleared late
Tuesday night. Ialso had thought to grab
the STL transmitter from the rack in the
studio on my initial visit to the station.
From KABC(AM)-KLOS-FM we borrowed an audio processor, microphones,
reel recorders and connectors. KFWB
offered an STL dish, KLON abroadcast
console and satellite demods. It seemed
we were in business.
The university established acommand
post on asoccer field, with green Army
"MASH" tents provided by search-and-

rescue, and it was from one of these tents
that KCSN returned to the air late
Thursday evening, January 20. Subsequent
days brought other offers of aid. The Los
Angeles SBE printed astory of our plight
in their newsletter, and the phone went
wild with offers of help. An EBS system
and cart machines came from KCRW,
turntables from KUSC, personal collections from independent contractors; the
response was overwhelming.
When winter paid abrief visit in early
February with a rain storm, the tent
became a bog. Again, KABC came
through with their mobile studio, the
"Jolly Roger" and we moved the

equipment into aWinnebago.
At the time of this writing (early March),
we just moved into a student housing
apartment—about 800 square feet with
utility power and running water. It is
cramped, the acoustics are lousy and the
equipment is all borrowed, but no one has
uttered acomplaint: We are all grateful to
be on-the-air and contributing to the post
earthquake recovery—thanks entirely to
our friends.
ODD
The author would liketo especially thank
Norm Avery, director of radio engineering, KABC/KLOS, and his assistant John
Miller; Richard Rudman, chief engineer of
KFWB; Ron Thompson, chief engineer of
KLON; the Metropolitan Amateur Radio
Club, and all others who helped us get
back on the air.

WANT T
OSEE ME
FIX ALL OUR LIVE
CALLER PROBLEMS'?

WANT TO SEE
ME DO IT AGAIN?

Decision on
EBS Stalled
continued from page 26
the public during past storms, including
1992's devastating Hurricane Andrew,
Saadi said.
Harold Miller, immediate past president of
the South Carolina Broadcasters
Association and manager of four South
Carolina stations licensed to Atlantic
Broadcast Co., agreed that regular reporting
is enough to warn of acoming storm, but
stronger lines of communication need to be
established to reach people once astorm
hits.
"During Hurricane Hugo ( in 1989), we in
Eastern South Carolina woke up to how
fragile we are and how inadequate the old
technology is," Miller said. One of the
Atlantic stations was akey relay point in
the area daisy chain, and when it went off
the air the EBS alerts were blocked from
several other stations, he said.
Miller has written several letters to
Congressmen, the FCC and NAB to push
for adoption of the new EBS rules. "Idon't
think any politician in his right mind would
do away with the Emergency Broadcast
System," he said.
Miller and other EBS supporters have a
powerful ally in Senator Ernest Hollings
(D-S.C.), chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee, which oversees
FCC-related legislation and budget authorizations. "It is important that anew EBS
system be adopted as soon as possible to
reduce the potential damage of both natural
and man-made disasters," Hollings said in a
Feb. 18 letter to FCC Chairman Reed
Hundt.

The lelos 100 Delta works like
magic to produce the most natural

\
‘J

sounding, full-duplex conversation.
The secret? It's the only telephone hybrid that
uses advanced digital signal processing (
DSP)
to automatically adapt to the phone line, adjust
levels, and equalize the caller audio. Our exclusive

digital dynamic equalization is so advanced you
won't find it in any other broadcast audio product.
All functions are quick as ablink. Once installed, the
100 Delta requires no further adjustment. And you can
2101 Superior Avenue

Cleveland, Ohio 44114
216.241.7225 • FAX: 216.241.4103

monitor callers through open speakers without feedback.
The Telos 100 Delta. It's the easiest way to for you
to experience the pleasure of great phones.
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Peer-to-Peer Pieces Come Together
by Richard Mertz
FAIRFAX, Va. Local area networks
(LANS) are a way of sharing resources
(printers, files and programs) with other
computers within an office.
The two previous articles (
RW, Jan. 12
and Feb. 9) dealt with descriptions of
LANS and, in particular, the use of a
peer-to-peer LAN, in which the PCs on a
network share printers and files. All PCs
on a peer-to- peer LAN can act as both
server ( the machine that does the storage
and housekeeping duties) and client
(workstation).

lialii9WIDPId" MAI'S

LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOn
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
with aprintout showing all of the
stations which appear on the map
Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S
AM and FM databases protects
against errors and omissions.
OTHER MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING ( TERRAIN
SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY

Software installation is one of the more
interesting and challenging parts of the
project.
Begin by installing the network interface software. The interface cards Ihave
used are Accton model EN1652 Ethernet
adapters. The installation program provided with the adapter cards has its own
test program which is valuable in troubleshooting.
The first set of cards Iinstalled did not
work properly. The factory, after running
through some tests with their customer
support engineer, replaced them. The
new ones checked out perfectly.
Remember that Ethernet adapter cards
must be properly wired and terminated
before you begin any testing.
Because one of the computers was an
XT clone, the installation program had to
be copied from the provided 3 I/2- inch
diskette to a low- density 5 1/4- inch
diskette. With the AT clone and the 486
computers this was not aproblem. Both
machines had both sizes of high-density
disk drives installed.
If you use an XT on your network, try
to install high-density drives. A special
interface card with the necessary additional firmware support to permit the XT
clone to read and write to the highercapacity drives are available to complete
this upgrade.
Installation
Once the adapter cards are tested,
install the network operating system. I
use Novell's NetWare Lite, which comes
on asingle 5 I/4-inch diskette. You will
need an individual copy of NetWare Lite
for each computer on the network.
If you try to use the single copy on
more than one computer, a notification
of license violation pops up on the screen
along with a series of annoying beeps
from the computer speaker. Ipurchased
my copies of the program from CompUSA for $69.99. That's about the cost of
two computer games for each computer.

Istrongly suggest making a backup
copy of the operating system diskette
and running the install program from the
backup. The program will ask for information regarding the computer on which
it is being installed.
Each computer on the network is identified with an individual name. Iused the
names " Sales," " Engineer" and
"Program" to identify the computers by
location.
The program also asks for the adapter
card driver type. Iused the driver programs supplied by the adapter card manufacturers. The NetWare Lite install program did the rest.
Loading up
During the installation, the install program modifies the computer autoexec.bat
file adding Startnet.bat and modifying
the path command to add the \NWLITE
directory. Startnet.bat is a batch file,
located in the \NWLITE directory, which
runs the DOS Share, LSL.com,
NE2000.com,
IPXODI.COM,
Server.exe, and Client.exe.
LSL.com is Novell's Link Support
Layer for the network. It allows the IPX
to communicate with the adapter device
driver. Next the adapter device driver is
loaded and then the IPX.
The IPX controls interpacket transmission between network nodes. Server.exe
handles operation as aserver. Client.exe
handles operation as workstation. If the
computer is used only as a workstation,
Server.exe is not loaded.
Now the fun: reboot the computer and
the new network configuration is loaded
into memory. Once startnet.bat is finished loading the network, it finishes
back at the C:\> prompt. Type "net login
supervisor." NetWare Lite loads in aprogram called "net." The screen displays a
menu for setting up and operating the
network. This screen looks very much
like Syscon ( system console) used in full
blown NetWare.

Highlight the "Supervise the Network' .
option. The directories on the hard drive
to be used by others are identified. The
whole drive can be made available to
others. Move on to another screen to
identify the printers by name. You might
call the sales office printer "laserprinter,"
and the engineering printer may be
named "dotmatrix."
It is agood idea to set up user accounts.
This tells the network who has privileges
and what resources are available to them.
As supervisor, you have rights to all network resources.
Log in a password to prevent other
users from accidentally changing important settings. NetWare Lite users don't
necessarily need apassword. If security
is not aproblem, Isuggest omitting passwords.
Now you are ready to get started. Go
back to the main menu and select "map
drive letters." Select a drive letter for
directories you are using on the network.
This maps a selected drive network
directory to the drive letter you have
selected.
Say you mapped d: to the c:\ directory
on the program director's computer. If
you select d: on the sales computer, you
are actually looking at the c:\ directory
on the program director's computer.
Finally, go to the main menu and select
"Print." The next screen you will see
shows three printer ports, LPT1 through
LPT3. Select the port you wish to use
and the selection of network printers is
shown. Select the printer you want to
use. This operation is called "Capture."
Capture "laserprinter" on server "Sales"
to LPT .
I. When the engineer prints a
document to the engineering computer's
LPT1, the printer port is "captured" and
the data is diverted to the laser printer in
sales.
This is just an overview of asmall peerto-peer network. Ihave successfully used
this type of system for some time now.
ODD
Richard Mertz is apartner of Suffa &
Cavell, consulting engineers in Faitfax,
Va. He can be reached at 703-591-0110
or through Cotnpuserve. 73020,3026.
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his year, RDS/RBDS consumer
radios are being purchased by
your listening audience, which
means the time is right to pursue the
revenue opportunities RDS/RBDS has
to offer.
RE AMERICA continues its
tradition as the leader in RDS/RBDS
technology, now with a family of
products. Whether you choose the
RE 533 for single-user datacasting or
the RE 532 for multi-user datacasting, RE has the right encoder to
meet your budget and operational
needs.
RE takes the risk out of choosing
an RDS/RBDS encoder by employing flashprom technology in both
the RE 533 and the RE 532. Future
upgrades and enhancements are
simply downloaded via disc software available from RE. You make
the choice, the RE family has got
you covered.

Available through: A Broadcasters General Store A Harris Allied A RF Specialties
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Digital workstations need to be more than fun... they must
be productive. If you work in the fast-paced frenzy of

sou us

radio production, you don't have time oplay

=

around.

To get ahead, you need a

system that will help you produce
more work with greater creativity, in less
time. We have just the tool fer you, the
ADX digital audio workstation.

o
o

The ADX is specifically designed for radio production. It
9

has all the features you need to create the most complex
multitrack productions: true 8channel recording (expandable
to 32 channels), non-compressed linear PCM digital audio,
removable storage media and expansive timecode facilities.
But the most powerful feature of the ADX is ts intuitive
operation. No other wprkstation has combined all this power
with the ease-of-use that makes even the most complicated
production virtually effortless.
ADX is the only workstation to offer the optional
MixstationTm automated mixing system. In fact. the ADX is
the only completely integrated radio production tool on the
market. What else would you expect from PR&E? Call
today for your full color brochure.

e

Pacific Recorders & Engineering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive • Carlsbad. CA 92009
Tel: 619-438-3911 • Fax: 619-438-9277 • GSA Contra;t: GS-03F- 2057A
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Edison, Flemming Started It All with Tubes
This revised course offers an introduction
to the theory and practical application of
active electronic devices. The course will
give examples of how the devices work as
well as ideas on how to use them.
Continuing Education Units will be
offered to all who register with Northern
Virginia Community College. You will be
required to read all of the articles and participate in an exam that will be waled to
you at the completion of the course. You
can register for the class any time while
the series is running in RW.
To register, contact the Community
Education Office, Annandale Campus,
8333 Little River Turnpike, Annandale, Va.
22003. The fee for the course is $30.
Please make every effort to secure all of
the articles yourself: Northern Virginia
Community College and RW are not in a
position to supply readers with back issues.

acurrent flow when he applied positive
voltage to the plate.
Edison noted the phenomenon in his notebooks, but did not follow up on it.
Nevertheless, this flow of electrons was
called the "Edison effect" in later years.
Further work based on Edison's research
was left to J.A. Flemming, who developed
the first practical vacuum tube, the diode or
"Hemming valve," in 1905. It consisted of
a filament ( cathode) and a metal plate
(anode) in aglass envelope as illustrated in
Figure 1.
This valve, along with all its vacuum tube
successors, works on the principle of
thermionic emission. If a piece of metal

Part VII

(cathode) is heated until incandescent,
electrons will fly into the space surrounding the metal.
4

Ç
re.«

Figure 2.

Control
Grid

drain, gate and source. The tube's plate
current can be cut off if asufficiently high
negative voltage is applied to the grid.
Removing the negative voltage allows the
plate to be saturated with electrons resulting in maximum current flow.
Vacuum tubes were modified over the
years to improve performance. The tetrode
contains an additional "screen" grid, which
operates at apositive potential to assist the
acceleration of electrons to the plate ( See
Figure 3).
Anode

Figure 3.

Screen Grid

Control Grid

by Ed Montgomery

ANNANDALE, Va. The active device
that "started it all - was the vacuum tube. It
is often left out of many study courses, but
still plays arole in electronics today.
The vacuum tube evolved out of experiments first performed by Thomas Edison
after his development of the incandescent
light bulb. In 1883 Edison inserted a
metal plate into aglass bulb and observed

If apositive voltage (anode) is placed in
the same vacuum, the electrons will flow
from negative to positive ( cathode to
anode). Unlike solid-state devices, vacuum

tubes have no minority carries or leakage.
Vacuum tubes create pure electron flow.
The first tube that could amplify asignal
was developed by Dr. Lee de Forest in
1906. de Forest placed athird element, the
control grid ( illustrated in Figure 2), in the
glass envelope.
The control grid varies the amount of current that could flow between the cathode
and anode. de Forest discovered that avery
small change in voltage on the grid results
in avery large change in plate current.
The plate, grid and cathode function similarly to the transistor's collector, base and
emitter, or the field-effect transistor's

1.

%jiff
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The tetrode's screen grid reduces the
influence of plate voltage changes on the
current flow between the cathode and
plate. This increases plate resistance and
reduces the loading on of other amplifiers.
The tetrode also reduces the capacitance
between the cathode and plate, allowing
the tube to work more effectively at radio
frequencies.
The pentode ( illustrated in Figure 3) is a
continued on page 40
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MYAT DELIVERS QUALITY

MYAT DELIVERS WHEN YOU NEED IT

V ou can rely on MYAT rigid line and components

aior transmitter manufacturers with strict
production schedules rely on MYAT to deliver
quality components on time and within budget. So
do leading broadcasters like the Empire State

., \

to deliver a clean, powerful signal to your
antenna. Pure highest quality copper, brass and
silver plus computer-aided design and manufacturing
ensure consistency and accuracy. No wonder
demanding broadcasters worldwide choose MYAT
products for their passive systems. We take
Quality Control very seriously.
MYAT DELIVERS RELIABLE PERFORMANCE

ur non-galling silver-plated beryllium copper
contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements
O
and virgin Teflon inner supports are designed for
maximum velocity, minimum attenuation
service life. Every MYAT component
before shipping and backed with afull
warranty. MYAT products are built for the

and long
is tested
one year
long run.

Building's newest TV tenants. At MYAT, commitments
are kept.

LET MYAT DELIVER FOR YOU

hether you're planning anew tower, upgrading an older installation, or coping with an
emergency, you can depend on MYAT rigid line and
components. Thousands of RF experts around the
world already do. Contact your RF distributor, or
phone us for our catalog, installation planning guide
and engineering reference. Its detailed drawings
can help you put together an efficient, trouble-free
transmission line that will last for decades. For afree
copy call 201-767-5380 or fax 201-767-4147.
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RIGID LINE: RADIO'S EFFICIENT CHOICE

MINDINC.
Manufacturers of electronic
transmission equipment
since 1951
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Terrestrial Pitfalls Plague C-Band
by W.C. Alexander
Part Ill of III
DALLAS Rain fade can seriously impair
the quality of aKu-band satellite link. The
weather is not nearly as great aconcern for
those still operating on C-band.
But C-band links face what is perhaps an
even more vexing problem, terrestrial
interference (TI). Terrestrial microwave
signals in the 4GHz band are everywhere.
A decade ago, Iwas engineer-in-charge of
atelevision remote truck that travelled
coasttocoast covering every spectator
sport known to man and piping it into your
living room for ESPN and various regional
sports networks. We were often unable to
receive the satellite we were supposed to be
uplinking because of nearby high flux density signals from AT&T, MCI and other
terrestrial microwave users in the area.
In one memorable case, the start of
broadcast of a United States Football
League (remember that league?) game
from San Antonio's Alamo Stadium was
delayed. AT&T had its terrestrial
microwave antennas mounted on awater
tower near the corner of the parking lot
where we set up our uplink. We had to use
aspectrum analyzer and work carefully
with RCA to be certain that we were illuminating the correct satellite.
Sometimes it is C-band uplinks interfering with microwave terrestrial services.
Careful frequency coordination is required
by the FCC before uplinks are licensed.
Trapping
It may be possible to trap out TI using inline filters in the 900 MHz IF line or, if on
an LNA system, the 4GHz line. Multiplecavity filters are available from many
manufacturers. Experimentation in the
field, preferably with the use of agood
spectrum analyzer, is the only way to set
up the filters.
In extreme cases, the only solution is to
shield the earth station antenna from the
source of the interference. Something as
simple as agrounded copper screen held in
place with apair of two-by-fours on one
side of the antenna or the another has been
known to work. Other times, the situation
calls for placing the earth station antenna
behind aberm or in ahole in the ground. It
may even be necessary to use acombination of shielding and filtering in some cases.
Interference from other satellites is
another common problem. Angular discrimination of aparticular antenna is the
primary means of controlling such interference. Side-lobes produced by agiven
antenna may well fall right on an adjacent
bird. Cross- polarization of signals will
mitigate this type of interference to a
degree, but not completely.
A site survey before installing the earth
station is agood idea. There are contractors
in most metropolitan areas who specialize
in this type of work. They will come out to
the proposed site and check the look
angles, set up aportable antenna and check
for signal from the desired satellites and
check for TI, all for areasonable price. It is
well worth the cost considering what may
have to be spent moving an earth station
that just won't work in agiven location.
When Iworked in television many years
ago, we used LNA systems that brought
the 4GHz signal directly to the receiver. A
synthesized local oscillator was used for

tuning, and the output was broadband
video off of which we filtered and demodulated the audio subcarrier.
Things have changed quite abit since
then. Most C- and Ku-band systems use
LNBs that amplify the 4or 12 GHz signal
and heterodyne it down to abroadband
900 MHz IF L-band signal for input to the
receiver. A synthesized second local oscillator is used to tune the desired signal,
which is demodulated into abroadband 70
MHz IF baseband.
On an analog transponder signal, this
baseband will usually contain video plus
many FM 2 audio subcarriers both below

and above the video signals. This baseband signal can be "daisy-chained" into
many audio demodulators.
Scanning
The second local oscillator in adigital
satellite system is asoftware-controlled
synthesizer. The software causes the LO to
scan the baseband, pausing briefly on each
carrier it finds to see if the proper net and
channel ID signals are present.
If they are not present, the scan continues
to the next carrier. The output of the second
IF is fed into adigital demodulator which in
turn feeds the forward-error correction

(FEC) decoder, which removes the errorcorrection bits, corrects detected errors and
outputs the received data and clock signals.
The received data is then fed through adigital-to-analog converter.
This is the 1990s, and satellite communication is nothing new. We have been using
this medium for three decades. The difference is that it is now much more affordable.
Consider this the next time the program
director comes in and tells you that in
May, awhole week of the morning "zoo"
will originate at Epcot Center and it is up
to you to get a "CD Quality" feed back
from 1,500 miles away.
oo
Cris Alexander is director of engineering
for Crawford Broadcasting. He can he
reached at Box 561307, Dallas, Texas
75356.

Finally, an AM processor that

Frank has provided presets for

combines technical excellence with

anumber of formats and program-

format flexibility, ease of operation,

ming requirements, including

and bottom line results.

Talk and News, Country, CHR, and
more. These are just starting points

The Cutting Edge Unity AM is

for your processing adjustments,

acomplete, multi-band AM

as there are fifty user memory

processor designed to make your

locations that can be compared

station stand out on the dial. While

by merely pushing abutton.

Frank Foti uses the same processing
sections as his Unity 20001 FM

The Unity AM's user menus are

processor, he has specially tailored

logically arranged to be learned

the Unity AM to suit AM's unique

in minutes. The easy-to-interpret

characteristics.

set-up metering in the Processing
Display allows you to see the

Processing includes aselectable

activity of all processing functions so

Broadband AGC, selectable Phase

that you can determine the overall

Rotator, adjustable low-frequency

effect of any changes you make.

Bass Enhancer, four-band Processor/
Leveler, four-band multiple time

Better sound, better ratings. The

constant Limiter, and final Limiter.

Unity AM puts both in your hands.

The use of feed-forward processing
allows the Unity AM to process more
consistently at all levels. The result is
amore open, realistic sound with
greater perceived loudness.
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the world's best sounding am processor
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There's a Right Way
"I did it
right from
the start
with
Computer
Concepts'

,.,
)
f

Ithought
I'd impress HQ by

bu ying the cheapest

hard disk system Icould

find. After all, they all look
the same! Their promises

DCS."

sounded good and Iwanted to
believe.
f
eeF
f,

Idon't sweat when it comes to our spot-heavy

not once you added up the little
"extras" it took to do the bare minimum.

morning drive or complicated LMA formats. The reason

Itotti

is simple: First Idid my homework. And then Ibought a

And it still couldn't do all the things our
station really needed.

DCS hard disk system from Computer Concepts. In fact, I
bought several.

'

B I found out promises come cheap.
But their system wasn't really cheap—

Ifound out the hard way, at 3AM when the
system we bought crashed. And in morning drive,

Ismile at the thought of multiple program formats
and satellite automation, live and live assist. Ilaugh
at complex spot rotations, two-channel crossfades
with simultaneous recording and networking to
traffic— they're no problem for the DCS.
And Computer Concepts customer support is
terrific. Their software experts can even
troubleshoot my DCS and upgrade the

when missing spots meant dollars down the drain.
When Ifinally reached customer support, they said
they were working on software they thought would fix
my problem, but they weren't sure when it would be
done. Guess what Itold them?
Now Iknow better. We're getting a Computer Concepts DCS.
Ilearned a costly lesson: Get it right the first time. Call
Computer Concepts first.

software remotely, via modem.
No wonder Computer Concepts DCS
has turned hundreds of stations
into happy customers. I'm glad

"I should
have
bought
a DCS in
the first
place."

I'm one of them. Oh, Ialmost
forgot. The price was right,
too.

and a Wrong Way
\\) \c)\
De by Cooputet Corcepts

Computer Concepts Corporation
8375 Melrose Drive, Lenexa, KS 66214
Phone: (913) 541-0900 Fax: (913) 541-0169
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ROOTS OF RADIO

Sound Effects Made Radio Seem Alive
by James T. Wold
MINNEAPOLIS Radio networks in the
late 1920s and early 1930s used to boast
that every sound heard on their programs
was " live." This pushed producers to
elaborate lengths.
If abugle call was needed, abugler was
brought into the studio. If a lion's roar
was required, you did not have to bring a
lion into the studio and twist its tail, but
you did have to find someone who could
roar just like alion.
Sound effects were atrue technical challenge and sound effects men were literally
radio magicians.
There was nothing to see on radio. Every
story had to be told with sounds that conjured up an image in the mind's eye.
Dramatic spice
The earliest radio dramas were failures.
They were usually broadcast from the
stage of a theater, with virtually no
accommodation made for radio's special
needs. All the audience could hear was
the dialogue, with no other sense of what
was happening.
Sometimes producers realized that listeners needed more, so they provided an
announcer to describe the sets. When
there was action, but no dialogue on
stage, the announcer might whisper a
description. It was soon obvious that this
would not work.
The first sound effects used in aradio
drama were broadcast on WGY
Schnectady, N.Y. A door slam was simulated by slapping acouple of two-by-fours
together during a 1922 presentation of
Eugene Walter's "The Wolfe."
The first program to spotlight sound
effects in a major way was the "Great
Northern Program," a series first broadcast by NBC in 1928. One of the show's
features was arailroad train that required
five men to produce.
Before moving to Radio City in 1932,
NBC studios were located at 711 Fifth
SIERRA

Ave. An entire side of alarge studio there
was reserved to making railroad noises.
An authentic locomotive bell was suspended there next to an enormous
machine designed to simulate the chugging of an engine, the click of wheels and
ablast of steam.
Real locomotive
An authentic locomotive whistle was
placed outside the studio, which was visible from Fifth Ave. and 55th St. A microphone was placed just inside the building
to pick up the blare. That whistle was
used regularly during an NBC series on
the history of the railroads, "The Empire
Builders."
Sound effects are usually associated with
radio dramas, but they were actually first
used during asports broadcast, the 1921
World Series. WJZ, which was then located in Newark, N.J., broadcast the games
with asports writer phoning in aplay-byplay description and an announcer at the
studio recreating it.
But the inventive young announcer was
not satisfied with simply relaying the balls
and strikes. He wanted to give listeners a
real feel for the game, so he assembled a
small crowd to stand outside the studio
window that would begin cheering on his
cue. The sound of abat connecting with
the ball was actually amatch stick broken
next to the mic.
Stations used similar game reconstruction techniques for several years using
telegraphed descriptions of the games.
Other radio program producers went to
the same lengths to give their shows a
realistic feel. The producer of aprogram
called "Russian Gaieties" needed the
sound of arestaurant in the background.
He was dissatisfied with the sound of
occasional knives and plates rattling, so
he set up arestaurant in his studio and
served dinner during the broadcast.
But often reality was much more difficult to recreate. A cadre of specialists
who could recreate specific sounds with
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SAS 32000 Stereo Audio Routing &
Mixing System—Perfect for mix-minus
conferencing, mixer emulation, teleconferencing hubs and communication
systems. Also ideal for plant and
transmitter routing, satellite and
remote distribution. Standard summing for mix-minus feeds, IFB, studio
intercommunications, voice-over work,
and more.
System size starts at 32 x16 mono or
stereo matrix modular configuration
and expands up to 128 x128. Serial
bus RS-232 for terminal, local panel
and modem control. Modular remote
panels for console fit as well as
standard rack mount panels. Custom
and turnkey systems available.

al that aired in the 1930s and 1940s. The
show was broadcast from a21st-floor studio where a bent air-conditioner duct
would often give the crew fits by creating
unwanted noises.
Later, when Reis needed anew sound to
suggest arocket traveling through space,
he remembered the duct. When he opened
the microphone next to the duct, it produced alow, unearthly sound that became
the definitive sound of a spaceship for
millions of listeners.
Perhaps the most memorable sound
effect was the squeaking door of the
"Inner Sanctum" mystery series. It was
simply the door to the basement of the
studio where the show was produced.
After coming up with the idea of using the
door to close the show, Inner Sanctum
producer Himan Brown told an assistant,
"I'm going to make that door astar."
Grisly effects
Arch Oberler, producer of "Lights Out,"
delighted in creating the most grisly
sound effects imaginable. Frying bacon
and atelegraph key hooked to adry cell
battery were held up to the mic to create
the sizzle and spark of someone being
electrocuted. Spareribs were smashed
with apipe wrench to simulate breaking
bones. A blade slicing through ahead of
cabbage and maple syrup dripping on a
plate sounded just like abeheading followed by dripping blood.
Oberler once squished and squashed
cooked spaghetti when he needed the
sound of human flesh being eaten. The
"Radio Guide" called it "the most monstrous of all sounds."
Sound effects men were the wizards of
their day. Audiences were riveted by their
productions. Even today, those who listen
to tapes of some of these original broadcasts may find themselves drawn in by
their magic.
DO 0

James T. Wold is afree-lance writer
based in Minnesota. He is author of
"Minnesota Microphones," published by
Northstar Press. Wold can be reached at
1106 South Seventh St., Minneapolis, MN
55415.
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their voices was formed to handle those
situations.
Some of the most invaluable specialists
were the "animal men." One man might
do aterrific dog bark while another might
specialize in goats and pigs.
Bradley Baker became an expert on
practically every feral sound by spending
hours at the zoo. He perfected his art to
the point that he could make different
calls for the male or female of aspecies.
Other notable animal specialists included
Harry Swain, Donald Bain and Elsie Mae
Gordon.
Innovative engineers found ways to
recreate sounds that could not be done by
voice. They made people hear forest fires
using ablowtorch and by breaking match
sticks; rain on the roof by pouring dried
peas down apaper tube and thunder by
waving athin sheet of metal.
Doorbells, alarm clocks, telephone bells,
locks, dummy doors and several other
sound props became standard studio
equipment.
Some sound effects from this era are still
well remembered today. The immortal
"thundering hoofbeats" of the "Lone
Ranger" were created by Jim Jewell of
WXYZ Detroit, the first director of the
show, who employed the best sound men
in the business.
Jewell's staff found ways to make most
of its sounds by striking acardboard box
with aslat, and later, after some experimentation, by striking a leather cushion.
When a horse galloped, you heard not
only the hoofbeats (changing sound as the
horse crossed different types of terrain),
but you also heard the jangle of the harness, the creek of the saddle, leaves
rustling, water rippling and heavy, excited
breaths drawn by both horse and rider.
You could almost hear the sun going
down. One actor once blundered and said:
"Listen, Ihear awhite horse coming."
Irving Reis produced "Buck Rogers in
the 25th Century," adaily 15-minute seri-

For hops across town or
across the county, the coolest
stations are choosing BEXT
STI's because they work.
From 1.5 to 15 watts,
starting at $ 3,980 complete.
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Colorado FM Station Is Powerful by Nature
by Dee McVicker
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, Colo.
KFMU-FM is operating on nothing less
than an act of nature. It claims to be the
world's only wind- and solar- powered
radio station.
A windmill spinning atop the Steamboat
Springs station's 163- foot tower and a
supplemental collection of solar panels
keep it powered 24 hours aday.
The windmill was hand- built when
KFMU-FM went on the air in 1975 as the
first station in the country powered with
an alternative energy source. The windmill was necessary then ( as it is now)
because the utility company's power lines
did not reach the top of Stagecoach
Mountain, a9,100-foot rise.
The forces of nature seem to be in harmony on Stagecoach Mountain. "When
there's no wind there tends to be sun and
when there's no sun there tends to be
wind. So the two systems really complement each other very well," said Jonathan
Christopher Renaud, KFMU-FM's chief
engineer.
Adding solar
Except for supplemental power from a
diesel generator, wind power kept
KFMU-FM going for several years. The
diesel generator is gone now that sun
power has been added. There are few

problems. General Manager Ward
Holmes said he couldn't remember the
last time the station went off the air due
to power failure.
The decision to add solar power was
made in the mid- 1980s to improve reliability and later to raise the station's
authorized effective radiated power

juice, when at capacity, to keep the station
on the air for four days.
"We've got enough power up there that
we have afan in use during the summertime to cool it," Holmes said.
Input power to the tower is minimal
because of an elaborate, energy-efficient
antenna pattern. A 16-bay Shively anten-

Solar/wind power is more reliable than
conventional power at other sites. 'We're
on the air when a lot of stations are not."
—KFMU-FM's Christopher Renaud
(ERP) from 250 watts to 1400 watts.
Joel Davidson, a solar energy expert
and author of the book "The New Solar
Electric Home," who once built a solar
car that made it into " The Guinness
Book of World Records," was on hand to
help his friend Renaud during the solar
conversion.
Two solar arrays, one designed for winter sun and the other for summer sun, feed
42 batteries in a 36- volt configuration.
The wind generator ( which was rebuilt
concurrently with the solar project) also
feeds the batteries, which route the energy
through a DC- to- AC converter. In the
end, KFMU-FM can store 2,300 amp
hours of power. The system has enough
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na system covers almost the entire height
of the tower, requiring only 150 watts
input for 1,400 watts ERP output. The
conventional two- bay antenna system
was not even considered, Renaud said,
because " we could not generate that
much with present ( solar or wind generation) technology."
Battery technology
Battery replacement is high on the
maintenance list, although battery technology is continually improving. New
batteries installed will last up to five
years, a longer life span than previous
generations because they discharge and
recharge with less deterioration.
"They're basically the kind they put in
fork lifts. They call them high boys. They
look like acar battery only they're twice
as tall, and they're six- volt instead of 12volt, so they hold awhole lot more juice,"
Renaud said.
As for maintenance of the wind generator, every few months Renaud straddles

the blades to grease them and keep them
aerodynamic. This is usually done while
the wind generator is in motion. " It's
quite spooky because the blades will be
going around," he said.
Strange maintenance duties aside, the
system has several surprising advantages.
It is more reliable than conventional
power at other tower sites. "We're on the
air when alot of stations are not. A lot of
transmitter sites are on isolated mountain
tops and have awhole lot of wire going to
them and they get hit by lightening or are
down because of snow," he said.
Power spikes and surges are uncommon
at KFMU-FM's transmitter site and snow
build-up, to Renaud's surprise, has been
virtually eliminated. "We found that the
vibration caused by the wind generator
acts to knock off the ice, not only off the
antennas, but also off of the solar panels,"
he said.
There have been times when nature has
not cooperated and knocked the station
off the air, sometimes hurling windmill
blades through the air. The most memorable case occurred just afew days after
Holmes joined the station, when apowerful wind launched one of the blades into a
tree aquarter mile from the tower site.
Holmes is fond of joking that the harder
the wind blows, the louder the station
gets. But overall, he likes the idea that the
station is not only helping to save utility
costs ( roughly $ 180 amonth). but also the
earth. He's proud to call KFMU-FM one
of the country's first ecologically-friendly
radio stations.
DO D
Dee McVicker is afree-lance writer and
regular contributor to

RW.
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CONTRACTOR'S FORUM

DAs and Other Engineering Horrors
by Thomas Osenkowsky
Part Il of II
BROOKFIELD, Conn. Over the years,
acontract engineer can come across some
singular experiences with AM and FM
broadcast transmission equipment.
Iset down some of those experiences, stories the reader might find insightful, in an
earlier column (
RW, Jan. 26). Here are a
few more. Many of them may seem humorous, but there is at least one moral an engineer can take to heart in each one.
Murphy's Law
Can you imagine an AM directional array
where everything was wrong? Well, here's
areallife DA horror story still in progress
as of this writing.
Iwas called in to fix this array, which consists of four tall towers, in-line, operating
fulltime, 5 kW, DA2. Sample loops are
located 200 feet up from the base of each
tower. The station's contract engineer told
me that the night pattern was out of adjustment on one monitor point, but that the day
pattern seemed OK.
When Igot there, Ifound that tower No. 3
had no sample reading in the day mode; one
of the night parameters was over 10 degrees
and +8degrees out of FCC limits: the day
parameters were far from licensed limits, and
the patterns were unstable.
The erratic sample on tower No. 3 was
traced to apoorly installed "N" connector
on the sample line isolation coil. The
installer never took the time to peel back
the cable shield, so there was no contact
being made to the shield of the sample line.
The connector body was badly burned
because of arcing. When sample line isolation coils are used, they most often also
serve as the static drain choke and thus static current flows in the outer sheath of the
cable to ground.
Other erratic sample readings were traced
to poor contact from the ATU door to the

cabinet frame. These ATUs are crowded,
so RF current is induced in the doors and
can affect the array if good ground contact
is not made. Each ATU door was bonded to
the cabinet frame using copper braid. One
transmission line was found to be making a
high-resistance contact to the ATU on its
outer sheath.
A moment method computer analysis was
used to devise abetter phasor design. The
best match on the day and night feeder lines
was a3.5:1 VSWR. ( You don't want to
know the worst match.) None of the towers
even came close to relating measured self
and mutual impedances to computer predicted values.
Ifound three towers were mistuned after I
checked the isolation coil resonance.
Shunting tower No. 3 with just the coil
(without resonating capacitor) produced a
parallel resistance 29 percent greater than
without the coil, which is theoretically
impossible. Ifound that the sample lines
were bonded at each tower base and at the
sample loop, leaving just over one quarter
wavelength of line unbonded and adetuning stub just where you do not want it.
Rigger-marole
The RPU line on tower No. 2 was likewise bonded and the low end of the RPU
isocoupler was not grounded. It was time to
get the tower rigger to bond the lines.
A measurement of the sample lines with a
TDR showed that tower No. I's line was
260 feet from the base to the loop. That
would be OK, except that the loop is only
200 feet up the tower.
The rigger disconnected the loop from the
sample line and instead of anice open circuit, Imeasured 30,000 ohms of resistance
from the inner to outer conductor. The
problem turned out to be water contamination in a20-foot section of the line.
When I first do a DA rebuild, I
always measure the electrical length of
each sample and RF line. This goes
into the computer and is considered in
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Frequency checks
Back in the old days, we were required to
maintain frequency monitors. My first job
as chief engineer required coming in at

midnight once amonth to measure the station's frequency together with the late
Clarence Cheney of Cambridge Crystals.
One month, the day before the midnight
measurement, Idecided to repair the transmitter's ailing crystal oscillator No. 2,
which was falling victim to lower and
lower power output. Idiscovered that the
oscillator "can" was supplied by aregulator
+15-volt supply located in the exciter.
After unwrapping the can, Ifound acouple of burned 1K ohm 1/4 watt resistors. I
replaced a bad 15- volt regulator and
replaced all the resistors in both oscillators
just to be safe. Ithen adjusted the frequency
of both oscillators to read zero ( center
scale) on an old tube type frequency monitor. Everything appeared to go well.
Igot acall from the announcer on duty
continued on page 40

Reliability
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the new phasor design.
The TDR in this case showed an inverted
pulse about 200 feet out. Idug up the line
and found abig hole and lots of arcing. It
seems that this station's antenna field was
used as acamping and picnic ground for
many summers.
Tents were set up in the field, and what
holds up atent? Stakes, which tend to damage underground lines.
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The Voice of Experience
continued from page 39

the next evening who was getting listener
complaints of a "wooing" sound on the station. While driving toward the station later
that night, Iheard what sounded like a400cycle tone along with the normal program,
but it disappeared as Igot closer to the station.
Imagine my surprise when Mr. Cheney
told me Iwas 420 Hz off frequency. Those
old frequency monitors measured up to
about 50 Hz deviation and then would go
back to zero. As those resistors aged,
tweaking the frequency every month
became increasingly inaccurate.
When Ireplaced the resistors, Imust have

tuned on apoint where the frequency monitor no longer measured the error.
On aseparate occasion, Iwas called in to
fix an FM transmitter that was "eating" PA
tubes. After four hours of work, Icalled my
office to check for messages, just as the station chief engineer walked out to take quick
break.
After Ihung up and went back to work,
the phone started ringing off the hook. I
went over to answer it, but there was
nobody at the other end. Ibumped my head
twice in the PA cavity while running to
answer the phone.
The engineer got alaugh out of it when I
told him what happened. He explained that

WHEN (Miff
COUNTS
APT X10 OED
16A-33-910
32192SS
74

It has to be apt-X100 the only true single chip
audio compression
solution - adopted by
the world's leading
manufacturers of
broadcast equipment.

the telephone (an old W.E. 500 set) was
placed where it was, on top of the two
audio processors, for agood reason. These
processors used solder to form the PC
board finger contacts, which were notorious
for becoming intermittent.
When the DJ heard the audio fizzle out in
one channel, he would ring the phone until

it came back. The bell would vibrate the
board back into operation.
OD

Thomas Gary Osenlcowsky is an SBE certified senior broadcast engineer and
NARTE first-class certified engineer. He
can be reached at 5 Beachwood Grove,
Brooleeld, Conn. 06804.

Tubes Still Often Useful
continued from page 32

tube with athird grid, which is called the
suppressor grid. It usually operates at whatever the cathode's voltage level. The negative voltage next to the plate tends to block
electrons from hitting the plate and dislodging other electrons.

Over the years, variations of these tubes
were designed to meet special needs. The
"variable mu" or "remote cut-off' tube was
developed to improve reception in mobile
receivers. Beam power pentodes permit
higher amplification and reduced harmonic
distortion. Other specialty tubes are illustrated in Figure 4.
Vacuum tubes still play apart in modem
electronics. They are often used in audio
systems and transmitters. Their ability to

withstand power surges and lightning
strikes still exceeds the limits of solid-state
devices.
The vacuum tube's main drawback is its
fragile construction. However, when properly maintained, avacuum tube's life span
can equal or exceed that of an equivalent

solid-state device. Solid state devices have
the advantage of smaller size and more
efficient electrical power consumption.
El El

Ed Montgomery is a communications
teacher at Thomas Jefferson High School
for Science and Technology. He has taught
broadcast engineering at Northern
Virginia Community College and worked
as a broadcast engineer for several radio
stations.
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Technology
6255 Sunset Boulevard

CCA Electronics, Inc.

Suite 1026
Los Angeles
CA 90028 USA
Tel 213 463 2963
Fax 213 463 6568

P.O. Box 426 • 360 Bohannon Road
Fairburn, Georgia 30213 USA
(404) 964 3530 • FAX: (404) 964 2222
-

24 hour service, 365 days-a-year.
Circle ( 49) On Reader Service Card

tyyAK
MYR TL EileACH, SC

Why Does This
Continue To
Happen Year
After Year?
Answer - Because it's always avery popular promotion.

Buy aRadio Systems 6, 12, 18 or 24 channel console and take your pick of the
following popular studio accessories (worth an average of $500.00):
• TI- 101 Telephone Interface
gie DA-16 Stereo Distribution Amplifier
l "Super Clock" desktop clock up/down timer
Ull Analog Master Clock Driver with 2 12" analog clocks

Good until April 30th, 1994
Contact Radio Systems, or your favorite broadcast dealer.

Rarma SYSTEMSINC.

601 Heron Drive • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 • ( 609) 467-8000 • FAX ( 609) 467-3044
Circle ( 80) On Reader Service Card

Rad Werld

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

RADIO
RESOURCES

ACOUSTICS

CALL US TO RECEIVE YOUR
COPY OF THE NEW TECHNICAL
NECESSITIES CATALOG

STUDIOFOANI

PRE-OWNED EQUIPMENT

Want To Sell

SOLINO ABSORBENT WEDGES
TESTS UP TO 40% BETTER NAN SONEX
*COSTS LESS- BETTER COLORS•BErlIR CUT*

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE:
Belar FM Mod Monitor
Harris THE-! Exciter
BE PT-90 P/S
Belar RF Amp
BE FM5B Transmitter
Eventide Delay BD 93!
ITC Series IRIP Stereo
Marti STL-8 Mono
Wheatstone A-5 00Console
Md Many Other Bern: Call for Prim SS

ill

UMW '
I
re ne
»
:11

TEST EQUIPMENT
Potormt Fa2ld Strentp) Meters
Delta Impedence Bridge
Dena Receiver/Generator
Tektronix Spectrum Analyzer for
AM splatter measurements)

Call Steve or Chuck

1-800- 54-RADIO
1-410-783-4635 FAX

.... -'

Want To Sell
Macintosh 1900 AM/FM stereo rec
amp exc cond, works perfect, $400a0;
McIntosh C-8 tube preamp, VGC,
$150/130. W Kremer, Kremer Kraft, 301
SW 16 St, Ft Lauderdale FL 33315.
305-524-5652.

EFII FMH-10AC 10 Bay Antenna CP
tuned to 105.5, $35,000 new, will sell
for $19,500. M Wodlinger, WIXI FM,
3337 Tamiami Trail North, Naples FL
33940. 813-262-1000.

Dynaco ST120 solid state stereo amp
60 W per side, mint, $350. A Levinson,
Spruce Hill Studio, 1002 S 49th St,
Philadephia PA 19143. 215-729-0941.

WANTED:

Pi- Rod Inc. 140' self-supporting solid steel tower. Extra
wind load - 80 mph, 5' base,
tait 100 W UHF repeater
wlantenna, 6 Yaesu 5 W 10
chnl handhelds, desktop unit,
other accessories, $ 14,000.
James Lass, 616-381-9600.

Pultcc EQ's; Fairchild, TcicAM phaser parts (
3) 3- pole J-jack, 15
amp, ( 3) 20 MHz coils w/standoffs &
shorting clips, ( 3) 292 ser mica caps,
.0005 w/flanges. R St James, WOBM,
46 Clayton Rd, Howell NJ 07732. 908269-0927.

tronix, dbx, UREI, Sontee
Limiters,

Neumann,

Tele -

[tinker), AKG and RCA mies,
Macintosh or Marantz Gear;
Lang, Neve and API gear. Misc
old tubes and guitars.

DAN ALEXANDER
AUDIO
1340 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103
(415) 252-7102
FAX: (415) 252 -7524

Two bay FM antenna, as is on 99.9,
man! 9/1 1/89, $ 1700,00. J Bell German, WHKX, 345 Office Plaza Dr,
Tallahassee FL 32301. 904-942-9459.
Jampro/Cetec 2 bay 10kW FM ant
tuned to 102.3 MHz; Ed, WCVR, 802728-3608.

A.EHALL
Electronics

Direct from the
only qualified ITC Cart Machine Repair Center
•All work warranted for 1year minimum
•Service contracts available
Call Rusty

(800) 447 -0414
(309) 828-1381
International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street

Want To Buy
100' - 150' self supporting tower. B
Hurst, WWCH, 725 Wood St, Clarion
PA 16214 814-226-4500

Bloomington, IL 61 704

Demeter 4 ch rack mt tube direct box
NEW $ 795. W Gunn 619-320-0728.
CASSETTES • CARTS • REELS

Want To Sell

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO

Want To Buy

Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AliDIOPAK, FIDELIPAC & ITC CARTS

Fairchild 600 comic or 602 Cones high
freq limiters. JGangwer, 942 32nd St,
Richmond CA 94804. 415-644-2363.

dbx 3bx dynamic range expander,
$300. A Levinson, Spruce Hill Studio,
1002 S 49th St, Philadephia PA 19143.
215-729-0941.
Eventide BD-941 broadcast delay line
with 3, 6or 12 second delay, $975. R
Chambers, 916-257-2121.

For more information
call Kris Elliot

Cooper Sound CSPA-1 2chnl mie preamps w/MS decoder, 48 V & low cut filters, superb sound, $900. H Fair, 312784-1558

or write to: J&I

317-962-8596
fn .
HAFtnes
,m• ALLIED=
dbx 157 NR units ( 2), simul type- 1
encode/decode, indiv level controls ea
chan to match - 10 thru +8, manual, 1unit
needs repair; Ampex 620 amp/speaker
pair, 10 W tube amps, portable in original
Samsonite cases ( dark orange), gd
cond. J Mehne, Clearwater Audio
Recorders, 607-277-0540.

Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Cede ( 185) On Reader

Shure M-67 mie mixer, $ 100; Collins
212-S console, stereo, 16 input, $250;
Gates StaLevel comprsor, $ 40; Dayton
AF155 SCA receiver, $ 100. R Place,
WPEP, 401-455-7226 or 508-636-6707.

Announcing New Crisp Voice

Here are just some of the
bargains we have in stock:

metering. The best 8z limest cost 'dial- up' remote control as : tri-

for ô numbers,

Rebuilt

Sennheiser HD-440 II stereo headphones -

NEW

$

CALL

WANTS TO BUY YOUR:
NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK
UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD
PLLTEC-LANG-LEXICON
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN
AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS

ANYTHING THAT IS
OF EXCEPTIONAL
AUDIO QUALITY!

"this is not aproblem"
(508)543-0069 TEL
(508)543-9670 FAX

Professional CD Player with Variable
Pitch Control.

This CD unit gives you

years of clean, worry-free sound at a
price that will blow your mind without
blowing your budget.

49

NEW

$ 1.995

Harris CC-II Mono RP Cart Machine - Closeout -

Rebuilt

$

395

CRI.'DYNAFEX' DX 2Stereo Noise Reduction -

Rebuilt

$

259

Marti MW-500 Microwave booster amp -

Rebuilt

$ E295
$
75

Orban RET-27 Kit. Updates 8100A to 8100A/I -

NEW

Tepco J317 10 Watt EM translator -

Rebuilt

$ 1,195

Micro-Trak 303 tone arms -

NEW

$

Eidelpak CTR-I4 Stereo RIP cart machine -

Rebuilt

$ E295

Eidelpak CTR-I2 Stereo Play cart machine -

Rebuilt

$

895

Marti RPT-40 40 Watt RPU transmitter -

Rebuilt

$

895

List Price: $ 572
HE Price under $ 350!

99

Rebuilt

$

295

Microtrak 303 12" tone arms -

NEW

$

99

Telos 10 Digital Hybrid -

Rebuilt

$

895

RC 25B Tube- type 20 Watt AM transmitter -

and provides up to 64 channels of control and

able.

ITC 3D mono cart player w/HE cards -

1.141

Service Card

ADC 96 & 144 Pr TT patchbays, excel
cond, 1rack space, 3rows of 48, top 2
rows normalled, $ 149, 96 is 2 row normailed, $ 129 ( you remove old wiring) or
we totally refurbish w/new front panel,
ready to install, $ 199-229. TT cords up
to 10 per bay at $9ea, reg $ 13.95, also
1/4" bays. Audio Village, 619-320-0728,
or Fax 619-320-2454.

The RFC- 2provides transmitter power control, has alarm dial out

IIonly)

AudioNideo

20899 Kelvin Pl.

Looking for Audio Bargains?
We BUY*SELL*TRADE
QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT

at

1-800-942-1711

MERCENARY
AUDIO

e

1305-E Seminole Trail Charlottesville VA 22901

Eventide H3000B harmonizer -

JVC 44313-5 quadrophonic disc demodulator, low hrs, $50. D Pulwers, 310 N
Howard St 0103, Alexandria VA 22304.
703-751-9346.

AUDIO PRODUCTION

214-335-3425
Shively 6813, 2bay w/radomes, rebuil
and in factory boxes, 95.4 MHz, $2400.
B Bailey, WHYR, POE) 507, Saco ME
04072. 207-284-9000.

Remanufactured machines available for sale or rent.

516-681-9535

Jimmie , loyal al S.W.R.

Dynaco stereo 120 solid state, rack mt
$229, Dynaco stereo 70 tube amp all
new tubes! Dynaco PAT 4 preamps
$59. W Gunn 619-320-0728.

AMPLIFIERS

Crown D-75 audio pwr amp, $ 500;
Gentner routing DA; $ 1000, MAP 7822
DA, $250. JStanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0110.

Electronics Research SHPX-8 8bay
100kW xmting antenna, $ 10,000;
Andrew HJ11-50 50 ohm 4" coaxial line,
900, $ 4500. J Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis
MN 55402. 612-373-0110.

Designed and built for your frequency. Choose from 1 lo 12
bays alid five power levels.
Financing available. Call

REPAIR • REFURBISHMENT • UPGRADE

M. Celertza
Call after 6pm EST

-ANTENNAS

ITC

Low pwr hor polarized
Low pwr vert polarized
Low pwr circular polarized
High pwr circular polarized
All antennas under $500 ea

Windcharger 200 100' 45G ber on the
ground inc guy wire, $ 1200. JKesler,
WOBZ TV, POB 220, Livingston KY
40445. 606-843-9999.

FM

New 10 kW FM amp under $24,000.
Call for details. Bill Hoffman, 518-7431601.

Want To Buy

Marantz 8, 51450. Mcaaosh MC240,
$1450; MC225, $ 750; MC40, $ 750 ea,
A11 6/$950 ea; RAC 040 w/mods,
$850; Spectral DMA- 80, $ 1950. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-3775264.

7

AMPLIFIERS

Circle ( 24) On Reader Service Card

Want To Sell

Low & High pwr FM antennas

Andrew 40545 transmission line air
compressor, 3-8 lbs/sq in, $ 450. R
Chambers, 916-257-2121.

Reaelkekr
Smq kirej44i
iiist NRC
S
15071

I

ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES

Circle (
93) On Reader Service Cord

ITEMS WE NEED:

AVAILABLE TO RENT:

à

'•

Andrew A 1OR 50507 15/8" coax, 275'
rolls ( 5). S Ross, Quinn Broadcasting,
733 N Green St, Brownsburg IN 46112,
317-852-9119.

Want To Sell

,••
• r
12' 111x 4 • NRE 130•Rat 10X1192.

wet's,

PRE- OWNED EQUIPMENT
AM/FM Transmitters
Optimods
Field Strength Meters
STL & RPU Equipment
Otan MX 5050 BII Reel to Reels
Plus Many Other Items...

ill

ux2
'

Western Electric pwr amp wrking or
not & output transformers for same. RO
Studio, Larson Rd 04, N Reading MA
01864. 508-664-0174.

The DA!- Ieasily handles ERS requirements for " walk away'
operations. It also allows direct access to the air chain in addi
lion to putviding renittle broadcasts.

Call for the best price!

Call us for the Best New & Completely Rebuilt Equipment!
Circle ( 116)

( 804) 974-6466

On Reader Service Card

Fax: ( 804) 974-6450

BEE

April 6, 1994

AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
SMC RP1000 automation controller,
Otan R/R ( 5), carousels (3), cart liner
drawer (2), sell complete unit all working, $2000 C Maley, KSIB KITR, Hwy
34 West, Creston IA 50801. 712-5424858 after 3:30 pm CST.
Authenticity RA-1digital radio automation system complete w/Pioneer PCTM2 18 pack & Sony CDP-C910 CD
players, Pioneer 6pack cassette player,
2 Sony Mini Disc, computer, software,
hardware & more, $ 7777.77, M LundValiance, WAPN, 1508 State Ave, Holly
Hill FL 32117. 904-672-3333.
BE Econo Sat 16 automation
w/Carousels ( 3), IGM Go Cart, on- air,
$4000/80. C Ashworth, WMJR WBZA,
POB 928, Glensfalls NY 12801. 518792-2151.
Audio&le Il, single column, 10 slots, 3
Audiofile I, various shape, 903 boards.
B Bailey, WHYR, POB 507, Saco ME
04072. 207-284-9C00.
SMC RP1000 automation controller,
Otan R/R ( 5), carousels (3), cart liner
drawer (2), all working, $2000. C Maley,
KSIB KITR, Hwy 34 West, Creston IA
50801. 712-542-4858 after 3:30 pm
CST.
SMC ESP- 1452 Carousels ( 4), brain,
swtchr, clock, 1rack, 2 vid mon. R
Statham, WHLG, 1000 NW Alice Ave,
Stuart FL 34994. 407-692-1000.
IGM EC system, switcher 4 carts, 3
Carousels, computer, monitor, printer
w/latest software, used 6 mos on
Unistar, $ 5000. D lgou, KCHL, 8435
Twisted Oaks, San Antonio TX 78266,
210-651-9049.
Schafer Series 7000 1-Cetec system
brain; ITC 770 stereo R- Rtape PB units
(4); Gates ATC P/B cart units (3); Cetec
Audiofiles (6); Ctr terminal, racks, spare
parts, 810. P Berger, WROE, POB
1035, Neenah WI 54957. 414-7254447.
Scully 100 sm automation sys will run 2
reels & 1cart mac, gd for non-commercial stn, $400 B/0. JKesler, WOBZ TV,
POB 220, Livingston KY 40445. 606843-9999.

Schafer 902, 1/2 automation system,
inc 901 switch w/lots of I/O cards,
audiofile Iunit, Audiofile It unit, spare
parts inc Schafer decks (4), grt for satellite format, BO. S Winkey, KXIC/KKRQ,
Box 2388, Iowa City IA 52240. 319-2549500.

ITC Erase Splice Finder (
2), one gd
con, one needs work. R Statham,
WHLG, 1000 NW Alice Ave, Stuart FL
34994. 407-692-1000.

Century 21 Autosegue, 3 multi-disc
CD players, brain and disc magazines,
$400 as is. JBellGerman, WHKX, 345
Office Plaza Dr, Tallahassee FL 32301.
904-942-9459.

SMC 590, cart recorder in good condition, mono R/P, newer style head gasket with many spare parts, $ 150. B
Bailey, WHYR, POB 507, Saco ME
04072. 207-284-9000.

Henry Eng Net Commander, GC
w/documentation, replaced by hard disk
sys. G. Manfroi, WMAY, 502 SAllen St,
Spaulding IL 62561, 217-629-7077.

ITC PDII R/P mono, mint condition,
clean, $ 650 including shipping. E
Finley, Genesis 200 Studio, 4101 W
Union Hills Dr, Glendale AZ 85308.
602-978-8092.

Sentry FS12C automation w/ctrir interfaces for 16 Pioneer 18 play decks,
automation & Pioneer decks less than 1
yr old, priced tog or sep, $ 11,500. M
Roflings, Rollings Comm, POB 882, St
Louis MO 63006. 314-458-5595.
SMC MSP-12 comp automation system,
3Carousels, 3decks, DAS12 switcher,
$6500. M Jarvis, KORC. POB 1419,
Waldport OR 97394. 503-563-5100.
Schafer 800T control unit, Carousels
(2), Gates 55 cart units (2), Ampex R- R
(3), will consider selling separately. L
Nelson, WSRS, PUB 1327, Russell
Springs KY 42642. 502-866-5969.

CART MACHINES
Want To Sell
BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB, mint
less than 50 hours, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Productions, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625, after
3PM CDT.
Spotmaster 505-C, good condition,
loaded, mic preamp, aux tone, cue edit,
R/P, $ 125 + s/h. G Gibbs, KMNS/KSEZ,
901 Stueben St, Sioux City IA 51102.
712-239-3966.
BE 2100C mono R/P mint, $ 500; ( 5)
Ampro mono play, good condition, $ 100
ea; Ampro mono R/P good condition,
$200. G Kornbluth, A&J Recording
Studios, 225 W 57th St, New York NY
10019. 212-247-4087.
FTC 3deck stereo, all tones (2), gd con,
1ITC st R/P. R Statham, WHLG, 1000
NW Alice Ave, Stuart FL 34994. 407692-1000.

ITC 750 clean, $ 100; Magnacord 1021
(2), $ 100/ea. D Swanson, 712-252-4621.

ri'leal I
Mces on original
equipment tape heads
for IIC, 13E, Iide/pan,
()tan, Tascare & otters!

HALL
Electronics
(BM) II/4 IVICifI •

IAX (3/1!)()

Fidelipac CTR-12 stereo PB with all
tones, never on air, manual incl, $850.
D lgou, KCHL, 8435 Twisted Oaks, San
Antonio TX 78266, 210-651-9049.
Spotmaster 500 R/P (
2), 1excellent
condition, $ 500; 1good condition, $300
both mono, lever type, $ 700/both. K
Stevens, In House Audio, 5354 Cortez
Mobile AL 36609. 205-666-4232.
Want To Buy
ITC, BE, Fidelipac cart machines: single, triple, mono, stereo, play &
record/play. Call M O'Drobinak @ 619758-0888.

CASSETTE & REEL-TOREEL RECORDERS
STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST
Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel ( 6151742 3831

FAX (615)254.8826

PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
1.4.1 Vs Prove It
Want To Sell
Otan 5050 MK III-8trk, heads excellent,
$2450. Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728.

43

Technics 4trk R/P ( 3), exc con, $2500
for all 3; Otan iMX5050, PB only ( 2)
$1000 for both. S Cohen, KIHX, POB
26523, Prescott Valley AZ 86312. 612775-5277.

Scully 280 1/2 inch 4trk, very gd cond,
7 1/2 / 15ips, $650; also 4 more 280
electronics, $ 100 ea. M Gore, 54 Ney
St, San Francisco CA 94112. 415-4690136 noon to 5pm West Coast time.

Inovonics 375 R/P amp unit, missing
VU meter but checks ok, $200. LBeigel,
On- Cue, POB 85042, Hollywood CA
90072. 800-726-9813.

rOTIFITUTF
.7:77
1
,

NO DOWN ME

RE VOX PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
Rebuilt B77s, $900. 00
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS
30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

$34.95

Ea.

Sony S600 (
2) 3/4 mac, both in gd
shape, $ 1000 ea or B/0. JKesler WOBZ
TV, POB 220, Livingston KY 40445.
606-843-9999.

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
72775 Vagnoi2 Blvd 406
818907.5161
Noah Hohywood. C4 97607 ni, 818-784.3763

Marantz yen speed portable cass rec,
battery or AC, $200. R Edwards, 1750
30th Street #222, Boulder CO 80301.
719-630-1452.

Otani MX505013, 1985 new, 2trk, gd
cond, minor repair needed to headphone
jack, sounds incredible, will ship to you,
$750 OBO. L. Ballance, KFI/KOST FM,
8837 Grove Ave #312, Rancho Cucamonga CA 91730. 909-949-1744.

Long Life
OEM
Tape Heads

Revox A-77 very gd cond, stereo 7.5 &
3.75 ips, $225. G Gibbs, KMNS/KSEZ,
901 Stueben St, Sioux City IA 51102.
712-239-3966.

One year warranty

Flat response of
±1c16 35 Hz to 16 kHz

SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
4646 Houndshaven Way
San Jose, CA 95111
(408) 363-1 646
FAX ( 408) 363-0957

Sealed bid sale of open reel recorders,
cart recorders & players, cassette units,
carts, reel tape & related mats, bid open
May 18, 1994, send SASE w/52 cents
postage for bid info to: Sealed Bid Sale
051894, do Benchmark Comm Corp,
4700 SW 75 Ave, Miami FL 33155.
Ampex AG-440B 2trk A/R, R/PB (2),
1/4", 7.5/15 ips, in roll around racks, both
$1000. Rich, 404-534-1000.
Ampex AG-440C, full trk, like new cond,
w/manual, $ 500 + shpg. M Johnson,
Production Masters, 413 Allenberry Dr,
Pittsburg PA 15237. 412-487-5513.

EMPLOYMENT

Tascam 22-2 (2) 7" R/R, $ 150 ea; Akai
GX-4000, T A/R, $ 125; Teac A-450
cass deck, $ 100; Otan iextender brd
ass'y # PB-7JEA, $ 125. M Guthrie,
WFNS, 813-620-9100.
Otan MK-III 8-trk, new- never used,
w/new CB116 auto-locater, $4500. T
Hicks, KUGN-FM, 4222 Commerce,
Eugene OR 97042. 503-485-5846.
Sony PCM 2500 DAT machine, VGC,
winew hds & update mods, $ 900;
Revox 1/4 trk, VGC w/blt-in spkr con,
$400. H Fair, 312-784-1558.
Scully 280 4trk, 1/2 inch, in roll around
cabinet, gd cond, $ 1200 or trade for
Tascam model 15 console; Scully 280 2
Irk recorder, 1/4", gd cond, rack mount,
$800/80. F Badeaux, The Music
Faktory, 1812 Procter St, Port Arthur TX
77640. 409-982-7121.
Fostex MY250R00 capstan motor for
250 4- track cassette deck, BO/trade. E
O'Brien, Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio
St, Terra Haute IN 47803. 812-877.1663.
ITC 99-B cart record/play deck, all
options, $3500; (2) ITC SP's, modified
to 99-B spers, $700 each. All equipment like new, home use only. 810-4353932.

To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers write
Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:
POSITIONS WANTED
Former CE National Black Network,
college radio exp, seeks FT/PT radio or
TV position, ISCET cart, FCC licensed,
ham radio OPCET. M Rakoo, 95-60
Queens Blvd Ste 513, Rego Park NY
11374. 718-591-3859.
Former radio GM fluent in Spanish and
semi-fluent in French seeks pos in intl
bdct equip sales or consultation, exp'd
in programming, technical & sales
aspects of bdcting, willing to travel
often, very familiar w/most areas of
Mexico, currently a senior at UGA.
Tyler, 706-354-6109.
Soon to be college grad, seeking amp
in early May, sales, on-air, prod, will
travel. RR 2 Box 21A, Center Point IN
47840.
Combo Chief Engineer, PD, anncr,
sales, prod. Tampa Bay area or other
good coastal FL location. Bill, 813-8443823.
Sportscaster w/pro & college exp
seeks stn commited to PBP, if you do
lots of sports, call me 302-436-5631.

BdctIng Grad seeking on-air pos, gd
prod skills, FCC Gen/Ship, Radar End
Asst Eng, exp. CD Hamlin, 606-5285460.
Combo Chief Engr/PD/Annr/Sales/
Prod, Tampa Bay area or other gd
coastal FL loc. Bill, 813-844-3823.
Help! Enthusiastic annr stuck on midnights w/no way up, 4yr deg in bdcting,
prod skills, very versatile, fast learner.
Paul, 606-473-7622.
Agree experience isn't only years,
tapes? Hire Janet, 502-895-5888, FT
announcing, programming aspirations,
computer literate, in radio since 1980,
announcing, mkting exp, serious
inquiries only.

HELP WANTED

E157,11

Exp Radio Personality seeks PD/Prod
for CHR or NC frmt stn, med or large
mkt pref. John, 904-683-9059.

Broadcast Supply Worldwide has an
immediate opening for an Cast
Coast Digital Product Specialist.
Qualified candidate must have expehence with commuters, digital audio
workstations, and experience in the
broadcast industry. 13SW offers competitive salary, outstanding benefits,
401K etc. Send your resume in complete confidence lo:

Radio Armor seeks pos in CHA or A/C
fmt, also expd in talk radio, currently
work Sunday AM jazz prg for A/C stn.
John, 904-683-9059.

Patrick Medved, VP Sales
Broadcast Supply Worldwide
7012 27th St West
Tac -orna, WA 911466

Exp Radio Personality seeks prgm
dir/prod for CHA or A/C fmt stn, med or
large mkt pref. John, 904-683-9050.

HELP WANTED
Exp young bdctr seeks sports
talk/announcing, Cry, alt, etc, deg in
comm. Brian 503-228-1792.
CE weig production voice & over 15 yrs
hands-on eng exp seeks CE pos
w/prod, strong troubleshooting, RF &
computer skills. G Morgan, 704-5638676.
Country Only! Current morning
AT/MD, topical, humorous, telephone,
animal attraction. Mike, 510-988-9005.

SALES ENGINEER
Taperronics Corpomarion,
Bloomington, ti àseeking a
Sales Engineer reqJiring:
•3-5 yrs. (
ran. technical seku requeng
degree of product knowledge
•National 1,5 val more than 50%
International

he

•Possess computer skills

•O S. in atechnécal discipline preferred
ITC, an industry leader in advanced technology
products, alters competes, sateryfeenelts pkg.

For more Information, contact
Rob Vaughen-800-291-4868

HELP WANTED
TOO MANY OPENINGS!
We're looking for a manager/salesmanager for our small-medium market
radio station in Arkansas. Excellent
area! Excellent opportunity! Equity position available. EOE. Reply to Radio
World, POB 1214, Falls Church, VA
22041. Attn: Box# 94-04-06-012RW.
CHIEF MAINTENANCE ENGINEER:
Catspaw Productions, Atlanta the 1996
Olympic City's leading Audio Post
Production Facility has an exciting opening for aseasoned professional that loves
audio production. We do radio, TV & AV
sound design lock to picture, original
music, and duplication for Broadcasters
and the Entertainment Industry. 6digital
studios featuring NED Post Pro,
SyncLatier, Dyaxis II and 02. Looking for
"Johnny on the spor with mature team
player and leadership skills. Catspaw's a
solid place to plant astake and have
some fun! Send resume, references and
salary requirements to: Doug Paul,
President, Catspaw Productions, 560
Dutch Valley Road, Atlanta, GA 30324.

We have too many openings F
L
not enough people to till them. If
you're serious about your career,
we're just as serious about taking
you to the next level! Ilundreds of
openings for air talent, news,
nigmt, prod 8i sales, also many
engineering positions available in
all aspects of broadcasting. ..all
you do is sub.seribe. No % et VOW.
DU. BO conlractsl IBesides our
pub., we also have our 1313S Ft
Rapid Line ( jobs by phone) up St
running. Ask about our 1:1WE
referrals Fr resume bank. You'll be
surprised at how inexpensive we
are, check IIS Out!

BROADCAST
EMPLOYMENT WEEKLY

1- 800- 922-JOBS
117.5 W Boone Ave. Nampa.

83651

BBS 1-208-467-4110

Ampex 350/440 parts transport & electronic pts, some new most used in super
cond, motors, headstacks, guides, etc,
also parts for Scully 280$ & complete
lnovonics electronics for 350s & 440s,
all reasonably priced. M Gore, 54 Ney
St, San Francisco CA 94112. 415-4690136 noon to 5pert West Coast time.
Tascam 38 8trk A/R, 1/7, pitch cntri,
incl dbx NR, remote, rack, more, $ 1850
neg. Rich, 404-534-1000.
Studer C270/2 2 trk analog mastering,
$295/130; Studer/Revox HS77 Mk IV FT
mono, $750/B0/trade; portable case for
A77 w/mon spkrs & pwr amps, exc
cond, $ 375. R Katz, Allegro Sound,
15004 Ventura Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA
91403. 818-377-5264.

Ampex AG-440B, 2 trk, 7.5/15, MO
1/4 tr PB head w/both scrape flutter
idlers, synchronous capstan, spare
hold-downs and pinchroller, in Ampex
roll- around, manual, exc cond; Sony
770-2 portable, 2trk, 7.5/15, add .'1/4
Irk PB head, variable speed DC servo
capstan, manual, nds some work;
Pioneer RT-1050, 2 Ir & 1/4 In headblocks, 15/7.5, balanced mid inputs,
edit/cue lever mod, manual, needs
rewind switch. J Mehne, Clearwater
Audio Recorders, 607-277-0540.
°tad MK- III, 8 trk w/snake, exc cond,
$1900; roll- about stand, $ 100. S St
John, St John Productions, POB
641448, Kenner LA. 504-464-8881.
Ampex 440 recorder & parts, RCA,
EV, Presto, UTC and other misc electronic gear, call for 4 page list, B/0,
close out. BLindahl, 503-644-9643.
Scully ' 100' recorders, record/play
amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads.
Sequoia Electronics, 4646 Houndshaven Way, San Jose CA 95111. 408363-1646.
Telex 1022, good condition, needs
heads, portable case, many parts &
boards. B Bailey, WHYR, PUB 507,
Saco ME 04072. 207-284-9000.
Telex 235 exc cond, records 3cass at
once, no notches in hds, like new, $650.
S Russell, Russell Studios, 60410 Klett
Drive, Decatur MI 49045. 616-782-9258.
Otan Mark II- IV 1/2" 4-trk, multi-trk,
mint, less than 50 hrs, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
Recordex 6 cassett rewinder $ 100;
Tascam 40-4 4 trk 10" in flight case
w/free dbx $ 750; MAL new short test
tapes $39 for 1/4' to $ 199 for F. W
Gunn 619-320-0728.

Ampex, ITC, Scully Reelto- Reel Tape Recorder
Spare Parts, Accessories
Motor Remanufacturing.
V
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O
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5 NAL
Mtn View CA
94042 U.S.A.

Inside USA: 1800 848 4428
Outside USA: 1-408-739-9740
FAX: 1-408-739-0809

Revox 4-77 quarter trk w/spkr cab, 7
1/2 - 33/4 ips. Wolf, Ealing Recording,
312-784-1558.
16 track 2" $ 3450, MCI JH110C-8
$2800, 110C-8 play only $500, ATR800
mono or Tascam 7300 or 2502 $600
ea, MCI Locator III $ 1195, Tascam 522
tric $ 1200, Ampex AG350 electr $50/ch.
W Gunn 619-320-0728.
Want To Buy
Ampex ATR100 taperecordere for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161.
Spotmaster TP-60B tape timers from
cart tape winders ( TP-1A or TP-1B).
Mel Crosby, 408-363-1646.
Ampex tube recorders and mixers. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.

Tuscan MSR16 low hours, mint cond,
dbx NR $ 3200; Alesis ADAT. M
Schackow, 307 4th Ave E, Lemnton SD
57638. 605-374-3424.

Tenant 58 1/7 8trk wanted to buy or
trade for Otan 5050 MK III- 8 or...?
Wayne Gunn 619-320-0728

NakamIchl 480 pristine single well tape
deck, black face, superb sound, $250;
Teac 3340S, as new cond, 10 1/2 in
syncrosyn 4 trk, 1/4" tape deck w/sev
reels of tape, $ 350. R Schweppe,
WTMO, 7155 Clark Rd, Sarasota FL
34241. 814-925-7215.

CD PLAYERS

Revox 77A (2), 1/4" 2 trk 7.5/15, port
case, very fine cond, $500 ea; ( 5) Scully
280A 1/4" 2-trk 7.5/15, Russ Lang console cabinets, $ 500 ea. G Kornbluth,
A&J Recording Studios, 225 W 57th St,
New York NY 10019. 212-247-4860.
Ampex MM 1100 16 trk 15/30ips in
superb cond, has seen very little use,
heads gd, all elects have been checked,
has updates, counter, MDA fans, AC stabilizer card, mods, B/0. M Gore, 54 Ney
St, San Francisco CA 94112. 415-4690136 noon to 5pm West Coast time.

Want To Sell
Revox 8225 built like tank, $ 350. Wolf,
Ealing Recording, 312-784-1558.
Audiometrks AMCDS-1000A 100 disk
CD Jukebox w/RS232 computer interface, $ 1000/80. JStromquist, WNCB,
2828 Piedmont Ave, Duluth MN 55811.
218-722-3017.
Denon DN950FA (2), pert cond, in use
until 2-25-94, $ 750 ea. a Leutzinger,
KFSB Radio, 2629 Dogwood, Joplin
MO 64804. 417-624-1310.
Denon 950 FA, perf cond, $ 1650. K
Thomas, Rebel Recording, 5555 Radio
Lane, Jacksonville FL 32205. 904-3887711.

BEE
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co PLAYERs...WTB
Revox 225 CD ply in GC, $ 450. H Fair,
312-784-1558.

COMPUTERS
Want To Sell
Epson FX-100 Mdl Pl0FA wide carr
printer, $ 75. M Guthrie, WFNS, 813620-9100.
Exabyte EXP-8505 10 gig 8mm tape
backup, int half height, 5 1/4" SCSI- 2
drive, $ 1495. G Wachter, KFYI Radio,
602-258-6161.
Want To

Buy

Tandy 6000HD w/at least 1floppy
drive. Mel Crosby, 408-363-1646, FAX
408-363-0957.

CONSOLES
Want To Sell
Tape° 6chnl, like new, many hook ups
in back, great tone, $200. S Russell,
Russell Studios, 60410 Klett Drive,
Decatur MI 49045. 616-782-9258.
Tascam 58 mixer, 8x4, 2-band EQ, 2
sends; talkback module, spare master
module, spare pan, wood shipping
crate, documentation; PB-64 patchbay
w/cables, nice shape, kept clean, used
on classical music. J Mehne, Clearwater Audio Recorders, 607-277-0540.
Auditronics Grandson 110, 12 mono
channels with faders, 2 stereo channels, 3 remote starts, incl Auditronics
PS-30 & very nice custom console furniture with space for 2deck mounted FUR
recorders, $850. Bill, 806-359-4000.
Ward Beck, NBC Radio Network master control, collectors item. H Norman,
NDXE, 747 Wire Rd, Auburn AL 36930.
205-826-0393.
RCA BC8A dual-channel, solid state,
self contained, plug in modules, 30
inputs, 2 program outputs, cue/monitor
amps, mono, good cond, $ 350 + s/h;
Gates stereo Yard, fair cond, needs
clean up, tube type, $300 + s/h. G
Gibbs, KMNS/KSEZ, 901 Stueben St,
Sioux City IA 51102. 712-239-3966.
BE 10S350A 10 chl stereo slide fader,
mint, complete doc, $2300. G Kornbluth, A&J Recording Studios, 225 W
57th St, New York NY 10019. 212-2474860.
EV/Tapco 100M powered mixer, 10
inputs, 2built M 150 W amps, phantom
pwr monitor send, reverb, 16 band EQ,
slide faders, only 36 lbs w/case, $800
OBO. R Shull, WFAS AM/FM, POB
551, White Plains NY 10602. 914-6932400.
Norcom Maxitell (
2) remote bdct mixers, as-is, $ 125 ea. M Guthrie, WFNS,
813-620-9100.
Pacific Recorders Radio Mixer 20 console, $ 12,000; Tascam M2516 console,
$2100. J Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0110.
Yamaha 1601 16 channel mixing
boards ( 2), excellent condition, lots of
features, $3000 for both. S. Cohen,
KIHX, POB 26523, Prescott Valley AZ
86312. 612-775-5277

Shure M67 original condition mic mixer
with meter, with schematic, $ 150; Shure
M68 original condition, with schematic,
$150; Altec 1567A modified for stereo
output, Peerless mic & line transformers, 2 band EC) section tubes all
around, 5input mic line amplifier (as is),
$300/Best Offer. A Levinson, Spruce
Hill Studio, 1002 S49th St, Philadephia
PA 19143.215-729-0941.
Want To Buy
Gates Stereo Yard hi Ivi input panel
992-1268-001. BBartoli, 414 Adams Dr,
Mt Shasta CA 96067. 916-926-3273.
Harris Exec 10 chnl stereo bid, clean.
Swanson, 712-252-4621.
Russco 5055 or 5055R stereo console,
state price & cond. E Pacek, WOTW,
RD 12 Box 615, Greensburg PA 15601.
412-836-5435.
WE 23C 5channel console. B Davies,
Virgo Productions, 5548 Elmer Ave, N
Hollywood CA 91601. 818-761-9831.
Ampro AC Series, any cond. M
Crosby, 408-363-1646.
Soundcraft 200B or Delta 24 chnls
w/dbx modules. M Schackow, 307 4th
Ave E, Lemmon SD 57638. 605-3743424.
RCA BC-7 in nice condition, lnovonics
MAP II. G Goldsmith Consulting
Engineers, POB 5786, Beverly Hills CA
90209 310-696-0177.

EV Eliminator Twos, 2way PA/mon
spkrs, recovered, and grt, $350/pr. W
Kremer, Kremer Kraft, 301 SW 16 St, Ft
Lauderdale FL 33315. 305-524-5652.

UREI model 539 27 band cut only EC),
as- is, $50. M Guthrie, WFNS, 813-6209100.
Yamaha DX100 keyboard synthesizer,
$225/B0; Tascam PB 32 patch bay,
BO. R Edwards, 1750 30th Street #
222,
Boulder CO 80301. 719-630-1452.
AKG R-25 remote control w/cable for
BX-25 reverb unit; new diaphram for
JBL 2405 slot tweeter; Kenwood D-5
carrying handles; EAB (Gotham) W66A
linear motion potentiometers ( 3),
BO/trade. E O'Brien, Imperial Sound,
383 N Studio St, Terra Haute IN 47803.
812-877-4663.
JBL 2425H- 2402H compression drivers, new in boxes, never used, 2402-H
bullets, exc cond, $200; JBL 2426-H,
$300/pr/B0, dbx 118 compressor/
expander, exc cond, in box, $ 125; SAE
5000, inpulse noise reduction sys,
remove clicks & pops, exc cond, $ 125.
R Glenn, WIGR, 1718 Shannan Dr,
Wimauma FL 33598, 813-634-1940.
AudioWorks DataLink, AES/EBU digital cables; Studio Sound S305, vintage
passive filter sets, rackmount, $ 175 ea
R Katz, Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura
Blvd, Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818377-5264.
Yamaha DX100 synthesizer, works
extremely well as FM digital tone module,
192 sounds on board, full MIDI, $ 150 +
shipping; Roland Alpha June 2, 5octave
velocity sensitive keyboard synthesizer
w/road case, great analog/ digital sounds,
also makes great MIDI master keyboard,
$550 + shipping. JBarbis, Radio Active
Prods, POB 2523, Marathon Shores FL
33052. 305-743-4248.

Orban 8100A XT/2 processor/generator
w/ACC-022 filter card, $5300; Aphex aural
exciter, $ 1000; Aphex Compellor audio
processor, $ 1000; CRL SEC-800 multiband processor, CRL SOC 800, multi
Complete 8Irk, analog recording stu- band AGC, $ 1125; CRL SMP-850 FM limdio, demos, too many brands to list, no iter, $ 1175. J Stanley, Colfax
shipping, bring cash and come and get Communications, 60 S 6th St,
it, no reasonable offer refused. T Minneapolis MN 55402 612-373-0110.
Houston, Custom Audio, 929 California
Ave, Bakersfield CA 93304. 805-324- Gates M6467 stereo limiter, GC, $ 150,
Volumax 4200, stereo AGC, Imtr, $200. W
0736.
Moring, WITV/WSCI, 2187 Wappoo Dr,
ART Multi Verb digital single effect Charleston SC 29412. 803-795-9401.
processor, new re/manual, $400/B0. R
Edwards, 1750 30th Street k222,
Boulder CO 80301. 719-630-1452.
ARI MDC 2001 stereo compressor,
Imtr, gate, de-esser, exciter, like new,
$300. K Thomas, 5555 Radio Lane,
Jacksonville FL 32205. 904-388-7711.
Want To Buy
Attic 604/Western Ele 755's speakers
& systems 53, 728, 757 & oth. RO
Studio, Larson Rd #4, N Reading MA
01864. 508-664-0174.
Roland DEP-5. S Russell, Russell
Studios, 60410 Klett Drive, Decatur MI
49045. 616-782-9258.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

EQUIPMENT
FINANCING
ON ALL
RADIO EQUIPMENT
• Easy to qualify
• Fixed-rate, long-term
leases
• Any new or used
equipment
• 100% financing, no
down payment
• No financials required
under S50,000
• Refinancing existing
equipment

AM

mar

EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Call Mark Wilson

tops in broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

Mod Sci comp clipper, $ 500; Harris MSP90 AGC unit, $200. W King, KOAC/KIXZ,
1703 Avondale St, Amarillo TX 79116.
806-355-9777.

Want To Sell
Collins 260-1 classic tube limiter, exc
original cond ( 1); Gates 5767 classic
tube limiter/comp, BO/trade. W Kremer,
Kremer Kraft, 301 SW 16 St, Ft
Lauderdale FL 33315. 305-524-5652.
UREI BL-40 modulimiter mono compressor limiter SNG32, $ 250. R
Chambers, 916-257-2121.
Orban Optimod XT-2, six band limiter
for 8100A1, $ 1000 firm. R Wolfe,
WDFM, 118 Clinton St, Defiance 01-1
43512, 419-782-9336.
UREI 1176 (
4), all VGC, $ 450 B/O.
Bernie, 818-303-8850.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
2215 Faraday Ave.. Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

RCA 91-A; desk stand for model 44
mic. EKovach, 1409 Oak St, Wyandotte
MI 48192. 313-285-9710.
Neumann U87s, KM84s, AKG 451s,
EV RE20s, Sennheiser 421s. W Gunn
619-320-0728.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want To Sell
Aline 150-cart capacity wall mount style
cart racks, qty (2), $ 100 ea; rack mount
for Fidelipac CIA- 10, $25. JBellGerman,
WHKX, 345 Office Plaza Dr, Tallahassee
FL 32301. 904-942-9459.
New 25' Hurry Up telescoping mast
with mounting hardware: contact Duane
at 1-316-839-5293.
AUDIO TRANSFORMERS
• LOW DISTORTiON
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Buy

RCA or Fairchild 660/670, looking for old
tube limiters, Wstn Elec/RCA/ Fairchild,
call btwn 9am & 5pm, Mon- Fri. Burton,
601-534-8584.
Fairchild 670 or 660 tube compressor/
limiter, Teletronics LA-2A tube compressorAimiter or UREI LA-3A solid state compressor/limiter, call after 3PM CST. 214271-7625.
Modulation Sciences CP-803 clipper,
rack mount not necessary, must be in
working cond. T Backer, Contract
Engineer, WXHC FM, Box 386, Homer NY
13077. 317-472-9797.

MICROPHONES
Want To Sell
Telefunken/Schoeps CM61 tube mic, ext
rare, uses std 6AU6 plug in tube, orig ps,
new cable, mint cond, $2500. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.

Telefunken, Sheops, Neaumann, AKG
tube mics. Telelunken, Siemens, Tab tube
mic pre's. RCA, WE, mics sale or trade.
Tracy 615-821-6099, no calls after lOPM
EST.
Cooper CSPA-1 2chl mic preamp w/48
V, m/s decoder & high pan filters, mint
w/pwr supply. Wolf, Ealing Recording,
312-784-1558.
ElectroVoice BK-1, condenser mic (cardioid) for vocals & instruments, live
remotes, etc, battery or phantom pwr (3),
$125 ea or all for $275 + shpg; Peavey
PS-4AC, 4chnl phantom pwr supply, AC
pwrd, perfect for remotes and boards w/o
on board phantom, $250 + shpg. JBartus,
Radio Active Prods, POB 2523, Marathon
Shores FL 33052. 305-743-42Q.
Manley Labs CR3A, new, $795 w/shockmount, windscreen & case, no risk trial in
your studio. Also have used mics & everything else. Get our catalog! Liberal trade
policy too. Audio Village, 619-320-0728.
Neumann U-67 sev mics w/pwr supplies
in gd cond, $ 1200/es OBO. J Boyle,
Sound Patrol, 6E39th St, NY NY 10016,
212-213-6666.
Want To Buy
Neumann U-89 in gd con needed, will pay
up to $ 1100. HFair, 312-784-1558.
RCA 77DXs/44BXs ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX 75046.
214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.
77-DX's, 44-BX's, WE KU-3A's On-Air
lights, recording lights & audition lights.
Top price paid. Fast response. Bill Bryant
Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd, 012, Nashville
TN 37212. 615-269-6131, FAX: 615-2923434.

QEI 691 FM mod monitor, $ 4300. J
Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S
6th St, Minneapolis MN 55402. 612373-0110.
Belar REA1FM RF amp, Belar FMM-2
FM mod mon both tuned to 96.7 MHz;
Belar FMS- 2 stereo mod mon, all 3
$2700 + s/h. C Binder, WZOS, 38 E
Bridge St, Oswego NY 13126. 312-3429600.

Want To Buy
AM mod mon in gd cond, pref AMM2B
or other Belar at reas price. H
Espravnik, WVCP, 1360 Nashville Pike,
Gallatin TN 37066. 615-451-1640.
McMartin ( buy & sell) any model. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886 or fax 402493-6821.
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RECEIVERS &
TRANSCEIVERS
Want To Sell

20%
DISCOUNT
ON PREPAID
ORDERS
PLUS FREE
SECOND

2383
MO

DAY AIR

McMartin B-6 6chnl recr, bdct qual,
$250. W Moring, WITV/WSCI, 2187
Wappoo Dr, Charleston SC 29412. 803795-9401.

FREE CATALOG OF AUDIO ACCESSORIES
USA & CANADA ORDERS ( 8001634-3457
FAX ORDERS ( 800; 551-2749
SESCOM, INC.

au.t

2100 WARD DR

RCA 74-8 (
Baby 44), Ampex 350-2
re/tube amps & other quality equip, closing
up shop, for list, SASE to: C Fuller, 241
Douglass Way, Bolingbrook IL 60440.
708-739-0044.
LIMITERS

FROM STOCK

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS

Valley People Gain Brain II (3), Kepex II
(3), Maxi- O ( 4) all brn face, $ 100 ea;
Valley Mdl 440 comp/hm ( 5), $ 425 ea;
Comrex AGA AGC for phone couplers,
$125; Gentner Teleprocessor, $225. M
Guthrie, WFNS, 813-620-91CO.

(800) 275-0185

The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to
help you with any of your requirements.

RADIO! The beat goes on!

Inovonics 230 multiband processor,
works fine, gd AM processor, rack mountable, $300; Yamaha SC2020B, stereo 2chnl mono compressor- limiter, works
great, rack mounts, $200. Steve, 214-4907070.

Want To

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY

... Canada, the Caribbean,
Shannon to Shanghai, the
dynamite Fifty ...

UREI 1176 compressor/Imtr, $275; Shure
SE- 30 mixer, rack mnt, $ 75; Lexicon
PCM41 dig delay, $200. JAdoie, WLTL,
708-579-3749.

Electrovoice EV100 monitor speakers
(2), $ 540. JStanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0110.

DISCO- PRO SOUND
EQUIP
Want To Sell

April 6, 1994

•

HENDERSON. NV 69015 USA
702;5653993M 158.1104 pm ( PSI;

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES

Circle (1) On Reader Service Card

Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional / Table
Will work to meet your receiver needs

Color WX radar SeaTek 75 mile tranceiver, mon, pwr sup & 200' cable, exc
when removed 8/93, $2500. PReynolds,
KKYX, 8122 Data Point Ste 500, San
Antonio TX 78229. 210-615-5427.

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
2237 Industrial Boulevard
Sarasota, FL 34234
Tel: 813 351 44545 FAX: 6081

TECH LINE

Andrew trnsmsn line air compressor,
40625 3-8 lbs/sq in, $450. RChambers,
3015 Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA
96130. 916-257-2121.
Snake, 16 phantom-powered inputs with
ext ps, 250' Belden 19 pair cable/mil
connectors/as strain reliefs, 10'
Neumann XLR snake mates with box or
Belden snake, top quality, excellent condition, $75080/trade. R Katz, Allegro
Sound, 15004 Ventura Blvd, Sherman
Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
Patch Cords ADC Bantam Pro Patch,
6", 12" & 18. Brand new, never used, $5
ea + shpg. Will talk quantity or trade for
stuff. KEES Engineering, 609-859-0994.
27" Neon Hula Hoops w/sound packed
36/cs, $. 90 ea. R Suraci, Fine Art
Productions, 67 Maple St, Newburgh
NY 12350. 914-561-5866.
Rotron Blowers for Elcom,
Horns, CCA, CSI, McMorlin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Mandeman St Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821
Apple A9M0305 wide carriage computer printer, 9 pin dot matrix, friction or
tractor feed, good condition, $45. D
Howard, KBAS/KWAZ, 2636 Hwy 95,
Bullhead City AZ 86442. 602-763-5227.

Want To Buy
UTC CG- 109 Driver (interstage) trnsfrmr, swinging choke 500 mA to 1amp
at 5/25 henries or equiv. EBolton, 4212
Jonestown Rd, Harrisburg PA 17109.
717-545-5030.
Radio transformers by Chicago, UTC,
Triad, Peerless, Freed, Sola, send list. J
Gangwer, 942 32nd St, Richmond CA
94804. 415-644-2363.
Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. BRose, Program Recordings, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060.

MONITORS
Want To Sell
TFT EBS encoder lk new, $240;
4CX15000A socket, new, complete,
$450. W Moring, WITV/WSCI, 2187
Wappoo Dr, Charleston SC 29412. 803795-9401.
GEI 7775 w/manual, as is $200. G
Manfroi, WNNS, 502 S Allen St,
Spaulding IL 62561. 217-629-7077.
TFT 760 rblt like new, manuals incl.
$300. EPacek, WQTW, RD 12 Box 615,
Greensburg PA 15601. 412-836-5435.

Motorola SP3113171, multi- X XFL, 2
freq repeater, carrier squelch, &
PL100.0 Hz, 10 w, RX158 mHz, TX152
mHz, $ 500. B Dickerson, WEAG
AM/FM, 1421 S Water St, Starke FL,
904-964-5001.

AM STEREO RECEIVERS
I um

Su
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l'honc/FA X 708-5 It- I
McMartin EBS system, w/TG-2, EBS2, AMR- 1, worked when removed from
service, $300/60. C Ashworth, WMJR
WBZA, POB 928, Glensfalls NY 12801.
518-792-2151.
Sansul 5000X stereo recorder, $ 150;
Radio Shack TV- 100 TV stereo
recorder, $ 50; Grommes precision
model 512 backgiound amp 70 V with
AM- FM tuner, $ 125; McMartin AMR-3
tuner, $ 110. M Guthrie, WFNS, 813620-9100.
Broadcast quality SCA modules.
Why pay a bundle when you can
buy factory direct from Background
Music Engineering, 1-800-944-0630.
Macintosh M-1700 tube receiver, beauf
cond w/wood case, one owner, factory
serviced, $375. R Schweppe, WTMO,
7155 Clark Rd, Sarasota FL 34241.
814-925-7215.

Want To Buy
Dymek DR 33C-6, McKay Dymek DA9
indoor antenna/DL-4 ant head. JHartt,
2418 36th Ave W, Seattle WA 98199.
206-282-0720.
HH Scott rack mount & Marantz FM
rcvrs renting or not. RO Studio, Larson
Rd k4, N Reading MA 01864. 508-6640174.

REMOTE &
MICROWAVE EQUIP
Want To Sell
Integrated Network Corp 1056R
switched 56 CSU/DSU, $ 695. G
Wachter, KFYI Radio, 602-258-6161.
Moseley MAC 1600 remote ctrl/setup
for Woo, $ 1500. W King, KOAC/KIXZ,
1703 Avondale St, Amarillo TX 79116.
806-355-9777.
Intraplex/Intralink 4801-1/4802-1, Ti
link systems w/spares; Modulation
Sciences StereoMaxx, stereo enhancer,
$1400. J Stanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis MN
55402. 612-373-0110.

EE
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REMOTE & MICRO EQUIP...WS
32 Foot Self Contained ( w/generator)
radio/TV motile studio, equipped w/mic
mounts, 75 GMC HC body style, price
neg. WPTM, POB 910, Roanoke Rapids
NC 27870. 919-536-3050 9-5 EST.

Burk IC 8incl relay panel, 110/92 kHz
subcarrier & SCA reciever, $2000/130.
C Ashworth, VVMJR WBZA, POB 928,
Glensfalls NY 12801. 518-792-2151.

Scientific Atlanta 7300/7325 DAT-32
receiver, includes 7.5 audio card, is
still under warranty, BO. Write to:
Radio World, POB 1214, Falls Church
VA 22041. Attn: Bone 94-03-02RW.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT

Gentner VRC-200 remote control,
$2400; VRC-1000, $ 1650; Symetrix 104
multi line phone hybrid, $ 2000;
Radiation Systems P9A120G ( 3), grid
940-960 MHz STL xmL'rec antennas,
$3300; Radiation Systems P9A72G (2),
grid 940-960 MHz STL xmt/rec antennas, $ 1950. JStanley, Colfax Communications, 60 S 6th St, Minneapolis
MN 55402. 612-373-0110.

COMREX
RENTALS
1, 2 and 3- Line Extenders

Want To Sell
Telesystems TCS-900 satellite telephone, INMARSAT, A- class, voice,
data, anytime, anywhere, exc cond. H
Norman, NDXE, 747 Wire Rd, Auburn
AL 36930. 205-826-0390.
Wegener 1600 system receiver setup
for Unistar, AM only, w/all cards for
stereo, printer, sateve 400, TZM,
w/manuals, like new, $ 3500. D lgou,
KCHL, 8435 Twisted Oaks, San Antonio
TX 78266, 210-651-9049.

Switched 56 Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details
Silver Lake Audio
(516)623-6114

FAX: 377-4423

Burk TC 8 w/relay panel, 110/92 kHz
subcarrier & SCA rcvr, $2000/B0. C
Ashworth, WMJR WBZA, POB 928,
Glensfalls NY 12801. 518-792-2151.
Comrex PTLX 2 line freq est, encoder
& decoder, $2500 for both units. Rich,
404-534-1000.
Marti RMC-15, 16 chnl remote control
system, exc cond, w/manuals, $400. D
lgou, KCHL, 8435 Twisted Oaks, San
Antonio TX 78266, 210-651-9049.
Marti M30 BT xmtr in 160 band, used
but working, w/cord & manual, $500. K
Austin, KFXI, 1101 Hwy 81 N, Marlow
OK 73055. 405-658-2556.
Anixter Mark SH272GII/SH872GN set
(2) STL dish antennas w/940-960 MHz
dipole, like new cond, $ 1500. D
Howard, KBAS/KWAZ, 2636 Hwy 95,
Bullhead City AZ 86442. 602-763-5227.

At Last!
ANew
Dats/Sedat
Digital
Shipping Now!
They], id
LNB System
Dart 384
Compatible
New 7.5/15 KHz
Dats Card

RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS

3-line extender

All Networks

Frank Grundsten
215-642-0978
Audio/Video Consultants

& Receivers

Moseley Digital Remote Control
Systems, DRS1cntri terminal, DRS- 1
remote terminal, DRS -1 selection
unit(2), DRS- 1station panel(2), DLS-1
sampling terminal, DLS-1 sampling
interface, DLS-1 printing terminal. TAU3 tolerance alarm unit, $400. B Lacy,
WAVG, 806-359-4000.

Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319
(Fax) 635-8151
Universal 100 SPCP satellite rcvr,
$300, Zephyrus 400 series satellite roll
configured for Satellite Music Network
w/LNB $850; complete KU band receive
system; PICO HR- 100 rcvr, Panasonic
LNB, 1.8 meter dish w/mount, RG6 feed
line, $500. R Place, WPEP, 401-4557226 or 508-636-6707.
Wegener main frame and mini mainframe for Unistar. Paul, 612-2225555.

SERVICES
Get Legal!

gl-low are we going lo comply with

the new emission rules for AM stations
without asplatter monitor or speciruni
analyzer?

For 5500, you can comply with the
new § 73.44 spec. Call Tony Dinkel at
Microwave Frequency Services.
Servi -es available ill Southern/I Tentral
CA, Al and NV Service .
0ea will
cy.s,c1
di, Mt,
1-800- 2- GET- LEGAL
td, , 11 S . 12, e.,"ni

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems
Now With The New GENTNER EFT-3100
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU Systems
Switched-56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
Baltimore, MD
Phone: ( 410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX ( 410) 252-4261

Scientific Atlanta 7450 receiver with
AD 7007 down converter, AD 7010
demcd & AD 6305 block converter, with
manual, 2 years old. $ 1500. K Austin,
KFXI, 1101 Hwy 81 N, Marlow OK
73055. 405-658-2556.
SCPC Audio 1can be fixed to any preassigned frequency from 52 to 88 MHz,
$500. M Jarvis, KORC, POB 1419,
Waldport OR 97394. 503-563-5100.

SOFTWARE/
DATABASES

Tower Sales & Erection
tine 1),,, Itganr,!
t
:.
::
lliStallation & Maintenance
1\
AM/FM itroadeant. TV
Microwave Synenia,
Arilcnnas Pi Towers

To
ER OMM
communications Specialists

Want To Sell

PC SOFTWARE for Broadcasters. Traffic,
Billing, 8Accounting. Powerful, inexpensive. Works with automated, satellite or
live operations. INTERFACES with popular
DIGITAL AUIDMATION SYSTEMS. Try il for
90 days, no obligation
Absolute Broadcast Automation
Naples, Florida ( 813) 6413689
U.S. RADIO STATION DATABASE:
stand-alone program containing
11,700+ stations. Many searches,
prints mailing labels. MAC/IBM
(specify disk size). Visa/MC
$99.95/yr (+ quarterly updates) .
1-800-626-2360 ext. 300
BBH Software, Inc.
Circle ( 162) On Reader Service Card

Planning remotes from the U.K.''
ne provide acomprehensive terri,
•we organize venues for your sib',
•we provide temporary etitlipilleni
•live links via ISDN/Switched 56
•experienced radio engineers
•we help you line-up guests
Contact New York (212) 229-9118
Good Morning from Great Britain
Wired for Sound W., London N15

TAPE MID '-8CCi-245.60X ()my
Aetbeo1 e1ytoidoei PEE
SONY
MAOtIL
tDt
FUJI
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19 C2095 I
.9
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DAI.119na 999 ill 590 219 I110/110 259 4951120 / 89
1209 / 39 01.5100 269 3090
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1
69 DRI 90
1209110 329 OAT ITO / 99 SAI 99
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399 1120901 199 HI8120 S99 11055
1
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74 11 99 86116 I/0 349 041 120 699 41151170 699
KI-F, 8-5 VISA. MC DISC. 220 SPONG sr PUTLER PA 161333

ITC, Audiopak, Scotchcart carts, various lengths from :20-10.5, $ 1.50 ea, as
is. JBellGerman, WHKX, 345 Office
Plaza Dr, Tallahassee FL 32301. 904942-9459.

Person to lease/purchase FM stn for
small beach town in W coast of FL,
monthly payments as low as $4000. Bill,
806-359-4000.

AA-4cartridges, played five times at
most, like new, various music lengths,
$3.75 each. 810-435-3932.

Pams Jingles ref tapes, 1951-1976, BO.
R Kaufman, Pams Productions, POB
462247, Garland TX 75046. 214-2717625.

Audlopak A-2 country music library on
cart, 1925 A-2 country carts 1970-1992,
recorded in stereo, $3 ea. P Berger,
WROE, POB 1035, Neenah WI 54957.
414-725-4447.

Want To Buy

Want To Buy
CGA SG- 1E composite stereo generator for vintage CCA model FM- 40E
exciter. Working or serviceable cond,
documentation required. C Dunnam,
Linear Research Assoc, 5244 Perry City
Rd, Trumansburg, NY 14886, John
Douglass, call back. 607-387-3411.

TAPES/CARTS/REELS
& CD's

County Music Library (
70s & 80s), 10"
reels, most with play lists ( 38), must
take them all at $ 5per reel, $ 190. D
Howard, KBAS/KWAZ, 2636 Hwy 95,
Bullhead City AZ 86442. 602-763-5227.
ABCO wire carousel cart racks ( 3), 500
cart cap, lk new stnless steel, list at
$628/will sell for $350 eaA30. B Kohtz,
KBAY-FM, POB 6616, San Jose CA
95150. 408-370-7377.

Fidelipac/Audlopek Mastercart II gold
or AA4 light blue in 2:30 through 4:00
lengths, must be in vgc, call alter 3PM
CST 214-271-7625.

TAX DEDUCTIBLE
Non-commercial college station needs
mono cart machines, 1/3 rack width
size, ITC, BE, etc, will pay shipping and
documentation confirming deductable
donation. E Ford, KBPK, 321 E
Chapman Ave, Fullerton CA 92634,
714-992-7418.

Cart Rebuilding
Do Bad Carts Have Your
Temperature Rising?

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY

Let A&D clean, load & pack your
carts. They'll be serviced within
10 working days! Guaranteed!

Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division
Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length

3706 Vold Ct.
715-835-7347
Eau Claire WI 54701 Fax: 715-835.1151

up to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.95 ea. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
(New rate effective 9/1/93)

Want To Sell

New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.

Karsky's rewind loop carts. Also sell
reconditioned carts. Service guaranteed. Call 605-348-9928.

35 Years professional experience!
Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.
Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continuous Tape Mag.

250 Asst'd artists pre-recorded cassette tapes, $. 50 ea + shpg; 100 ass't
CDs, various artists, $275. R Suraci,
Fine Art Froductions, 67 Maple St,
Newburgh NY 12350. 914-561-5866

69 Sandersdale Rd. Charlton, MA 01507
1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988
Cirde (47) On Reader Service Card

CONSULTANTS
COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATES, P.A.
•AM/FM/1 V/MMOS FACILITY
DESIGN & FIELD ENGINEERING
•DIRECTIONAL ANTENNA
DESIGN AND OPTIMIZATION
•FCC APPLICATIONS AND
ALLOCATION STUDIES
•COMPREHENSIVE COMPUTER.
ASSISTED ENGINEERING SERVICES
TED LONG
BARRON HOFFMAN
910-849-8300
FAX/DATA 910.649-6309
INTERNET CTAVAX.COM

PC — SOFIlVARE

EVANS ASSOCIATES
Consulting Communications Engineers

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

TV • FM • AM • I
TES • Satellite
FCC Applications. Design
and Field Engineering

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Video/Datalloice • Light Fiber &
Microwave • WideArea Networks áSTLS

5 Gracefield Road

AM FM TV Search Programs
Contour Mapping-STI. PAIN
RE IIAZ-1990 POP Count
FAA Tower-Draw Tower
Doug Vernier
Broadcast Consultant
1600 Picturesque Dr
Ceda r
IA 61361 'r

v-

Where In The
World Are You?

MAL2 FM STUDY
SOFTWARE

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800
5203 ',mho rg Pike
Falls Church VA 22041

FAX: 703-824-5672

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

Don't Gamble
with your
advertising dollars.
Advertise in Radio World and reach
22,000+ subscribers.
Call Simone at 1-800-336-3045 today!

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

North America

!IF & Audio

Mirkwood Engineering

Services

was $ 995 — now only $ 195

Consultants
MultidisciplIne Engineering and PlannIng Firm
includng • ApplicatIon& Allocation SetanCeS
•Propel. Engineering & Construction
Management • Site Acquisition
•Rural & Remote Site Insta/lattons
•iettl Service • Stouts Destin Installatton
50 Park Ave Claremont. NH 03743
(603) 542-6784

602-703-1009

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
Consulting Engineers
*Design & Optimization of
AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis tor New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- EM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDSATES/OFS)
*Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

Broadcast and Telecommunications

1-800-336-3045
MUJ

CONSULTANTS

since 1987
Inexpensive quarterly

Monet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Prig ' ricers

BROADCAST

216 N. Green Bay Road
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414)242-6000 • FAX (414)242-6045
Member AFCCE

Reach radio professionals worldwide
by advertising in Radio World's international
edition. Call Simone for more information.

LOCATION SERVICES
IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

Audiopak AA- 4 music length carts
w/stereo oldies fmt ( 500), $2ea + shipping. SWinkey, KXIC/KKRO, Box 2388,
Iowa City IA 52240. 319-254-9500.

Ozark AL, 10 kW AM daytimer, non directional, great SE Alabama coverage,
Unistar affiliate, real estate, good market, great opportunity, asking $ 150,000.
Contact: JKlebe, 212-319-7210.

'ken ID

(703) 824-5660
Ben Wall
President

STATIONS

\

Want To Sell

24 Hour

CONIREX

Marti RMC-15, 16 chnl remote cntrl syst,
complete in exc cond, w/manuals, $400.
D lgou, KCHL, 8435 Twisted Oaks, San
Antonio TX 78266, 210-651-9049.

317-962-8596

Phone / Fax
Technical Support

Moseley 505 xmtr & rcvr, type approved,
upgrade complete, in perf cond, will sell
as pair only, $3750. JLeutzinger, KFSB
Radio, 2629 Dogwood, Joplin MO
64804. 417-624-1310.

We SELL*TRADE * BUY
SATELLITE EQUIPMENT

45

data updates
eUldft tie
eoaeftaxef, 'Zee.

Consulting Communications
Engineers
•FCC Data Bases
•FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

e

.ENGINEERING, INC.

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 '
m,mbnr Ai rCE

JEFFREY W. PEARCE
Professional Broadcast Technical Consultant
General Engineering Services
•Transmitter & Studio Site Upgrades
New Construction • STVISl Systems •
RPU/RENG Systems • Remote Control Systems
•Satellite Systems • Station Inspections
3131 N. Lewis Ave., Waukegan, ft 60087

Phone 708-249-9140
FAX 708-336-6497

ç ' 1: Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants
A M-EM-TV-LPTV
• FCC Applications & Exhibits • Frequency Studies
• Experimental Authorizations • Class Upgrades
• AM Directional Antennas

• STL Applications

• Iligh Power Antenna Arrays • Station Inspections

"zr l-800-255-2632
\‘...FAX: ( 301) 913 6799 • 621W I
I
101 land tir • ( lies yChase. MI 2081,5)

BEE
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TAX DEDUCTIBLE...CONT
High School Educational FM station in
San Jose, CA desperately needs donation of FM modulation monitor & cart
machines. J LoBue, 89.3 KLEL-FM,
6677 Camden Ave, San Jose CA
9512C. $08-268-6343.
School accepting working TV/Radio
studio equip. PA/remote gear, computers, e:c, receipt provided. M Adelman,
3400 SW 17th Place, Cape Coral FL
33914 813-549-2726.
TEST EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
General Radio 916 AL Impedance
bridge, 100 kHz - 5mHz, w/manuals,
cables, fresh calibration, $ 325 firm. C
Scott, WKYLJ-FM, Western KY University,
Bowling Green KY 42101. 502-745-5489.
Anaconda 49300 sweep spectrum analyzer, $ 1950/80/trade; Philips PM6507
curve tracer, $ 1450/80/trade. R Katz,
Allegro Sound, 15004 Ventura Blvd,
Sherman Oaks CA 91403. 818-377-5264.
General Electric ST- 2A bench type
oscilloscope works good, $ 50 or will
trade for working Heath 10-12 oscilloscope. SGardner, 3-G Enterprises, POB
387, Hillsville VA 24343. 703-728-9114.
Oscilloscopes, Tektronix 130BR,
$150: Tektronix 1921 ( 15 MHz), $200;
Telequipment 4 MHz portable, $ 100;
Boonton 202H RF signal generator,
$100; HP 330B distortion analyzer,
$100; Lambda 71 ( AC 0-500 V DC 0200 V @ 200 mA), $ 100; Lambda LYD5152 (+/- 12 V DC & +/- 15 V DC), $ 75. R
Place, WPEP, 401-455-7226 or 508636-6707.
TRANSMITTERS
Want To Sell
Spare parts for CCA AM50,000D,
including, HV transformer, mod, transformer, mod. reactor, HV filter choke,
tube sockets and more. Call Transcom
Corporation 800-441-8454 or 21O-8840888.
ITA 1000 1kW FM xmtr, new finger
stock & tuning assembly w/manual &
harmonic filter, $ 1500. K Austin, KFXI,
1101 Hwy 81 N, Marlow OK 73055.
405-658-2556.

Collins 830F-1A, 250 W pwr amp, exc
cond, complete w/ spare tube & manual, $ 1500. KAustin, KFXI, 1101 Hwy 81
N, Marlow OK 73055 405-658-2556.

Raytheon 1944 250 watt, original stn
xmtr, works well, tuned to 1490 kHz, rare
find, $ 1500. W Histed, 813-294-4111.

DEMOED EQUIPMENT

FM - TRANSMITTERS

In XI Inc. Iris a few demoed
exciters, amplifiers and Sit 'sfor
sale. All (folioed systems : ire sold
first come first served and have the
same 2 year warranty as IIEXT's
new equipment For information:

fitclory non not used. Why
buy it tisml iranswiller when
\on can own it now FM
Transmitter for emit Ihe
sitino 1:05!
C,tll IIMMIE
,I01 NI at 214-3:35-34 25.

619-239-8462
RCA BTA-1R AM on 1230 kHz, needs
work, as is, $ 1000 C Ashworth, WMJR
WBZA, POB 928, Glensfalls NY 12801.
518-792-2151

Gates FM1B, 100 wart FM xmtr, 104.9,
removed from full-time service in 1991.
L Nelson, WSRS, POB 1327, Russell
Springs KY 42642, 502-866-5969.

\ous
20
Ill \IS000 I \ I
vs, apts. \ i‘u Ii‘lartin 111M I
00511 I \I
rvlax / rebroad(:ast riA..rs; also some
ustql X.h
II910 oxcilors 15W.
rioorlrit li tstir,. 11435 Mandersori
Si., fusil ri, \ I68164.
.102 .19:3 ; SSG fax 402-493 6S21

Want To Buy
Late Model 10 kW, prefer low power,
single phase, will consider pkg w/exciter
tuned to 100.7; low power 4bay antenna tuned to 100.7; 40 foot Rohn 25G
tower. AHarle, 503-265-5000.

Collins 204C, 2-30MHz, 5 kW, one
good, one poor- pair: $5,500. MSS Test
Equipment Sales Corp, 305-477-6192.

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model,
exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich
Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

April 6, 1994

Gates BC-1-T good shape, spare tubes
included with tuning unit tuned to 1230
kHz, price neg. M Hendee, KLWT, St 2
Box 29, Lebanon MO 65536. 417-5322962.

For the Best Price

Want To Buy

& 24 Hr service on tronsrndfin g tubes
cull 402 493 1886 day cur n, ght FAX 402
493 6821.

New US/British 6550 vacuum tubes, no
China or USSR please R Glenn, WIGS,

4CX250B, 4-400, 833, 813, 5CX1500,
4-1000, all types, full warranty EIMAC,
Amperex, RCA Westgate 800-2134563

6e :D
9
Svetlana
ELECTRON

DEVICES

Quality* Power Tubes
4X150A

4CX15,000A

4CX250B

4CX15,000J

4CX250BC

5CX1500A

4CX25OR

5CX1500B

4CX350A

8560AS

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

However,
it saving money
interests you
WE CAN
REBUILD
YOUR DUDS
(used tubes)
for about
I/2 the cost
of new tubes ,

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C
Worn out power tulles purchased

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.

SIVA it>

—1-800-528-5014508-584-4500 X75

Electron Tubes

• Watch this list grow.
• Manufactured in

NEW
McMARTIN
BF-5K

TepcoMones J317 or J317-2, single or
dual 10 watt translator; Gates TE 3
exciter pref in wkg order w/stereo gen. J
Stromquist, WNCB, 2828 Piedmont
Ave, Duluth MN 55811. 218-722-3017.

Lowest priced
tube replacements

Collins 20-V, 20-T or RCA BTA-1M(X).
Pref CA, NV, AR area. G Goldsmith,
Consultiny Eng, POB 5786, Beverly
Hills CA 90209. 310-696-0177.

5500 W FM, broadband grounded
grid output circuit, VSWR protection, excellent efficiency 75-80%
automatic recycling 8. overload

All Kinds & Quantities

tube factory.
• Generous • warranty
based on high quality.
• Honest prices based
on quality at low cost.
• Shipment from USA
stock.

FCC approved to 5500 watts.

(818) 444-7079 • ( 800) 334-8223
FAX ( 818) 444-6863

800-532-6626

in Radio World,

FAX 916-666-7760

Call 800:à36-3045

Volume Purchasers

Circle ( 208) On Reader Service Curd

and much more!
Factory Warranty'

LPB AM25 low pwr AM carrier current
xmtr & matching network, $450. G Wise,
102 Perkins Bldg, Richmond KY 40475.

1-800-881-2374

Collins 20V-1, 1kW, tuned to 1450
kHz, in working cond, presently in use
as aux. BCrandall, 205-236-8291.

Se habla Espariol
FAX ( 904) 683-9595

/P

PRICE
BREAKTHROUGH!
SOLID STATE FM
TRANSMITTERS
100 Watt

$4995

300 Watt

$5995

500 Watt

$7995

SOLID STATE
FM AMPLIFIERS
100 Watt

$ 2995

300 Watt

$ 3995

500 Watt

$ 5995

MADE IN U.S.A.

Orde ( 139) On Reader Service

ADVERTISE!

TODAY!

Cord

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.

Vee

Scuteetecti

Call for Our Price List

TRANSCOM CORP.

(904) 688-2374

Pea...

4331 MAXSON Ro

916-662-7553

4- 1000A/3- 1000Z/
8877/4CX25013/833A
4-500/5-500/4-400/
4CX 3500/5CX1500

402-493-1886

EL MONTE, CA 91732

OEMs, Distributors,

FAX: 415-233-0439

FAX: 402-493-6821

Approximately 1
/
2 the
Cost of New

FAX: 205-880-8077

Lowest Price on Tubes
including:

Omaha, NE 68164

CHARLIE DRIPPS

Want To Sell

Call: 415-233-0429

11435 Manderson Street

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes

Broadcasters

C Electronics Co.

Goodrich
Enterprises, Inc.

Black Beauties

ECONCO

TUBES

Call: 800-239-6900

status. Fully remote controlled.

Metal Case Caps

Russia's largest power

1 kW

FM

1978 Colins 831C2

1 kW

AM

1974 Harris BC1H1

2.5 kW

FM

1978 CCA 2500R

1 kW

AM

1978 Harris MW1A

1975 CCA 3000D

1 kW

AM

1988 Harris SX1A

3 kW

FM

3 kW

FM

1982 Elcom Bauer 60313

5 kW

AM

1968 CCA AM5000D

3 kW

FM

1974 Harris FM3H

5 kW

AM

1979 Continental 315F

5 kW

FM

1979 CCA FM5000E

5 kW

AM

1968 Harris BC5H

5 kW

FM

1968 Harris FM5H

5 kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

5 kW

FM

1987 Harris FM5K

10 kW

AM

1983 Harris BC1OH

1077 Rydal Road # 101

Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738
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To advertise in

Contact
Simone Mullins
Phone:

"The Transmitter People"

800-336-3045

EnergyOnix

FAX:

752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534
(518) 828-1690

FAX ( 518) 828-8476

A Wise Enterprise
Cirde (
70) On Reader Service Card

703-998-2966

The most exciting NEW advance in radio broadcasting
since the advent of computer technology!
YoL won't have to scrap your existing computer
ecuipment. When - he Destiny 2000 Program
Management System and Console are installed. it
will integrate your current computers and
eqLpment into one master program management
system. Your music schedule and traffic schedule
computers, as well as your production room hard
disk computers, can be networked into ore system,

all con-rolled by the Destiny 2000 console and
compu-er.
It's the control room of tomorrow! The clutter is
gone. The commercial copy, the music and traffic
logs are in the computer. The CD's are in the
jukebox and the tape carts are in the hard disk
storage. The control room of tomorrow is here
today.. tapeless and paperless.

The Sound Of Perfection

UDITRONICS

3750 Old Getwell Road • Memphis, TN 38118 • ( 901)362-1350 • FAX ( 901)365-8629
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ber One Station.

The A- 6 ! O On-Air Console is for you.

VVheatftone®
7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212
(tel 315-452-5000 / fax 315-452-0160)
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